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ABSTRACT
A method is presented to establish acoustic attenuation design
requirements through parametric trade studies using the subjective
noise unit of effective perceived noise level (EPNL). Results obtained
from these studies are then used with an optimization procedure to
provide an acoustic lining configuration that is balanced with respect
to engine performance losses and lining attenuation characteristics.
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SUMMARY
An analysis plan was developed for design of acoustically treated nacelles for suppression of fan
generated noise from high bypass turbofan engines. The plan was followed in developing two
conceptual nacelle designs. The first was a flight nacelle for the NASA/General Electric quiet engine
typical of a 707/DC-8 class airplane installation. The quiet engine nacelle design was modified to a
design for the NASA Lewis quiet fan. Measured noise data from the NASA quiet fan were used for
acoustic design of both conceptual nacelles. This plan included a trade study to select lining
attenuation requirements which would provide a 10 EPNdB reduction in flyover noise.
The procedure developed includes a systematic variation of the far field acoustic spectra for each
component of the engine noise source and the corresponding change in PN L/EPN L associated with
the acoustic spectra variations. Results obtained from these studies are used together with an
optimization procedure to minimize the amount of acoustic treatment for a balanced acoustic
design that includes engine performance considerations. The design attenuation spectra established
in this manner were used to determine the lining characteristics best suited to satisfy the acoustic
design objective.
1.0 INTRODUCTION
The FAA noise standards set forth in FAR Part 36 have led to the implementation of various
designs to reduce the noise being radiated from high bypass turbofan engines. One method of
achieving the noise reduction goal is through the design and installation of acoustic liners in the
inlet and fan exhaust duct of turbofan engines. This document summarizes one phase of a
systematic acoustic lining procedure that has been developed to ensure a reasonable lining design
configuration both with respect to acoustic performance and minimum engine performance
degradation. This design procedure was developed for and used to establish the attenuation
objectives for conceptual nacelle design of the NASA-Lewis QF-2 fan.
The acoustic attenuation design requirements or objectives can be established by a series of
PNL/EPNL parametric trade studies. Either test data or estimated values of the engine acoustic
signature together with airplane flight path information are used to compute a baseline (untreated)
EPNL value for a specific engine configuration. Through the use of a systematic incremental
reduction in the various noise components of the engine and computing the associated EPNL value,
a matrix of noise reduction values can be established. This matrix will define the various
combinations of acoustic attenuations that are required for each noise source to achieve a specific
noise reduction goal. A weighting function was used to minimize the total area of acoustic
treatment in the engine while meeting the desired EPNL objective. The weighting function related
attenuation to the treated area required to obtain that attenuation. By minimizing the sums of these
products, the total treated area can be optimized.
The procedure identifies attenuation requirements for inlet and fan duct linings prior to the actual
detail design and provides confidence that the acoustic attenuation objective can be obtained. In
addition, effects of component noise floors are considered and the effect of the acoustic treatment
on engine operational losses are held to a minimum. This procedure allows the engineer flexibility in




The basic elements used to provide an acoustic lining configuration that is balanced with respect to
engine performance losses and lining attenuation characteristics are outlined in Table I. The steps
identified in the flow chart are used to perform a systematic variation of the far field acoustic
signature. Each cycle provides one value in the EPNL matrix. Details of the individual analysis
elements are outlined in the following paragraphs.
The analysis begins with the identification of the baseline spectra for each component of the noise
source (Step 1). In this document, the total noise source is assumed to be a composite of
the: (1) fan noise, (2) primary jet noise, (3) secondary jet noise, and (4) turbomachinery noise.
A reduction in Sound Pressure Level (SPL) of an acoustic spectrum is usually referred to as applying
attenuation to a baseline component spectra (Step 2). Each component attenuation spectra should
be representative of the expected reduction derived from either tests or analysis. The total
attenuated noise spectrum of the engine is the power sum of each of the individual attenuated noise
components.
The significance of a balanced acoustic design for a particular noise source is closely linked to the
"noise floor" concept. Consider two noise components, the fan and jet noise of a turbofan engine.
If, at a given frequency, the fan noise has been attenuated to a level below that of the jet noise, then
subsequent reduction in the fan noise level will not result in a discernable lower overall noise level.
In this case, the noise floor has been established by the jet noise level.
The next step in evaluating the acoustic performance is to extrapolate the attenuated spectra to the
requested condition (Step 3). The form at which the input data is available may consist of a set of
1/3 octave data that is either measured or predicted on a polar radius around the noise source or at
a sideline distance. The output can be calculated at any one of the above conditions or flight
conditions simulating approach, takeoff, or level fly by.
The airplane flight characteristics and atmospheric environment are used to determine the projected
SPL spectra by accounting for factors such as the propagation time and distance, the atmospheric
attenuation corrections, directivity index and doppler shift.
The atmospheric attenuation corrections are the standard atmospheric absorption as a function of
distance, relative humidity, and temperature (Reference 1) and the extra ground attenuation as a
function of elevation angle and distance (Reference 2).
The propagation distance is accounted for by the spherical divergence which takes the form of:
AdB = 20 log 10 (Distance ratio between input and output condition)
The corrections due to the doppler shift effect are taken from Reference 3.
Differences in the number of engines between the input and projected condition are corrected by
using the relation
AdB = 10 log 10 (number of engines) PR EDNG PAGE BLANK NOT
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The relative jet velocity correction due to the forward airplane speed, outlined in Reference 4,
defines a frequency shift as
Primary jet velocity - forward airplane speed
Frequency shift = Primary jet velocity under static condition
The change in the sound pressure level (SPL) due to the relative jet velocity is expressed as
AdB = 80 log10 (Frequency shift)
The conversion from projected SPL values to subjective units is performed in Step 4. Each 1/3
octave SPL value is converted to the respective NOY unit. The details of this procedure can be
found in Reference 5.
The Perceived Noise Level (PNL) is calculated at each angle by using the relation (Reference 6).
PN L = 40 + 33.3 log10  NOYmax +.15 ( NOY - NOYmax)
When spectral irregularities are present, the PNL value is adjusted to account for a tone correction
by applying the technique set forth in Reference 7.
The Effective Perceived Noise Level (EPNL) is calculated by integrating the time history of the tone
corrected PN L as outlined in Reference 7.
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3.0 ACOUSTIC TRADE STUDY
The noise abatement system for this program considered the placement of lining material in the
inlet and the fan duct. In the analyses, the total fan noise spectrum (Table 2) is treated as being a
composite of two independent noise sources. The inlet radiated noise controls the forward quadrant
(Table 3), the fan duct radiated noise dominates the aft quadrant (Table 4).
The spectral Power Insertion Loss (PIL) characteristics of tuned single layer acoustic linings tend to
have a bell shaped curve about the tuned frequency. The PIL curve shape used for this acoustic
trade study, generated from flow duct data, is shown in Figure 1. Segmented acoustic lining
configurations were considered for the inlet and fan duct. In one segment, the attenuation was
tuned to the fan fundamental frequency and the second segment was tuned to the second fan
harmonic. For convenience, the acoustic lining segments in the inlet are referred to as inlet
fundamental and inlet harmonic while the lining segments in the fan duct are referred to as fan
fundamental and fan harmonic. When the PIL curves of the fundamental and harmonic overlap each
other, algebraic addition was used to obtain the resultant PIL.
The attenuated forward and aft fan noise spectrum was combined with jet noise and
turbomachinery noise components to form a composite polar spectrum. This spectrum and the
appropriate flight parameters were used to obtain an EPNL value.
The EPNL trade studies were conducted for typical takeoff and approach conditions with the
observer located at 3.5 n.m. from brake release and 1.0 n.m. from touchdown respectively, as
defined in FAR Part 36 (Reference 7). The takeoff and approach were simulated using the flight
conditions listed in Table 5. If the value of PNLT at the 10 dB down point is 90 PNdB or less,
Reference 7 allows the option of using a time interval between the initial and the final time value
for which PNLT equals 90 PNdB. This option was not used because it can give rise to discontinuities
when the maximum PN LT value approaches a value equal to or less than 90 PNdB.
The EPNL trade study calculations were accomplished by varying the four lining segment
characteristics: (1) inlet fundamental, (2) inlet harmonic, (3) fan fundamental, and (4) fan
harmonic, independently at successive values of 0, 5, 10, 20, and 30 dB for the peak value of
attenuation. In addition, for the takeoff simulation, primary jet noise attenuations were simulated
by applying a uniform attenuation factor to the jet SPL spectrum in increments of 0, 2.5, 5, 7.5,
and 10 dB. The approach condition was evaluated with and without the turbomachinery noise
component. Table 6 identifies the 8 EPNL trades presented in this document. Runs 1A and 2A
represent the baseline engine as simulated for approach and takeoff conditions. Runs 10A and 11A
have the primary jet and turbine noise components removed which would be representative of the
noise levels measured on a fan test configuration.
The data was plotted in terms of A EPNL versus inlet fundamental attenuation for constant fan
fundamental attenuations. These data reflect combinations of inlet and fan harmonic acoustic
treatment. For improved visibility, a cross plotting of the data was accomplished for constant
A EPNL levels of 5 and 10 EPNdB. Each graph depicts the variation of inlet fundamental
attenuation versus fan fundamental attenuation for different values of inlet harmonic attenuations
(Figures 2 and 3). In each case, the fan harmonic attenuation has a constant preassigned value.
Whenever a graph appears blank, this merely indicates that the A EPN L level cannot be achieved for
the attenuation conditions stated. Asterisks appearing within the tabulated data sets indicate that
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the attenuation value is outside the range of 0 to 30 dB. The "with tone" notation in the graph
heading indicates that the standard tone correction was used as identified in FAR Part 36.
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4.0 SELECTION OF DESIGN ATTENUATION SPECTRA
The EPNL trade study provides a data bank of A EPNL values for combinations of inlet and fan
duct attenuation levels tuned to the fundamental and harmonic blade passage frequency of the fan.
In view of the large amount of data that can be generated to evaluate various combinations of
attenuation levels to satisfy specific design goals, a systematic method was developed to evaluate the
EPNL trade study results. This method uses weighting functions that are applied to the individual
attenuation levels, such that the summation of these functions are proportional to the total acoustic
treatment area.
A four-dimensional interpolation using the A EPNL data bank was performed to identify each
attenuation spectra which gave a 10 EPNdB reduction at takeoff and approach. The results of the
interpolation showed that a great number of different spectra satisfied the acoustic design criteria.
The selection of the optimum spectra, based on minimum treated area was accomplished by using a
lining optimization procedure described in Reference 8, which is based on maximizing the
attenuation of a "pink" noise source. This source has a constant SPL for one octave bandwidth and
is zero elsewhere. Figures 4 and 5 show results of this optimization procedure for inlet and exhaust
Mach numbers of .4 as a function of Hf/c, where H is the duct height between the lined walls, f is
the frequency, and c is the speed of sound. The results presented are attenuation level for a one
octave attenuation bandwidth versus the ratio of the lining length, L, to duct height, H. The ratio of
duct length to height is proportional to the ratio of treated area to flow area in an annular duct with
all surfaces lined.
The curves of Figures 4 and 5 were approximated by an equation of the following form:
Treated Area dB5/3
Flow Area )= AdB
Figure 6 compares the theoretical and empirical curves for Hf/c = 1.0 when the inlet and exhaust
Mach numbers are .4. The constant C depends on the value of Hf/c and the flow condition in the
duct (i.e., Mach number and direction of flow relative to the noise source). The value of the
constant increases with Hf/c. For example, at an exhaust Mach number of .4, the constant increases
by a factor of 1.75 as Hf/c is doubled. At an inlet Mach number of .4, the constant increases a
factor of 1.6 as Hf/c is doubled. The following table compares relative values of the proportionality
constant as a function of Hf/c and duct flow condition.
Hf/c Inlet Mach Exhaust




The relative values of the constants listed above are proportional to the theoretical treated area
required to obtain a given level of suppression, assuming equivalent flow areas in the inlet and
exhaust ducts. The results for Hf/c = 1 show the increased efficiency of inlet linings compared to
fan duct linings, which is theoretically predicted assuming no velocity gradients in the ducts. This
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magnitude of increased efficiency had not been observed in flow duct tests of linings conducted
prior to this study. Consequently, the effectiveness of inlet and fan duct linings were assumed equal
for this study. Subsequently, it was discovered that if inlet linings are designed considering velocity
gradients, the lining effectiveness approaches the theoretical levels, (Reference 9).
The weighting function used to minimize treated area while achieving a given level of suppression
was (Treated Are  ( 5/3 5/3
Flow Area = A dBfundamental + 1.6 A dBharmonic) inlet
+ AdBfundamental + 1.75 A dBhamonic) fan duct.
The optimum lining configuration determined by the 0 function satisfied the design objective
while minimizing the amount of treated area in the inlet and fan duct. Figure 7 shows the EPNL
reduction versus the optimum value of the weighting function . Each point on the curve
represents the inlet and fan duct attenuation spectra for minimum treated area. The results show
that the 10 EPNdB reduction goal can be achieved at the approach condition. However, the goal
cannot be achieved at takeoff without core jet suppression since the noise floor level is established
by the primary jet.
The attenuation requirements for the approach condition were selected as those which gave a 10
EPNdB reduction with the minimum value of the weighting function, 5 . Figures 8 and 9 show the
attenuation requirements at approach for the inlet and fan duct, respectively. Takeoff attenuation
requirements were reduced to 7.5 EPNdB due to the presence of the noise floor controlled by the
primary jet. The requirements, based on minimum 5 , are shown in Figures 10 and 11 for the inlet
and fan duct, respectively.
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5.0 RESULTS
The airplane flyover noise prediction computer program (EPNL program) was developed to accept
individual noise component spectra. Each spectra defining the 1/3 octave SPL variation with
frequency and position. The acoustic characteristic of a turbofan engine was defined by four noise
components.
a. Noise due to the low pressure compressor rotation, usually referred to as "Fan Noise" or
simply "Fan."
b. Primary exhaust jet noise; Jet prim or Jet 1
c. Secondary exhaust jet noise; Jet sec or Jet 2
d. Turbo machinery noise; Turb
The array defining the turbomachinery noise includes all other internally generated noise.
The computer program internally separates the fan into forward and aft radiated noise components
(fan fwd and fan aft). Equal power distribution is assumed at 900 with a rapidly decreasing
influence of the forward fan component in the aft quadrant and vice versa.
At this stage all the noise components are stored individually. Changes in the spectra due to noise
suppression techniques or due to different flight characteristics can be accounted for on a per
component basis. After all components have been adjusted to match the simulated configuration
they are added together for flyover simulation calculations.
The acoustic data for the QF-2 fan was made available in the form of the combined fan and
secondary jet spectra at a polar distance of 100 feet. The primary jet noise spectra was obtained at a
250 feet polar distance. Turbomachinery noise was only defined in a frequency region from 1,250
to 10,000 Hz and for angles from 1000 to 1300. The above information and the data source are
identified in Table 7. The 1/3 octave spectra are listed in Tables 8 through 10.
All the data was subsequently standardized to a 200 feet polar arc distance at 59 0 F and 70%
relative humidity. Furthermore, a polar spectrum defining the secondary jet noise was generated to
accomplish the separation of the QF-2 fan and secondary jet noise. The modified data and the type
is identified in Table 11. The 1/3 octave spectra are listed in Tables 12 through 15.
The EPN L computer program was modified to include the option allowing either fan or combined
fan and secondary jet noise as basic component input.
A sample of the EPN L program output is shown in Tables 16 through 21 for a typical approach
condition. The details and explanation of the input code and data format is described in Appendix I
(EPNL program description). Table 17 lists the input spectra of the QF-2 fan and secondary jet
noise (Fan Jet 2), the primary jet noise (Jet Prim), and the secondary jet joise (Jet Sec). The fan
noise spectrum, which is calculated by subtracting the secondary jet noise from the QF-2 noise data,
is tabulated in Table 18 (Fan Base). The total jet noise (Jet Tot) is the sum of the primary and
secondary jet noise. The turbomachinery noise (Turb Base) was extrapolated to include all angles
(100 through 1700) and all frequencies (50 to 10,000 Hz) with an arbitrary lower noise limit of 10
dB.
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A sample of the trade study output is listed in Table 19. Each line represents the results of a
particular combination of inlet and/or fan duct attenuation. The notation at the head of Table 19 is
as follows:
Two columns each under "inlet" and "fan duct" indicate the fundamental and harmonic peak
attenuation value in dB. The number under "jet" is an identifier applicable to the jet noise
used. The next column contains the EPNL value. Next listed are airplane altitude at overhead,
airplane velocity, relative humidity, and temperature. The sideline and offset values are relative
to the FAR Part 36 measuring stations. The climb gradient is listed as "Gamma", while
"Alpha" is the airplane angle of attack relative to the flight path.
The "duration" is the length of time of the flyover which is used in the EPNL calculation. The
"DEPNL" value is the change in EPNdB relative to the condition for no attenuation in the
inlet or the fan duct.
Appendix 7 contains the reduced data from the EPNL and PHI computer programs. The results
presented are for a 5 and 10 EPNdB noise reduction. The run identification numbers are listed in
Table 6.
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6.0 APPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS
The technique outlined in this document can be applied to any turbofan engine installation whether
mounted on a test stand or on an airplane. A sufficiently detailed noise source description on a
narrow band or 1/3 octave band basis is desirable to conduct comprehensive EPNL trade studies. If
the SPL spectra is only available at a few angles and/or in octave band form, an EPNL trade study
should be limited to establishing preliminary design attenuation objectives.
The basic limitations in the computer program are the following:
1. A single airplane configuration can be analyzed during a flyover. This implies a constant
power setting, climb gradient, angle of attack, and airplane velocity. Although this may
seem like a severe limitation, in actual flight the above parameters do not change very
drastically except in a cutback procedure during takeoff.
2. The attenuation is applied in equal amounts at all angles. Angular dependency is
neglected because sufficient data were not available to justify the use of a directivity
correction. However, inclusion of directivity patterns can easily be incorporated.
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A trade study based on EPNL level together with a program to minimize the acoustic treatment
required to achieve the attenuation goal is an economic and effective method to estimate lining
attenuation requirements for a balanced design with respect to engine and acoustic performance. In
addition, the portion of the acoustic spectra where the attenuation goal can be achieved are
identified without spending an excessive amount of computer time and/or engineering manhours.
A common method of reducing aircraft noise is through the use of acoustic lining materials and
different nozzle configurations: however, there are other techniques which may satisfy a particular
requirement. The cutback procedure was introduced to lower the noise level in populated areas
around the flight path. A proposed two-segmented approach profile can be examined for the same
reason. Changes in airplane configuration, such as different flap settings, have also been suggested as
possible candidates for an improved acoustic flyover performance. In view of these considerations, a
desirable extension of the present EPN L program would be a modification to account for changes in
power setting, engine spool down time, climb gradient, angle of attack, and airplane velocity.
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1/3 OCTAVE BANDS
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FUND. FUND. FUND. FUND. FUND. FUND.
1.00 ****** ****** ****** ****** *,.**
2.00 ****** ****** **em*oe *.**** 9****
3.00 ****** ****** *.***4 4**** ***.**
4.00 **4*** ****, ***** ****** 20.02
5.00 *****, ****** * * ****** 163
6.00 ******. **** ***** 18.84 - 16099
7.00 ****** *1** *****4 17?64 15.57
8.000 ***** ****** ****** 16.55 14.35
9.00 ****** ****** **** 1.554 13.26
10.00 ****** ****** ****** 14.60 12.34
11.00 ****** *****S ****** 14.30 12.12
12.00 ****** ****4 ****** 14.00 11.91
13.00 ****S* ****** **** 13.71 11.70
14.00 ****** ****** ****** 13.43 11.50
15.00 **.*** *4**** ****** 13.16 11.30
16.00 **** **** ****** 12.89 11.11
17.00 ***4* ****** ****** 12.64 10.93
18.00 - ****** ***,** -- * *** . 12.39 --- 10.75
19.00 ****** ****** **** 12o15 10.57
20.00 ****** **** ****** 11.91 10.40
21.00 **e** ****4* ****** 11091 10.40
22.00 ****** *e*** ****** 11.91 10.40
23.00 ****** ****** ***** 11.91 10.40
. 24. . 00 1-. ... .. * -' ... .- . 91 - 10040-
25.00 ***** **t*** ****** 11.91 10.40
26.00 ****** ****** ,,**** 11.91 10.40
27.00 **** *,**** ****** 11.91 10e40
H D.00 ****e* ****** ***.** 11091 10.40
29.00 ***,* *0*** **c** 11091 10040
-.....-90 9 ****-"b .. - -t t . ---- 1u*-
Figure 3. Inlet Attenuation Versus Fan Duct Attenuation
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Figure 5. Exhaust Mode Attenuation (M = .4) over 1 Octave - Band
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NOTES:
I) - THEORETICAL /
5- 2) --- CURVE FIT . AdB 5 / 3
4 -
FAN DUCT = Hf
2-
I INLET, I
O0 5 10 15 20 25 30
ATTENUATION (AdB)
Figure 6. Relation Between Treated Area, Flow Area, and Attenuation
APPROACH
(101.8 EPNdB)
10 --- DESIGN GOAL0
STAKEOFF
(103.0 EPNdB)
(Value in parenthesis is the EPNL
SI with no suppression)
0 500 1000
f (MINIMUM TREATED AREA)
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Figure 11. Fan Duct Lining Attenuation Requirement - TakeoffFigure 11. Fan Duct Lining Attenuation Requirement - Takeoff
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Step 6 BASED ON DESIGN CRITERIA AND
MINIMUM LINING REQUIREMENTS
TABLE 1
SCHEMATIC OF ACOUSTIC TRADE STUDY AND ABSORBER EVALUATION































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































APPROACH AND TAKEOFF FLIGHT CONDITIONS
ROTOR FAA REF. ANGLE
SPEED POINT VELOCITY ALTITUDE CLIMB OF
CONDITION (%) (N. MILE) (FT/SEC.) (FT.) GRADIENT ATTACK
Approach 60 1 254 370 -3.00 3.70
Takeoff 90 3.5 317.44 1000 4.570 7.60
37
TABLE 6
EPNL TRADE STUDY RUN IDENTIFICATION
EPN LEVEL
PRIMARY JET WITHOUT LININGS
RUN CONDITION TURBINE NOISE ATTENUATION (dB) (EPNdB)
1A Approach Yes 0 101.80
2A Takeoff No 0 103.02
5A Takeoff No 10 101.83
10A Takeoff No 101.70
11A Approach No 101.66
12A Takeoff No 2.5 102.56
13A Takeoff No 5.0 102.22





Fan + Jet 2 1 00-ft. Polar NASA-Lewis
Jet 250-ft. Polar General Electric























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ARY JET NOISE SPECTRUM (250 FT. POLAR)
41
-:
.0 -0O0 o00 0.0 0"09 ' 9 0"09 4P9 .o0o 00 0*0 0" oo o0* o00 010 o0 'h0 --- 1 0 .-
0"0 00 00 0'0 Z*'9 0'Ch 0'01 19 0'0 O'U U* 0 0'0 0'0 0*0 o0o 010 O* 6VO bf
0'0 000 0*0 0'0 p*S9 0'69 4''9 I9 OqCO ' 00. 00 0*0 00 1 '0 0' 00 'r9 p f
0'O 'O0 0'0 0*0 'Oq l 9 s'9 '?79 0"0 O't ()0 00 0"0 0 0 o00 00o 0 0 0o 01 1 r,-
00 'O 00 0'0 10 0 IS( " Ss< o0P" 0 o0 0 o0 00 0" 0'0 0 0 0*' 0 0 Oin *00+ WLl
00 00 0'0 00 0'0S 1'(f 9'7 4 ; Cl 0' o0' 0O0 '0 01P 0.'0 0o0 0o0 01 f s 0.
0'0 -O( 0 -0 *0 21l 'O V6 P O'J- 0"0 O0(i 0"0 0"0 00 -- 00 "0 .. 0 0*0 2 .. --C )
O'0 0"0 0*0 00 i' ' L L L'9 0'9e 0*0 (OU 0*0 0'0 0'0 0*0 0'0 00* 0o0 000 r ( tw
0'0 0"0 00 0*0 O0*' P'4 00 OIB 0*0 0'0 00 0'0 O00 0 00 oo ( 0 0 '~l - 75 L
0*0 0O0 00 00 001 914 0*1 , 00o * 0*0 0"0 0"C 0'0 O'0 0*0 0 0 0*0 0*0 0?71 It
S O'0 00 0*0 0*0 0*01 0'01 0'01 0*01 0'0 0'0 0"0 0'0 0"0 0'0 0"0 0"0 0" 0 "0001
oO 0"0 00 0* 0 O O1 0.01 0*o 01O0! 0*0 0*C 0*0 O'O 0*0 0"0 00 O'i V"' " ) 00 .7
('0 00 00 00 iO 01 0 0'01 0'01 00 0O 0'0 0 *0 0 0 "0 V* o 0*. -0 "0*l ? r
0"O 0'0 0'0 0'0 0O01 0:01 0'01 0'01 0"0 0'0 0 0 0 oo 00 O O J o0 17
(1 0 0*0 'O0 0'0 001 0"01 001 00o 0" p 0'0 o"0 O'0 00 00 o 0 ('0 oo0 (,' -W
P4 '0 0"0 0I0 0*0 0"01 0*01 0"01 O'01 0*0 00 0"0 O*C 0'0 0*0 0*0 0*0 0'0 ;l1'.1
0:0 0'0 0:0 0:0 0:01 0:01 0:01 0:01 0:0 0:0 0:0 0ot 0:0 0:0 0"0 0"10 o(0 0? z "1
0 -0 - -0*0 -00 -- --01 01 o ---oOt --00 0' 0 -O0 0 " 0'0---010-- -0O -0 --0'0 --0 .91 F --
0'0 0*0 0'0 0*0 0*01 0*01 0*01 O'01 0*0 0'0 '0 0'0 0'0 0"0 0*0 O'0 0'0 *-v1 17
0'0 0*0 0*0 0'0 0'01 0'01 0'01 0'01 0*0 00 00 0 0 '0 0 0 (*0 o- 0-0*0 100 1 0?
0'0 0'0 0'0 0"0 0*01 0O01 0*01 *0OT 0'0 IO' 0*0 0'0 0*0 0'0 0"0 0"0 0*0 'OP 61 O
' 0000 0*0 0'0 0'01 O'01 0'01 0'01 0°0 0'0 00 000 00  0t 00 00 010 -' -Pt
O'0 0'0 0"0 0"0 0'01 0*01 0'01 0'01 00 0.0 0"0 0"0 0*0 0'0 0"0 00 0"0 * 11





Fan + Jet 2 200-ft. Polar
Jet 1 200-ft. Polar























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































BPFA KI r(N OF CLNT7OL CAI(I'
?-.I FA1= -A- -A--l ---------------- 1
4--- o = STANr 
i r (?IIN IMt!AR ANG~ FI INPUT - 0
-=.--"77TT-71-T -r----------------- - .-------
S .0 = Sl'l IN. l'utJT = 1 OLAR INPUT --- 1
- -- 7 -rT --L-g;vr Tf T7IP 1 I SPUNPT 4
S-- T -------------------------- 0
---------- i
1 --- NT W;r0 --------------------------- 0
I-1---T-" T Pirldl 11)1-1-- -------------- 1
- - ------ -nt - --- --- -- ---- ----------- 0101
18- --- It R , I .E kI a . I Rll. I li t n ALL Y --- I
7 --- T ' ------------------------- 0
I --- I = I; F TP ------------ Al- "Tl t---- 1
S- - - I = S"ANI W I.UTt3. 1O --- mU - ----
21 --- J ----------
---- -;T-=--- i=lU rT 1 TP ' ~--.R ----------------- 0
--- = IM PRINT Ir(M S rI --------- 0
7: --- 7 I IU n fPVL1:R -l(LI S --- I
F --- N  1 N'S NI'IIT -------------------- 1
-2 P --- - ll= I -< - - - -- --- -- ------ ---- 1
77 --- I = TIIIfN"N? ilSF INPT ------------- 1
n- = 1 _ ,riCUi T- A II NLAI UN ---------- U
S--- = IJSF JIFT, INIIFT, ;-W) O((T ATTEN.--- 1
-... - = - U L1. 4R ilFVlLUPIN(, L PrL LNIkS U
31-32 --- Nn nF INPUT LASFS ----------- 1
- TV - - -ITT -lwrL -- - -------- T
35-t --- 74 = 1/3 CTAVF nATA ----------------- 24
..... "------------- o
43- --- 0
-- --- --- -r -F G-I-LP ------ 0
47-4 --- N1 OF GPfIL PIOTS------------------------ 0
9Y7.P- 5 -- s N TL ----------- - ----- 1
S--- NO OF ENINE S ------------------------- 4.0
CnNTRO CARf. AND DATA INPUT
In100014000010l1101101001111COl 11774 0 0 0) 0 0 0 1 4.
SPt 1,=SPL-FAN+.JET 2 SPLJE=SPL JET 1 SPLREF=SPL JET 2
Ll'VtFKri y 4T U' Jo
u  
F I 4 U( I P'V Zf'IJfl
L I IlL VrL;JI I I IIUMIUl I t - ' bIUtLIlNt Up 3ti IIW tK UVill I' J
200.00 0.0 7C. 00 59.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 17
S[II.LU 4. U I Ui0 5.0 U U.U U.u
TABLE 16
EPNL PROGRAM INPUT (CONTROL CARDS)
48
FAN JET2
A N',. E 1 2 3 4 5 1 9 17 11 12 13 14 15 1A 17 1P 19 20 21 22 23 24
1. o 65. AhS. 65. 1. A-. 6H. 70. oS. 70. 73. 74. 75,. 76. 79. RU. 84. 8r,. . 82. Al. 83. 82. 79. 75.
- ;. Ur - ~- 7.- -7%;--T -77 .- U T. 7 T. -7- T - ;- ;; -; 4.-- ,- 87. F'. .8.6 86 80.
l.0' 0 67. 67. '7. 67. ,.. 71. 77. ,Q. 71. 71. 74. 7b. 77. 90. 82. Ph. 90. Pe. 96. eh6. PS. 84. 82. 79.
65T C T P7,;74177 ;-73-~8. 33. S, r E. P5.13. 43 t81 7f.;
. n '.. 7'. 7. 7'. 7, 72. 7, 7,. 74, 7. 76. 761. 79. 0O. 14. 6. 9 . . ,* A. R7. 967 . 84. 80.
70. 0 (4. 6 . h4,. . . 6, 7. .. i5. . 'h5. . 7. ',. 70. 73. 74. 76. 81. 7t. 7o0 77. 74. 7. 71. 66.
A4 . 1,4 . No. T.-0rT- - -fG. .-f; -'- 7 0 .7r;-T775- 7 1;--77--777-75,-4; 70,37,i.90 6 t* hb. * 6* 6 * f 18c. 7 . 67. 66. 6A. 6H. 71. 77. 76. 76. R: H1. EC- 1. 11. 78. 77. 74. 68.
11 .01 6p. 6, A6., 19. 70(. 6'. 1.9. 70. 6s. 7.ii: 71. 79. 74. 78. 60. . 8f,. . . 4 P4. 81. 80. 78. 74.
T_,*-. 7T t Tr U. i. ft.. ;i. 1- 10e 6 ** s . 'U. It. F,:. 14+ - - . o. Bb* I e. M4 *. .4. de. F i e r43?0.00 7 1. 71. 71. 71. 71. 6:'. 71. 71. 70. 71. 72. 74. 7,. 79. 80. F3. FT. 84. 84, q4. ?3. 83. 81. 76.
- Un * T . T -7-- -- 77 11a----7-. T 0 27 7 8- -; - 82. RO  75.
150.C 75. 7%. 75, 75. 73. 71. 7'. 71. 7C. 7r. 70. 71. 71. 7. 76. 79. 82. 7c. 77. 78. 77. 77. 75. 70.
170.00 75. 75. 7 7. 5. 7A. 71. 71. 7U. 68. 68. 68. 69. 6q. 72. 74. 76. 79. 74. 74. 75. 73. 73. 71. 67.
JET PRIM
ANGLE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
10.00 55. 7. 5P. Ip. . 5 . " . . 58. 57. 56. 55. 55. 54. 53. 52. 51. 49. 4 . 47. 45. 44. 44. 43.
31.00 '.5 " .. 57. "7. 7 . 97. 5 . 56. 56>. 5 . .. 4r.. 41 .. 4 b 4. 3. 4* . * . 42. 41. 40. 39. 38.
60.00 57. '7 57 . 7 5. 1 5. 5 . 57. S6. ,6. L-. 53. 5" - 4.9-- . 49. 47. 46. 45. 434 43. 41. 40. 3. 398.
70.00 57. . A. C. '. 5E. 5o 57. 58. 5. 54. 54. 53. 52. 50. 49. 48. 4. 45 4 4. 43 4 42. 41. 4039.
7.00 . 59. C. (. . i. 56. 1 5. 571, . 5 . 52. 50. 4U. 48. 46. 45. 44. 43. M2. 41. 40.
9.o? tl. 61. 62. ,2 . 7 761. 6. 6h. R. 57. h6. 5t. 53. 52. 51. 4 . 48. 47. 46. 45. 44. 43. 42.
'TilC rFT3 r47 6'4). 9;T, 62.TT16 l5' 5t7 97 _54-353.5 ( 25 .48.47.4 6745 44.43.
11i.n0 6 h5. RA. tb. b . rS. S. 64. 63. 61. 60. 57. 57. 56. 54. 53. 52. 50. 49. 48. 47. 46. 45. 44.
7 .T20 .6-n - T .- T E ;,- 6 1 .TT6 5 FY 5795TT. 5 .'4 -4- _T3DV; T W46 .T
130'.00 71. 71. 71. 71. 71. 7C. 56.. 6. 66. 64. 63. 61. 60. 58. 56. r4. 53. 51. 49. 48. 47. 46. 44. 44.
.i. ,I:r. 1 ,. 'r7. .o. i. ri. If. s. 8. , 0. 1. 7'61 .n' . 7 .1 Dt. u. ".V. 41. ;0o. q.. %5. 43.
150.0t R0. 79. 77. 76. 74. 7?. 70. 68. 66. 64. 62. 60. 57. 55. 53. 51. 50. 4P. 46. 45. 44. 42. 41. 40.
"l n0ou rU '. .-. 1, -. f, 7. D b. 47 b .-U;b-5 e 3u;- ;-5 5- . ,.
170.00 78. 77. 75. 74. 72. 70. 68. 66. 64. 62. 60 58. 57. 55. 53. 51. 50. 48. 46. 45. 43. 42. 41. 40.
JET SEC
ANGt F 1 2 3 4 , 6 7 6 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
10.00 65. 65. 55. 3. "3. 6?. 60. 5q. 57. 55. ';. 3. 51. 50. 48. 47. 45. 44. 42. 41. 39. 38. 36. 35.
7 -7c. 77".- 7 -777 .--76. 74.7' 1-T .- 6. "7. 65. 64. .6. 1.59. 59. 56. 55. -53. 52.-5C 49 -
C'.0 67. 67. 67. 67. '4. f4. 62. h1. 59. 58. 5h. 55. 53. 52. 50. 49. 47. 4e. 44. 43. 41. 40. 36. 37.
JfTr T, 7 --13.--3T.-- E.- C -.77. 55 4. 7 . I , 49. 4F. 46. 45. 43. 4 . 40. 9. -7. 36. 34. 33.
'.0 7 ?. 72. 7. 7 '. 7. 6 . 67. ,6. 64. 63. 61. 60. 58. 57. 55. 54. 52. 91. 49. 48. 46. 45. 43. 42.
70.00 64. 64. 64. 4 . 67. 61. 91. 5,. 56. 55. 11. 52. 5U. 49. 47. 4h9 44. 43. 41. 40. 38. 37. 35. 34.
* ---u J 0  b8r5.0 T.797.- ;83. 5 6.5 .4176. 1- 7 D . 44 r74 3.4 174t. ~1i37. -35f
' 6.90  A. 6t. -. i,4. (1'. l. A0. 58. 57. 59. 54. 52. 51. 49. 4i. 46. M5. 43. 42. 4C. 39. 37. 36.
'. P - . "/. F .1, F - . -5 -;-r . U.-T7. -4,-.;-- -;- -4 -4t , t.3.3; a .
110.01 6R. Ao. 68. 6 . . . t5. 63. !,2. ,0. 59. 51. 5;,. 54. 53. 51. 590. '8. 47. 45. 44. 42. 41. 39. 38.
;. u. It. I.. f'. I'. '0. 6. 0. 0'. 0c. , m. 1. . Cm. 530. 1 - .4M. 41 . . .. 45. Q1. *u.
130.00 71. 71. 71. 71. (C. 6P. 66. 65. 63. 62. b6. 59. 57. 56. 54. 53. S1. 50. 48. ,7. 45. 44. 42. 41.
.1 ' . T 71- -7 T-%- 7r-70T 0 7-.5i76T7 5 8. . - 5 5 5; 5;T4 Et * 30.454 7. 46 44T3;-
!j.O00 75. 75. 75. 75. 73. 42. 70. 69. 67. 66. 64. 63. fl. 60. 58. 57. 55. 54. 52. 51. 49. 48. 46. 45.
-- T .00 .. 1-. (,. I s. 7 r fl7.7 7~.56Ti-j .-hir ;- U;-5- 05 -3 .S8.-- .-4"--
10 00 75. 75. 75. 75. 73. 42. 70, 69. 67. 66. 64. 63. 61i 60. 58. 57. 55. 54. 52. 51. 49. 48. 46. 45.
TABLE 17
EPNL PROGRAM INPUT
(FAN, PRIMARY AND SECONDARY JET NOISE SPECTRUM)
49
FAN HASE
?*!F 1 ? ' ! 5 6 7 P 9 10 11 1' 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
1 . 4 L". 49. 2. 4 . h6l h7. 71. 6,;. 70. 71. 74. 7S. 76. 790. . 86 e. $. A3 . 83. . 13o 79. 75.
- n- . r .. . *-- ;  . .5. '-- . ' C .C;. ..-.. t6.- .TT - .- -- C,4.T C 5. . 71 r;-. .94. r. . 7~1. R". "6," 74. L.80
,3j ', 8 . 5. . i,7. 7-. 71. '.. 71. 71. 74. 76. 77. 7. 7-. 76. A:. 76. 76. Ph 795. 74. 72. 79
.i U. 9. 7 ',. 4 . 7,. . 7'. 73. 73. 76, 70 - 7. H . F. ?;*-. 8C. ,5. 81. 1 . 86,77. 74. 80.
17.00 s. 4h. 4f . ' i. Z. 7. 6 6?. . 65. 6-. 67. 6h. 7 . 73. 7. 7 6. . 76. 76. 77. 74., 73. 71. 667
-- rnn--z 4 wi-7.P.'TT-17, t. 5 4;i.T 4. 6rl . 7 9. 705 TT. 75. 77. 1 7* 77, '7715. 74o 70e-_67o
16.! 1I 2 3 4 5 6 7 h . 71 7, 71 . i F 5. 17 3. 19 20 21 22 23 24 6A
I.n)" C - 7. ' ?.'57.. 6f. 14, 65. 67. 01. 59. 5 . .7  . 7 2 74. 77, 57- 53, 5.'. . . 4 RC. 4. 45. 6.. 71
1 i" 5'' 5, 5C* 5'. hk. i,5. '.. ''1. h A. 71. 71. 73. 7*, . A79. P. . 831 . 84. 94. 61. 80. 78. 74.
Ill 0 . bl. ,, 1. C. '. b 1. pL.1 f , ** .-* I' m*. 1. -1. ' e . 51. IV. 14
,'.0 72. 7. 7 5, 75. 7. f. 'i2. b6, 71. 65, 7, 72., 74, 59, 70. 5:.5, 8.5 P53. 4. 84. 94 83. 83. 815. 47
-160n6 67. .7. 1 7 '/7* 66. 5,* * . .4.T* '2. 60. ST.. '5. 57. 55. '.. 503. 51. 5. . 49. 41 4. 82 -84. 754.3
S,0 s, 7c. . 59. 70. 6h. 71. 07. t 7. b7. . 6, 71. 7. 74. 75. 75. H;. 75. 77. 78. 77. 77. 46. 70.
t;---T ;-- , V'7.- --rEp.;-  4-5-9.6 . 6 .5 63- 79. -74 74; 75.;--73. 3.-71. .
17. .30 S7. 74. 7:,. 4 . 7. 71. 67. 6. 5968. 6. S,. 63. 52. 72. 71. 756 79, '74. 74. 50 73. 73. 71. 66.
JET TInT
ANGLF 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 11 1? 13 14 15 1C 17 1P 19 20 21 22 23 24
11. 5. 6h. Co. o. l4. 61. 61. t-1. 59. 58. 57. 517. 55. 54. 53. 9. 5. 49. 48. 4&. 45. 45. 44
Ustil e~ 7. o ! 1 71. TU 67. ff. 'If- 64*. N j *. K 1. 10* 1) *e. 14 5^** . *
10.
0  7. 7. 6 7 7,. 7o ,. 7. 73 , 71. 70. S 59bi. 6. 63 614. 02. 51. 50. 55. 473. 52. 445 439. 42 406
--.- ~*T,----. 4.3, 1.( . h-."5r Co. 8. 5;-56'. 54'. 3 52 , 4- . -4 . 45 -- . 41. *41. 40. 39o
"17.00 72. 72. 7,. 77. 71. 1c 6R. ,O 65. 6 , 67. 61. ,9. 61. 650 58. 573 55. 51. 495. 4. 469 45. 44.
7 0.r,0n T b5. 65. 6 ;. (c. fo. (". s 60. 59T 57 96  55. 54: 1.2 5 5(,. 4E. 47. 1-5 44. 43: 42. 41.
"". 0 -5. . 6 , o. ." . 6l. 1.. . bu . I .t N. 5hf 5b. '1 . . *,. '>U. 4H. 41. 4. t. 4. 45. 41.
rNIlF 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1? 13 14 15 ob 17  16  18e19 20 21 22 23 24
i0.00 67. 107. . o7. hi. 6. 5. 14. 61. 62. 60, 90. 58. 57. 550 54. 53. 51. 5IC 49. 47. 46. 45. 44. 43.
7----; TrV-'T 10 '1----. -T'F;-C-.1;I- r. 1- -6 iC;. "o- .l10, " -10 ". 1w. ;C--5510V-54 -- -1-.51. "I0 '- .--10.10-
31n. 0 70. 7. 7C. 7C. 61. ,R. 67. 1r. 65. 63. 62. 61. 59. 58. 5., 55. 54. 52. 51. 4q. 48. 47. 46. 45.
-- ;'r"7'757- -- 7 T V -V 9 E;6;6 l-.;'-10,T.--i0. 10. 51nI F. I I,- IZ, 13,-. -15 .C16,17, -18 4-V-,--
.,CG "74. 74. 74. 10. 7 , 77. 71. 6q. 610. 660. b, 63. 62. 612. 514. 56. , 2. 521. 50. 492 48. 46. 46.
S.'l 
J  
Ci o e .i . ' 3 1. f'. (, 1.e 54. t . be. 6 . 6 . el u --. . ( ./ 3.. 4. 53. : L. - U. -# t. t .
7I0.C C1. hC. 710. 7E:. 716. 77. 73. I71. 0. 68. 6. 6513. 63. 61. 6023. 2. 57. . 53. 52. 51. 49. 48 460.
,',.'.7 10. 10, U ,  !.. 10 10. 133 1e3. lO, 1'.. lC. 72,io 30 3... 3. 47. A. C . 4 5. 62. *6. 10.
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The object of this computer program is to use aircraft sound data to estimate the time pattern at
other hypothetical observer locations and convert the projected sound into subjective units. The
time history of an aircraft flyby is simulated using either stationary ground runup data, flyover data
measured at other than requested conditions, or predicted data. Acceptable input consists of
one-third octave band sound pressure levels (SPL) as a function of: (1) directivity angle at a
constant polar radius, or (2) directivity angle at a constant sideline distance. Since these input
spectra may be derived by other prediction methods, or may be actual test measurements, this
computer program will be useful in all phases of aircraft development from preliminary design to
final test. Output consists of SPL spectra for both the input and projected conditions with the
results presented in terms of perceived noise level (PNL), tone corrected PNL (TCPNL), peak
TCPN L, effective perceived noise level (EPN L, as defined by the FAA), and overall sound pressure
level (OASPL).
The simulation technique consists of applying various corrections to the input SPL spectra to obtain
the projected SPL spectra. Corrections due to the following effects are determined by this program:
(1) spherical divergence, (2) atmospheric absorption, (3) extra ground attenuation, and
(4) number of engines. Also, the program has the options to determine: (1) doppler shift effects
and (2) tone corrected PN L and effective perceived noise level.
State-of-the-art techniques of sound calculation are incorporated in such a way that if the
calculation procedures change and become standardized, this program can be easily modified. The
basic idea is to control the correction effects by selection of the calculation techniques used. A
program user controls the selection of computation by means of an input control card which selects
the sequence of calculation subroutines. The subroutines are in a general form such that the
conditions supplied by input determine the value of the corrections to be applied. Variations in
noise characteristics might be achieved for example by considering doppler shift effects and extra
ground attenuation for one simulation and neglecting these effects for another simulation.
Input Data
The input data can consist of three basic types of noise spectra: (1) SPL measurements on a polar
arc around a stationary engine, (2) SPL measurements on a sideline parallel to the stationary
engine, and (3) SPL measurements at a given location during an aircraft flyby. All data inputting is
handled by the main program.
In discussing the input data, a set consists of the SPL measurements for one operating condition,
and a case consists of one to four sets of data. A computer run consists of an unlimited number of
cases and is terminated by an end-of-file card. This section of the report describes the data input
cards in the sequence necessary for proper program execution. Unless specified in the writeup, the
cards are needed only when indicated on the control card. A description of each storage array,
where the numbers in parenthesis denote the dimensions of the array, is presented in the section on
the main program.
Control Card
The first of each case must be a control card. Columns (1-30) are 30 one-digit indicators which
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control the sequence of program execution and are stored in (MF(30)) in order. Columns (31-50)
are 10 two-digit indicators which also control the sequence of execution and are stored in (MN(10))
in order. Column (51) is an indicator for the number of engines to be considered. In the following
description of the indicators in Columns (1-50), blank values are considered as zeros and indicate
no special action is to be taken.
Column Description
(3) (MF(3)) - For a value less than 0, the program expects the SPL input as a function
of time. A value of 1 indicates one-quarter second input and a value of 2 indicates
one-half second input.
(4) (MF(4)) - For a value of 4, the program expects polar angle input using a format
(F10., 12F5./10X, 12F5.).
(6)IN (MF(6)) - For any nonzero value, the program expects the SPL input as a function
of a constant polar distance. For a zero value and also a zero value in (MF(3)), the
program expects the SPL input as a function of a constant sideline distance.
(9) (M F(9)) - For a zero value determine the pure tone correction.
(10) (MF(10)) - For a value of 1, apply engine shielding effect.
(11) (MF(11)) - For a value of 1, generate card output for EPN L trade study.
(16) (MF(16)) - Generate the attenuation trades internally.
(17) (MF(17)) - For a value of 1, omit the relative jet velocity correction.
(18) (MF(18)) - For a value of 1, read a card which indicates the uniform jet suppression
value.
(19) (MF(19)) - For a value of 1, use the short form printout.
(20) (MF(20)) - For a value of 1, use the long form printout.
(21) (MF(21)) - For a value of 1, the SPLJE array is interpreted as the primary jet noise
spectrum.
(22) (MF(22)) - For a value of 1, develop a footprint output.
(24) (MF(24)) - For a value of 1, determine the doppler shift effect.
(25) (MF(25)) - For a value of 1, the SPL24 array is interpreted as the fan noise and
secondary jet noise spectrum.
(26) (MF(26)) - For a value of 1, omit any jet noise correction for irregularities.
(27) (MF(27)) - For a value of 1, input the turbine noise spectrum.
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(28) (MF(28)) - For any nonzero value, the program suppresses the correction
calculation for extra ground attenuation. A value of 1 suppresses the correction for
the predicted data. A value of 2 suppresses the correction for both input and
predicted data.
(29) (MF(29)) - For a value of 1, the program expects component noise spectrum. It
also expects data cards specifying the peak attenuation which is applied to an
attenuation spectrum.
(30) (MF(30)) - For a value of 1, the program expects a card describing a new condition
(such as velocity, altitude, etc.).
(1) (MN(1)) - Number of input cases.
(2) (MN(2)) - Number of polar angles.
(3) (MN(3)) - Number of 1/3 octave bands (24).
(5) (MN(5)) - Number of flight profile sections.
(6) (MN(6)) - Number of R.P.M. inputs.
(8) (MN(8)) - Number of modes summed.
(9) (MN(9)) - Number of grid line points.
(10) (MN(10)) - Number of attenuations.
Input Condition Card
This card is automatically read (FORMAT 9F8.0) and is the first card of a series of data sets
(number of sets indicated by (MN(1)). The numbers in each field are stored in sequence in (H(3,4);
V(3,4); HREL (3,4); TEMP (3,4); X(3,4); Y (3,4); GAMM (2); ALP 2; VMJET). Field one is the
polar distance (field two = 0) or altitude of the aircraft in feet; field two is the aircraft speed in feet
per second; field three is the atmospheric relative humidity in percent; field four is the atmospheric
temperature in OF; field five is the sideline distance in feet; field six is the parallel offset distance in
feet; field seven is the climb gradient in degrees; field eight is the angle of attack in degrees; field
nine is the jet velocity at the aircraft speed in feet per second.
Prediction Condition Card
This card is automatically read (FORMAT 9F8.0) and must follow the input condition card. The
information on this card (corresponding field for field with the first nine fields of the input
condition card) describes the conditions of the projected data.
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Spectral Data Cards
These cards are read according to the format (F10.3, 12F5.2/10X, 12F5.2). Information on these
cards is stored in SPL24, SPLJE, SPLREF, and SPLTU. Each spectral set is preceded by a data card
containing an identifier, the jet velocity at zero airplane velocity (if applicable), and a title
descriptor (FORMAT 2F10., 13A4). After the array SPLJE is read in, the card describing the
attenuation spectra are to be read in where CAT is the maximum value in the array ATEN.
Output
The output from this program consists of printed, plotted, and/or punched parameters. All printing,
plotting, and punching of the output data are controlled by the program user by control card
indicators.
Printed Output
At the start of a case, the title, control indicators, and the conditions describing the input and
predicted spectra are printed. The input SPL data and the predicted SPL, PNL, OASPL, and EPNL
values are automatically printed. IF MF(19) = 1 and MF(20) = 0, a special short form printout is
used showing the essential flight and environmental parameters, the peak attenuation values, the
time duration factor, the relative change in EPNL, and a counter indicating the number of runs
made.
Punched Output
The punched output consists of one card for each run (MF(11) = 1). The card contains the peak
attenuations, the jet noise identifier, the EPNL level, the change in EPNL, and a counter indicating
the number of runs made.
Main Control Program
The main control program has general control over input, order of solution, and output throughout
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Ca. LIRE SEPERAIIIN LSIP .
50 CONTIINUE
EPM L - 0.0
IF





RA 1 . 1 , LEP1JR
FAL SItI I M. F 2 
CALLEPPLTIV121h2 UI M R-Qo40WI 1 n
If8"
16202 J - 1.U8
IF
II L j PL PLI2
102aP1(11(2 a TEIL N2.i




~r.1u AND. HRE212) U
(-WRITE IPSF5211 AEMIlREMIl.1K ~AEI 'l,
i WIE 6 .521 
AIEM U[ IA1ENM 121 ,IRM12IENKi[i 
A3
I.PN M121 DEP2.FI E~If2PN2 , _91
(NF 01 EDI..RS.E S
1FE[l .28) -
-RT [P .5221
-8.ED FOP I .LCIC F 12 -. ED.
IIYE'PR.27aEMII IN 3 IN UK 4
IF1221 .EQ. II
IPT - (PT I 1
P'flNT IIPT X12, 11
PllTY IIPI = T 12,1
fEST a EPlL If, 21
020 LLPL8FP PINX PG1OMY, IP . FIRSTO 1 CURVX. CURVY, ICV)
20 CRLL BUl ALSE. 30 CRLL DIU
ISTIET. X 12.111 Y 12 (187ES7.1 2.11, Y1211 , 45825. 45835) , 45033, 450351
5825 #1551S6 5828 16 LEFP 5533 S 1" = FRLS.
s Ts 589 213 COTINUE GO 'T 5040
Go 70 to
IAe
SHLO REIIV 15,151 OBILLInIM ITE 15.55T INCDDEX*. DEPLETLT.TY1212111
ASSIGN 5128 71 LEAPP
GO TR SUIr
72
C~ J IlLE I SUBSCRIPI
C II VA~JLE 2r SiNCRJPI SUSRP I L -UARY
C MP2J SP RA
11 IL .Lc VLU O lE IIR SBS R I 6,45 INlL ALLl 3-0L-tIY
r SPLINA.I1PL AYXIY~NL~iCIA
c IJLE SED N EH 73
SUmoulifli JSHJ::1
C9 518 MS 1 ,8918
14 19( SP2M.Ao - HANIS
W90 - 15
W9 s e + I ,
;, I .AKKK) II.E -LJE INB.MI
S12SPLJ .. I)
N.M1 - 10. * ALOSIOI10.**ISPL2MilND,.M.Kl .1l
CALPLJ IN. a .11 PLJ
CALL JE'TSM6 IVLABI
SV6 = SPLJE MNo.MI - SAVt
"8 500 KA11M.X
SPLREF IND.MR.1) SP.M E IND. Ml- SPLREF INS SLJ f11
if
SPLJEIII.NRI .E. PL2IB.NA, K I
L2~INS #MMI - LJE05 - ISPLJEI - $1








Be SIB MB .1,Km
F5ilJfli.H~l '- SPL24ll0I.M.KKcI - SHRANK81MBI1
IF
L241NO.M.KKKI LE. SPLAIND HAI8
518 SLJEI#IW to A0. rRlIIlOIO,*al IPL24(MlA9.XX#nlr .11
L--P '!LlO!--"'R"LJE IB.I~ .111
SAVI - SPLJElMNG. MI - SAVVl
FSPLJEMB.AW - SPLJCNB,AI) + RV
(SPLAINDAM LE. a SPL2421 IND. M. KKK) I
MVI , 241!114LI KKKI - .05 - ISPLJElNBNAI - SAVII
SFLJE JrL) Pq4IB)I~ n
74
SBRBimN Ml SPJI.AI
Off 1110 NA N]2L1











S INA. LI -H IL. 11
VJSISL INA.L.11-HIL.11
VJRSL INAL.Il-'TMEIA INA, 1,11
ALPHA INA, L. 11 -0.
130 1MINA.L.11-0.
140 L-1.2





(CSR. E 9. 0. 1
0 le 18
TCRII- I IM 11, 11 /CBS IC9RI I -M 12. 111 /IAN IC SRI
IF
JR.O.O. ANU.TI2.11 LI.YCRJ'T
T 12, 11 -YCRIl
if
8R.O. 0. AMY 12,11 .97.YCAJI
r-T ri. II --y 5-11-1
F-
III! CONIINUE
"I.H A. . 11 +y L. 11 *IAN ICBAI
T I-ml





















S INA, 11 .Tl*1AM 1C2R) / IAM lIC2I +1AM ICON) I
91575L IIIR. 2, 1) S IRA, 1) 1J11 IL'2A)
KREF-S INA, 11 /IAN UICA
SiNA,- AC a ILI /P I Hl
PSI INA1 -ARCOS II-XREFaCIIAPR - IA,2s1 J0IAPRII/hI51SL IHA,L. 111
IIEL1=hlISISL INA.L. 11 /C ILI
L'7:9 INA, 11 +V IL. 11 fiOELI*SIN ICBIi
ET'-V IL. 11 alIELle'CBS ICRI1________
78








, L 205 NA-NI.NJ
,UgB = 10.0 ** ITILU1 IUIRSLINAI.l,11 .IHE ,DEOB .1 .1111
IF
IPIIRA. LE. .1PLZ JRL
CL; L IN, R, IR I 0, rlO ,€F 2P1 Ev 1
I -10.A S.PLJEIB,H A 1/1.SPL2
2 -110.* ISPLJINS,NA 1/10.12 -10, I5PLTU INB, NA 1/10.11
203 SPLF INH, HNA.i -SPL24 INSM, N 1) -DDOIB
205 SPLFA INS, NA,.Ll0.*ALBGI0 110.** ISPL24 IND, NA./10.,
I -10... ISPLFR IND, NA,Kl/10.1 1
79
go 310 J-NJ, NJ
WWFlI 11 IUEER SPBS. 5555111 J M, ISPLFRIJ.J.N),1-1.241
310 a Ij
310 OASP 1 111- OAFUNCISPLFAIIJMl
C 5511 FERMAI 1;D15JEls 1/ 151 IGIS.51 
I
FIN HE MAY OF bASP
Ill 320 J."I'Ni
320 IF
ASP U, MI . Ul . BAPM
OAPM-OASP IJ, $1
00 330 J-NI.NJ
dA;P IRII-LEWIS CHANCE 
1-11-11
c FI=BRSP IJ,?O/BAPM
330 BASP IJ, NI -1. 0




390 SPLJE INS, NAI - SPLJE ISO. NAI






VMJE7 VjjjjVMJE7 VJJEl =121)
VRAIID 8VMJEI - V 12, 111 / VJJE-I
MSPL Q. AL6610MATIBI
- - - m 1. 11j]
70 405 No z 1.24
i
PC (NBI - SPLJE (NB. MAI + 0
C( III 
I
405 CAVY INS) - ALSO 0 (FREQ24 INS)
i
90 410 ND-1,24




IS ATIiM INS, Ni-ATEN INS.Ni /CAINIMl
Iff 55(1 NE lN
RTR1M INS. I RAAM INS B. II tMAIM INS. N+21
560 COIIUE
01? 320 NA-NINJ
I') SPLA1 I MI -9PLFR INS. MA, N) RSP INA,.N1 aAIA1T INS.N j1
I2 10.**I I.Ii=0N.1GU 0.' SPLAT1 21*. 1 1
81
62q J1 M,MAC IM,L, II ,M2,R IM2,L, I1 ,MS,A IMS,L
C BRO RIE I,1 R C f )
CRLCULAE AlMOSPH11i1 1IIU~I
B00 L-1.2
IESI 16PolRI G. 1.0
go 50 JNt..,
|.II Il. VIFS2 J,,I I
5SIJI FLG IKFLSLIJ.L.2 -. 0001
l[
82
DIF 1231 . El. a
IRRSEE16,2411 H ILII.vL.II . KRELFLJ ,-rEMPIL.]I ,X R11 .r 1.11
1111E 
go a I 1.6
0s61 WRIIE1G.2431 M.AACI RM.L 11H2, RR IM2. L, I . M3 Al C IM3 L. I , 4,
I AACIM4I.L.11
100 CBMUUE
-CO WRIIE 18,61 AAC1
176 498 L1,24
A77 I ILI -0
111 2 ILI -0
40CINUMWUE
[T160 -FRE924 [K)I





CAL EIRI IBIS15LIJ.1.11 ,FRiE1XALPHIJ,21
£11 ~~AL EALL WDI1TE 1J2 1, F.REQX,2WF SP Ei fOq
1151MN". A1721
-fL
t 11It01 . El.
6 111IS1RN=1SBR1 IS 1..21 --S 1.1,21+1K12.114a 12.11M
ENG191-Itg., SIMIIS]NIS U.2)DSRN I *.L01IENIC
SLE IK. LLILlEF IKJ1. 6. 0. 90 I. P. SIE. l1 VS LIJ2 1
I O OPE Sl11LJ11*ACK11/00-lgI L R 2 C I .CiFI BAND/ bIJD
O2- .-V19 A7 11 172.111O DRL1..1 1I~~l/ 2




CAL iIE11.8 0. U)LO.2 . 1 D1STRKF' 0J,
O1SYRISD- 112 1121a IJ.2 19RS 1.1.2.X 11./1
SPLEVIJ11!PL - SPtL.aLO1OII SLI,11lJ. ILI.2II
I DI~lSL. IJ 1 1IWSACWI IS 1/100 -DIIlOL I-'A.IPRRC1K.212,/lIIDI






SUBROV1UE EG41 IOJ ,FRE0,OBE1l .MAllI
7"815 as 8
FB-E-A-l---0. 0
El C G. PISS
F5-ElIl P18962
to Be 20 J-IN
x ~ B u~olnFRE T ,R. FR.1, 9.~9~
A 8 ~LIIFR 11 F RRK 1 11;,
S DRI 11 16 1
S1JBfU1CROM RT F IDI L.I1IKS PL214.1H(1A1
7U9142












LNBY lK, J: 11 . 61. 0.1
FKNDY24 (K) -SPLNBY lKJ, 1) /ABP5 (KKI
IF
(SPLNffy Of J, 11 LI.ABPS UlKi I
Un Iff Sao
KNOY24 Kl -10.0* (AM IKKI * ISPLNffY (K.J. 11 -ALO (7K7KI1711
IF
LNOT lK.J, 11 GI.BBPS IKKI












PNL24 U. 11 -40.
IF
NUIL.01.1.
FP-NL24IJ, 11 -ALOGI 0 IVNBYILI /. 0301 03+4 0









SPL IKI 0. 0
(SI .LK) .L.5IN.
I 19 SPLP IK) -SPL [K)
S13)TO
90 100 K-41,24
100 SII 1PLSPL DK -SPL W-11
06 DO 150 LPP,
95 IF
IS II . G1. 0. 1
16~ 12
120 IF
IK I I.E. 5 (K-1))I
If 0 le IS
IS IK-11 LE. 0.1
FSPLP IK- I ISPL M-21 ISPL IK) /2.] IK. 1. 23
0 'ff ISO 
t
F-?LP KI ; ISPL WI-11 ISPL IK~l2




SP 131 -P 141
P 1251 Sr r24)
"B 110 K.323
1I0 S6AR |KI ISP IKI SP iKotl SP I121 /3,
SPLPP 13) -SPL 131











210 FC IKnAMJ I If/6..20./6.1
GB 10 230
FCIKI AMNI lIF/3.20./3.1
Ce le 230 220 FC 00.0
230 IF
90
(FC K L FMI
RRlURM
90
Jim ffhlu MC ISPLI
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fUINJ32 LT. DOW 11005__JF_GN TO 2US
Hill BOUNDED Go IV 2005
C** INCREMENT 1 16 DECREASE MUST 2095 RETURN
i C -C-- DECREMENT T 16 INC
Y - Y - BELT
t505 RETURN I
SlJBRffUllME PL51FP IX, Y, MPIS, FIRSI. U. V. OP1521
iumatq 11 31
C** SUBROU71ME 16 PLffl FOOl PRIM1





c** INIIAL17E FIR PL611JMC
i




r - Fll -FIRIMIR1 1 0*1** I lljl 'Illy i 111!lj I'l"PlSI PIS
C** PLII POINIS
fifflAlE PLal -80 OEG. 16 ORJEMI WJlH PAPER




I I "P; I
CALL PLDISC ly MPI XLRBEL, YLABEL. lJlLE. SJ7XL. S17YL
I 51771L. YSP TiF . xs§p . XSF , LJKPI, SYMBI
F-1 A 51 - FALSE.




V IV, U. M?132.YSe . YSF . XSP , XSF LIMPI. SYMBI
Go ill saga
Cgooll W311E 1190051 Wis MIPIS
C9005 FPAAl lHE mAlIMUM MD. OF PBJ01S ALLOWED BY UJMENSIONING
C 1 1'. '15, '1 HAS BEEN EXCEEDED. 1,14E FIRSI'.JS.' POJMlS WILL BE'
c 2 pl."IlEol 11
C GO Iff lots
9990 CBNlJMUE
CKL PLII '7ERD, ZERO, 9981
1 95
flROI ME B ILDY I DBI 100 TE *, *lVS l




rUBIS1 IME~i1, SIISI SLV
DBlL, T. DELT, 4219I0)
BOUNDED - - - - G) BTIU(w, SIORE IWTERPILAIEV POJM75
ICY = ICY
OUNT IOLD 01 RL 119D' IJ MI J I I-I I IlR E 16, 55171 DamST 1(s4, E. L a. cuRvy uIcv) , CURVY r1() , x, y
DUNlY IMEW) -RLOGIl0 )PDJN1T lJi~I I
CURVT 11(VI - ILUI IBL, 031151, BUNT. 1, 21 RTR




I - I - DELI
mmv INEW- M.*B1 VIieNUN






C FPNL 70 M14 '1 - IT
C
C (FFFFCTIVE PERCIEVED N3ISE LEVFL)
C
IOGRTCAL *4 FIRST, LAST ,FIRSTI ,BOUND
IN'TEGER *4 PAPER/06/, PORF/06/
RFAL *4 TOL/1.CE-04/
1 ,RLANK/' 'I/ ,TITLE2(13)
? ,BAST(3)/91 BASELINE'/, INPT(5)/'TNPUT) '/
3 ,ATTT(3I/'O ATTFNUATED'/, CALT(5)/'CALCULATED) 'I
4 ,nELT(3)/0 DLTA'/,CALST(5)/'CALCULATED - SHPANK)'/
5 , TUR(5)/'TURBI NE) 'I
6 ,ATENMI(5)/0.0 ,5.0 ,10.0 ,20.0, 30.0/
CMMON / AREAl / SPL24(24,70,2),SPLRFF(24,70,1)
CO)MMON/ARFA 2/TI TLE( 40)
COMMON / AREA3 / FREQ24(24),FLOG24(24),FPEQ8(8),FLOG8(8),BWN(24)
COMmON / AREA4 / MF(30),MN(10),FNGINF ,NI,NJ,NK,NII,CRVI400),MKT
CiMMON / AREAS / PNL24(70,1),XN'Y24(?4),EPNL(4,21,PEAKPN (4),
1 OASPL(70,1),TCPNL(70,1) ,XNOYM)(70), MTCB(70)
COMMO /,R FA6/THRUST(4),THRUSI (6),nVHTIM(4) ,TI M70) ,TIM2(70,3,1)
COMMON /FUOTPT/ ICV, CURVX(100), CURVY(100), IPT, PCINTX(250)
1 ,POINTY(250), DBNL, DELX, DELY
COMMON/GEOM1/H(3,4),V(3,4),HREL(3,4),TFMP(3,4),X(3,4),Y(3,4), PI
1, ,GAMM(2) ,ALPH(2), S(70,2) , W(70,2) ,C 2)
COMON/CGEFM2/THETA(70,3,1),ALPHA(70,3,1) ,DIRSL(70,3,11),
1 O ISTSI. ( 7 , 3 1),AAC (25,2,4)
CIMMON/CCNNOY/ABPS(24),BBPS124),ALO(24),BLO(24),AM(24),8M(24)
COMMON /PFVJF/ SPLFA(24,70,2) ,SPLJE(24,70), OAPS(70,2)
1 ,SPLTU(24,70)




5 FORMAT(7F1C4/F 8.4, 12)
15 FORMAT(SF8.C)
16 FORMAT (CF7.0)
17 FORMAT( F10.3, 12F5.2 / 10X,12F5.2)
18 F)RMAT(2F10.0, 13A41
20 F3RMAT (18A4)
25 F3RMAT(3CII, 110I2,F5.0 ,2F8. 0)
31 FORMAT(2X,18F4.C)
35 FDRMAT( 1HI, 2PH CONTROL CARD AND DATA INPUT //
1 2x,30T, 10I.2,F5.0 // 2X,18A4 / 2X,18A4 /
2 2X, 7A4,F4.1, 4A4, F4.1, 3A4, F41,, A4//)
36 FORMAT(//// 96H ALTITUDF VELOCITY HUMIDITY TEMP SID
1EL INF OFFSET POWFR OVHTIM NJ /
2 7X,3FIC.2,i10 / 7X,6F10.2 )
41 FORMAT (2X,?I5v 3F10.2)
42 FIRMAT (// 15X, 'DELTA JET PRIMARY =', F4.1)
100 FORMAT (18A41
101 FORMAT (1HI,36A41
PREGEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILME
101
105 FORMAT 17A4 0 F4ol 0 4449 F4.1, 3A4, F4.1, A4)
199 FORMAT (5X,18A4D
200 FORMAT (IHI,55o22H S P L I N P U T/)
2000 FORMATI1~~155Xe36H S P L T R A N S L A T F 0 /)
210 FORMAT( IH v 3X 9 15H POWER LEVEL = ,F10o2o 2H e6X,1IHALT ITUDE =
1 FlOo26Xv lHSIDELNE = Fl0O2 i
219 F3RMAT 1X9,5HANGLE,24IlX 9 13 )
220 FORMAT 43Xo27F4,0)
221 FORMAT( 111 )
272 FORMAT I x, 5F82 ,2F10o2, 4F8o2, 14)
273 FORMAT (IXI/ TIME TIME THETA ELEVA DIRSL DIST*
1 9T52, OHEIGHT PNL OASPL TCPNL XNOYMX TCBAND'/)
280 FORMAT I /1x,16H MAXIMUM TCPNL = 9 F10.2,
I Ix,19HAPPROXIMATE EPNL = 9 F10.2,
2 1X,19HINTEGRATION EPNL = 9 FlO,2)
511 FORMAT (18BREAKDOWN OF CONTROL CARD E P N L 1',///,
1 G 1 --- 1 = ONE HEADER CARD ------------------ 1, /
7? 2 --- 1 = SECOND HEADER CARD - --------- I1, /
3 O 3--- 0 = FIXED NOISE SOURCE ---------------- , I, / ,
4 9 4 --- 0 = STANDARD (NON POLAR ANGLE) INPUT - ' II / p
5 5 --- NOT USED --------------------------- II /
6 e 6 --- O = SIDELINE INPUT = 1 POLAR INPUT --- , 1, / ,
7 § 7--- 4 = STANDARD (FORMAT 17) SPL INPUT --- 1, /e
S' 8--- NOT USED ----------- --------------- , I
9 1 9 --- 0 = USE TONE CORRECTION ---------- , 1, I /
X ' 10 1= APPLY SHIELDING EFFECT --------- I
512 FORMAT I
1 11 --- 1 = PUNCHED OUTPUT ----------------- II, /
5 ' 12-15 N---- 3T USED ------------------------- , 411, /I
6 16 --- I = GENERATE ATTo TRADES INTERNALLY --- , , /
7 ' 17 --- 1 = OMIT REL. JET VEL. CORRECTION ---- 11r /
8 ie --- I = READ UNIFORM JET - SUPPo CARD ,---- i / v
9 19 --- 1 = SHORT FORM OUTPUT ---------------- , I
X ' 2C0 --- I = STANDARD (LONG FORM) OUTPUT *: II, /)
513 FORMAT 4
1 v 21 --- 1 = JET CORE INPUT - --------- t ,ll /
2 e 22 --- I = DEVELOP FOOTPRINT ---------------- ' , II, /
3 ' 2 --- 1 = TIME PRINT (GEOM SUB) ------------ ', I1, I ,
4 ' 24 --- 1 = )ETERMINE DOPPLER EFFECTS --- I, 11, ,
5 ' 25 --- 1 = FAN NOISE INPUT ---------------- ' 2, 11/ ,
6 ' 26 --- -1= OMIT JET SHIFT -------------- ', 11, / ,
7 27 --- 1 TURBINE NOISE INPUT -------------- ', II, ,
8 28 --- 0 = USE SROUND ATENUATION ------------- II, / 9
9 ' 29 --- 1 = USE JET, INLET, FWD DUCT ATTEN---- , II, /,
A o 30 --- I = GRID GEN. FOR DEVELOPI'NG EPNL CNTRS ', II, /I)
514 FORMAT (4 31-32 --- NO OF INPUT CASES ------------- ', 12, /
1 ' 33-34 --- NO OF POLAR ANGLES --------------- , 12, / ,
2 O 35-36 --- 24 = 1/3 OCTAVE DATA ------------- , 12, / ,
3 37-3 --- --------------- , 12, / ,
4 * 39-40 --- NO OF FLIGHT PROFILE SECTIONS ------- ' 12, /
5 ' 41-42 --- NO OF R.P.M. INPUTS --------------- 12,
102
6 ' 43-4 --- ----- --------------------- /
7 ' 45-6 --- NO OF MOD)ES SUMMED --- -------------- ', 2, ,
8 ' 47-4P --- NO OF GRIDLPOINTS ---- ,---------------- 12, /
q ' 49-50 --- NO OF ATTENUATIONS ------------------ 12, / ,
A ' 51 --- NO OF ENGINES ------------------------ F5S1)
52? FORMAT (// ' INLET FANDUCT JET FPNL SLANT 0 VRL'
1 ' REI. HUM TEMP SIDLINE OFFSFT GAMMA ALPHA DURATION',
2 * D EPNL SEQO'/
523 F3RMAT (1X, 4F5,1, F8.3, 5F8.2, 2X, F8.1, F8.0, F6.2, F7.2
I ,2F9.2, 14)
524 FlRMAT (3A4, ' JET DATA (', 5A4, 5X, 13A4//' ANGLE', 24(X,13)/
1 (3X,25F4.0))
525 FORMAT ( 1X 4F5.1, F8.3, 2F8.2, 30K, 15)
526 FORMAT ('0')
C*** PREFERRED FULL OCTAVE
OATA FREQP
I / t3., 125., 250., 500., 1000., 2000., 4000., 8000. I
C*** COMMON FULL OCTAVE
CATA FREOC
1 / 53., 1C6., 212., 424., 848., 1696., 3392., 6784. /
C
C ** ** ** * * ** ** ** * ** ** * * * * * * * * * **
C
D0 9qC 1=1,24
900 FLOG24(1 I)=ALOGIC(FREQ24( ))
C
10 READ (S,25,END=g990
I MF,MN,ENGTNE ,THRUST(1) ,OVHTIM(I)
C - - INITIALZIATION - - -
FIRST1 = *TRUE.




















WRITE (POPF,511) (MF(JGW), JGW=1,1O)
103
WRITE (PORF512) I F 9JGW 4JGW=11,20
WRITE (PORFv513) &MFIJGWD, JGW=21,30)
WRITE (DORF,514) (MN(JGW), JGW= 1,10) ,ENGINE
WRITE P(PORF 35D
I MFqMNvENGINEvfTITLE(L),L=1,25)
2 ATENM l 9 1T TLE L L=27,30), ATENM(2), (TITLE(L) L=32,34)
3 ,A3, TITLEt36D
I =1
READ S, 15)H(1 v9VB iIqID 94REL(1 IIeTEPP(I illX(1, tvY(1t I),
1 GAM1(i1 ,ALPL ,VMJET
2 ,HI2,l)V(2 I),HREL(2 01TEMP(2,I9,X(2911,Y(2, T) GAMM(21 ,ALP2
3 ,VMJET
ALPH(1) = ALPL 4 GAMM(1)
C(1) = 49.02 * SQRTqTEMP(1,11 * 459.67)
WRITE (PORF936)
1 Hllel V( 1 81HREL(1,IlTEMP(1II ,X(t1, Y I 1,1t
2 THRUST( I bvOVHTIMI I (NJ
3 ,H( 2I) ,VI 2,I)HREL2)I )TEMP21I)X(2,I)Y(2, I)
IF(MF(71.NE.4) GO TO 159
DO 1159 J:=I~NJ
REAC( 5 17 THETAJ9 , D~(SPL24(KJKKKvK=1,NK)
1159 DIRSL(JvIq) = THETAfJv1,)l
CALL WRITE 45,12e 19 0O 1, 1, SPL24, DUMY)
159 CONTINUE
IF (MF(29) oNE. 1) GO TO 360
MID = MNMICI
READ (5181 A3 vVJJETv TITLE2
DO 110 NA = 1,NJ
110 READ (5,17) DUMMY ,(SPLJE(N8,NA),N B= 124)
CARR = C.O




480 SPLJE(NB,NAB = SPLJEINBNA) + CARR
CALL WRITE (29 7T O O 1 le SPLJE, DUPMY
00 1 5 NC = 1,NCF
155 READ (5,17) CATINC), 1ATFNINBNC),NB=1,24)
READ (5,18) A3 ,VJJET
D00 58 NA =1,NJ
5C8 READ (5,17) DUMI , (SPLREF(NB~NAI),NB=1,24)
CALL WRITE (2, 8, 1, O, 1, 1, SPLREFDUMY)
C
C - - CHANGED FOR NASA LEWIS ONLY - -
C
IF (MF(18I .GT, O READ (5,17) DELJET
IF (MF(251 *EQ. 0) GO TO 352
00 109 NA =1,NJ
DO 1C9 NB =1,24
IF (SPL24(NBNA*KKK) .GT. SPLREF(NBNAel)) GO TO 108
WRITE (6,41) NiNo SPL24(NBQNAKKK),SPLPEFINBNA,1)
104
SPLRFF(NBNAtlt = SPL24(NB,NAKKK) -1.0
108 CONTINUF
SrL?4(NBNA,1I = 10. * ALOG10(10.**(SPL24 (NB,NAKKK)*.1)
1 -I .*** (SPLREFF(NB NA,1) *.1)I
IF (MF(21) .EQ. 1)
ISPLJE(NBNA) = 10. * ALOG10I
2 10.**((SPLJE(N,NA) - DELJET) *.1)
3 +10.**(SPLREF(NB,NA,1) *.1))
109 SPLREF(N8,NA,1) = 0.0
GC TO 350
C - - - - - TO HERE
352 CALt JSFIFT
350 CALL WRITE (5, 1, 1, 0, 1, tI SPL24 , DUMYi
CALL WRITE (2, 9, 0, 0, I, 1, SPLJE , DUMY)
WRITE (6,421 DELJET
IF (MF(27) .EQ. 01 GO TO 360
REAC (5,1P) A4 tVTJET
0D 112 NA =I,NJ
112 READ (5,17) THETA(NA,1lI), (SPLTU(NBtA),N B=1,24)
CALL WRITE (3, 1, 1, 0O 19 1, SPLTU , DUMY)
360 CONTINUE
00 165 J=1,NJ
IF (ARS(THETAI(J,1) - 90.0) .LT. TCL) THETA(JlI,1) = 89.q99
165 CJNTINUE
IF (MF(30) .EQ. 1) M9 = MN(9)









IF (MF(3CI *EQ. 1) READ (5,15,FND=9990)
1 H(2,1), V(2,1), HREL(2,1), TEMP(2,1), X(2,1)
2 ,Y(2,l), GAMM(21, ALP?2 VMJFT
IF (VMJET .EQ. 0.0) VMJFT = VJJFT + V(2,l)
ALPH(2) = ALP2 + GAMM(2)
C(21 = 49.C2 * SORT (TEMP(2,1) + 459.67)
ASSIGN 5C10 TO LEAP
GO TC 5090
C* - - - FOT PRINT LOOP -* -* *- *- - **
5010 READ (5,15) DBNL, DFLX, DELY, Y(2,1)
5577 FORMAT ('O0S$M$ ', 8G15,7)
WRITE(6,5577)DBNL, DELX, DFLY, Y(2,1)
ASSIGN 5C20 TO LEAP
GO TO 5090
5020 CALL BOUNDY (DBTEST, X(2,1)t Y(2,1), +5025, +5035)
105
5025 ASSIGN eC2C TO LEAP
GO TO 5090
5030 CALL BOUNDX (DBTESTo X(2,glo Y(2, 91 +5033e +5035)
5033 BOUND = oFALSEo
GO TO 5040
5015 BOUND = ,TRUEa
5040 ASSIGN mC3C TO LEAP
5080 IF (LAST ,ANo BOUNDI GO TO 4020
5090 CALL.GEOM (LAST)
IF (MF(29D .EQe O GO TO 509
CALL JETFFV (VJJET DVMJET)
CD CALL WRITE (2 e;v 19 0o 29 1. SPLJE, DUMYl
C** LOBE SEPERATION LOOP ** *** ** ** ** **
509 CONTINUE
NR5 = C
IF (MF(161 EQ I) M10O = 1
00 400 IJK =1,M1O
IF (MF(29) zEQ. 01 GO TO 510




DO 4CO NR4 =1,NRO
ATENM(4) = ATENMItNR4)
DO 400 NR3 =1,NRO
WRITE (S,5261
ATENM(3) = ATENM1(NR3)
DO 400 NR2 =1*NRO
ATENM(21 = ATENM1(NR2)
DO 40C NR1 =z1NRO
ATENM(l)= ATENMU(NR1I
NR5 = NR 4 I
CALL LOBESE
CO CALL WRITE (1 49, 0, O, 2, lt SPL24, DUMY)
510 CALL TRANPO
Cc CALL WRITE (1 10,v1, 0, 2, 1, SPLREFDUMY)
CALL ROTATE(2,1,SPLREFDIRSL)
CD CALL WRITE (1 ,10t,0, 0 2, 1, SPLREFDUMY)
CALL NOYFITISPLREF)
CALL EPNLTI(SPLREFVI(29,I2, DTIME)
IF INR5 EOQ. 1) FPNLF = EPNL(I,2)
DEPNL = C*O
IF (MF(29) .EQ. 11 DEPNL = EPNLF - EPNL(I,2)
IF (MF(20) .EQ. 11 CALL WRITE (1, 10, 1, e1 2, 1, SPLREF,D)
IF (NLPRIN *EQ.1) WRITE (PORF,5221
SLD= SQRT(H(2,1)**2+ X12,1)**2)
%RITE (PORF,5231 ATENM(1),ATENM(3),ATENM(2),ATENM(4),A3
1 ,EPNL(e2), SLD e V(2,1), HREL(2,11, TEMP(2.1), X(2v21),
2 Y(2,1)J GAMM(21, ALP2 ,DTIME ,DEPNL , NR5
IF (MF(ill .EQ. 1)
1106
I hRITE (7 ,5251 ATFNMIl,ATENP(3)ATENM(2),ATENM(4),A3
2 ,EPNL(I,2), DEPNL ,NR5
CF WRITE (PAPER,523) ATENM(1), ATENM(2), A3,
CF 1 EPNL(I,2), H(2,1), V(2,1), HREL(2,1), TEMP(2,1), X(2,1),
CF 2 Y(2,1), GAMM(2), ALP2 ,DTIME ,DEPNL
400 CONTINUF
IF (MN(10).EQl *AND. MN(9).GT.1) MF(29) = 0
- -* - FOOTPRINT LOGIC - - -
IF (MF(22) .EQ. 01 GO TO 450




GO TO LEAP,(5010, 5020, 5030)
C
4020 CONTINUE








SUBROUTINE WRITE 9Il@JJqKLeMNevSPL24 ,TITLE )
C ZDM914 23 - 23
C II TITLE I SUBSCRIPT
C JJ TITLE 2 SUBSCRIPT
C K = I SKIP PAGE
C L = 0 SPL ARRAY ONLY
C = 1 COMPLETE OUTPUT
C M - 1 INPUT CONDITIONS
C = 2 TRANSLATED CONDITIONS
C N VALUE OF THE THIRD SUBSCRIPT ON ALL 3-0 ARRAYS
C SPL24 SPL ARRAY
C TITLE USED IN EPNL 2
COMMON / AREA4 / MF43h01MN(10),ENGINE ,NT,NJNKNIICRV(400)MKT
COMMON / AREA5 i PNL24170,1),XNOY24424),EPNL(4.2),PEAKPN (4),
I OASPL(T70, ITCPNL(70,1) ,XNOYMX(701., MTCB(701
COMMON/AREA6/THRUST(41,THRUSI (6),OVHTIM(4),TIM( 70),TIM2(70,31)
COMMON/GEOMi/H(3,4,VI3,4),HREL(3,4) ,TEMP(3,4) ,X(3,4)Y(3,4), PT
I ,GAMM(21) ALPH12D S(70,2, W(70,2) ,C(2)
COMMON/GEOM2/THETAT70,3,1)eALPHAT70,3,l) ,DIRSL70,3,11',
I DISTSL(70o,31) ,AAC25,2,4)




DATA TITLI /'ENG.','JET I,'TURB',' I, 'FAN ','JET2,
2 ,TITLZ /'BASE',ATT.'OsCORR',' ','FWD ' ,AFT ','PRIM'
3 ,'SEC , 'TOT ','TRAN','(DA)*,'JET2'v' 'I
45 FORMAT ( 1X,18A4)
195 FORMAT ('1'i
200 FORMAT (/55XA4,0IX,A4/)
219 FORMAT 45XQANGLE'2X424(1XI2lX) ) /1
220 FORMAT (!XF6.2,lX,24F4.0)
272 FORMAT (IX,5F8 2,2Fl0.24F8.2,I4)
273 FORMAT ( /5X ' TIME TIME THETA FLEVA DIRSL DIST'
1 4X'F-EIGHT PNL OASPL TCPNL NOYMAX NB'/)
IF (K.EQ.l) WRITE (6.195)








300 WRITE (6,272) TIMINA),TIM21NAM,)lTHETA(NAM,1,,ALPHA(NA,Mt1),
1 DIRSL(NAM,1),DISTSL(NA,M,1),SINA,) ,PNL24INA.11,




SUBFROUT INE GEOM E LA ST)
C Z0M914 02 - 2
LOGICAL *4 LAST
REAL * 4 BIG/IoOE+50/
COMMON / AREA4 / MF(3019MN(I0)*ENGINE vNt,NJtNKtNJI,CRV(400,MKT
COMMON/ARFA6/THRUST(41,THRUS[ (61,OVHTIM(4),r[M(70),r1P42(7o,3,lI
COMMON/GEOMI/H(3,4hvV(3,4),HREL(3,4) ,TFMP(3,4)tX(3,'+)tY(3,4), PT
,GAMM(2), ALPH-(2), S(70,21, W(7C,21 9C(2)
COMMON/GEOM2/THETA(70,3,1)vALPHA(7O,3,1),DIRSL(70,3,l),
1 ISTSL(7Ct3,1 )gAAC(25#2941
COMMON / GEOM7 / PS1(701
D[MENSICN CRVX(501 9P(3,41
C S (NA, I ) TRANSLATED HEIGHT
C S (NA, 2 REAL HEIGHT












140 C(L )= 4 qC2*SQRT(TFMP(L,11+459e6)
C9R=GAMM'(L R/PI1@0
C8R=C9R
IF (C9R.EQ.0.) GO TO 180
YCRIT=((F(1,11/COS(C9Rfl-H(2,1fl/TAN(C9R)
IF (C9RoGT*0. AND*Y(2,11.*LT*YCRIT) Y(2,l)=YCRIT






H2=HiLv I)+(Y(L, 11.1000. )*TANIC9R)
Hr)D =HI
IF(ABS(X(Ll)).LT.1.1 GO TO 190











TP I= TEN /P I 18C
I F ICSR G-ToCo I GO TO 185
TP I1=0S V /P 1180
NJ =NJ- 1
185 CONTINUE
ST EMP=MI-HDD*TANE C9R I/I TANI TPI)+ TANI(CRR ))
IF(STEMPGTO,) GO TO 190
TPD=TP f*P 1180








DI S TSL I NA 92 9l ) -S (NA 9 1 / SI NIC2R)










IF ICToNE9ol THT(A*v ATNC/C)P180
IF(THETAfNAq,,1bLT.O.I THETA(NALip=LRO.+THETA(NAlt- ,1
C 12=0.
IF (THETA(NAvLv 1)oNEo90*) Cl2-TAN(THETAINALvl )/P1180)
STH-FTHCC*TN(C121/(TAN(Cl2l+TAN(C8R)I







C ZDM914 06 - 3T
COMMON / AREA1 / SPL24(24,70,2),SPLREF(24,70.1)
COMMON / AREA3 / FREQ24(24),FLOG24(241,FREQ8(8),FLOG8(8),8WN(241
COMMON / AREA4 / MF(30),MN(10),ENGINE ,NINJNK,NII,CRV(400),MKT
COMMON/GEOM1/H(3,4),V(3,4),HREL(3,4) TEMP(3,4 tX(3,4)tY(3,41, PI
1 ,GAMM(2), ALPHI2), S(70,12) W(70,2) ,C(2)
COMMON/CEOM2/THETA(70,3el.,ALPHA(70,3,1),DIRSL(70,3,1I,
1 DISTSL( TC31 ),AAC(25,2,4)
DIMENSION CRVX(IO),FREQX(24),FLOGX(24)
OIMENSION ATT1(24)1 ATT2(241
241 F3RMAT(/, 3K,4HH = ,F12.2,4HV ,F12.27THHREL = ,F12.2,7HTEMP =
1 F12.2,4HX = F12.2,4HY = ,F12.2
242 FORMAT(3X,21HABSORPTION CORRECTORS 1
243 FORMAT(3Xt4(13,IH=,G15.6,3X))





C** TEST TO AVOID ARSIN *GT. 1,0
DO 50 J=NI,NJ
IF (S(J,LI .GT. DISTSL(JL,I) S(J,L) = DISTSL(J,L,I -. 0001
50 CONTINUEF
CALL ATABC(NNBTEMP(L, I,HREL(L,I),AACII,L, I
IF(MF(23).EQ.O GO TO 100





















C EGA - EXTRA GROUND ATTENUATION




IF(MFI 28),NE,2i CALL EGAlIDISTSL(Jt2,I),FREQXtALPHA(J,2,I)
1 ,NK, ATT21
1602 CONTINUE
CD WRITE (6,e) ATTI
CC WRITE. (6,6) ATT2
IF (MF(24 .*EQ. 0) GO TO 630
C TRANSPOSE SPL VALUES




CRV (K) =SPL24(K,J ,I-10.*FLOGX(K)+CONST - DOPLOG
601 CRVX(K)=ALOGIOIDOP*FREQXtKl)
DO 6C2 K=1,NK
602 SPLREF(KtJll = TBLUI(FLOG241K)o CRVX, CRV, It 24)
CD CALL WRITE 1 1, 7, 1, 0, 2, lt SPLREF, DOP)
DISTAN=SI(J 2
IF (MF( ICIEQ.1 DISTAN=SORTIS(Jt2)*S(J,2)+X(21)*X(2,1)I
ENG ICB(1 eSQRTISINIS(J,2) /DSTAN)) *5. *ALOGO (ENGINE)
00 603 K=1,NK




CO CALL WRITE ( t1 8, C, 0, 2, 1, SPLREF, DOP)







650 SPLQEF(KJI1 = TBLUI (CRVXIKIo FLOG249 CRV, 1, 245
CD CALL WRITE I e1 7, 1, 0, 2t 1, SPLREF, DOP)
DO 651 K=1,NK
651 SPLREF(KtJlIt=SPLREFIKJ,l)+10.*FLOGXIK)-CONST + DOPLOG




IF (MF( C).EQ11) DISTAN=SQRTIS(J,2)iS(J,2eX(2,1)*Xt2,1)I
ENGIDB=( , SQRTISINIS J,4 )/DISTAN) )*5.*ALOGIOiENGINE)
DO 7C00 K=1,NK









C ZDM914 23 - JT
REAL *4 SPL24(24,70,2) THETA(70,3,1)
COMMON / AREA4 / MF(30),MN( 10),ENGINE,NlT NJNK,NIIwCRV(400),MKT
COMMON /CEOMI/ H(3,),V(3,4)9 HREL(3,4), TEMP(3,4), X(3,4),
1 Y(3,4), PI, GAMM(2), ALPH(2), S(70,2, W(70,2), C(2)
COMMON / GEOM? / PSI(70)
C * * * * * * * * * * * * *
CO 120 NB= 1,NK
00 11C NA=NINJ
110 CRV(NA) = SPL24(NBNA,KKK)
DO 120 NA= NINJ
AN=PSI(NA)





C ZDM914 05 - 3
COMAMON / AREA4 / NF13019MN110191ENGINE ,NI.NJNKNIICRV(4001),MKT
COMMON I AREAS 6 PNL24UTO,1hEXN0Y24424),EPNLI4,2),PEAKPN 1419
0ASPL170qj,vTCPNL17OtlI, XNOYiMX(70)9 ITC817O'I




















XNOYTL =XMAX*CCNST* I XSUM-XMA X)
XNOYMX(J) mXNOYTL







StOBROUTINE EPNLTII(SPLEPN ,VELL ,DTIEI
C ZDM914 03 - 03
COMMON / AREAI / SPL4(24,70,2),SPLREF(24,70,1)
COMMON / AREA3 / FREQ24(24),FLOG244241FREQ8(81)FLOG8(8),BWN(24)
COMMON / AREA4 / MF(30),MN(10),ENGINE ,NI,NJ,NK,NIICRV(400),MKT
COMMON / AREA5 / PNL24(70,1),XNOY24424),EPNL(4,2),PEAKPN (4),
1 OASPL(70,l)TCPNL(70,11 ,XNOYMX(70), MTC8(70)
COMMON/AREA6/THRUST(4),THRUSI (6),OVHTIM(4),TIM(70),TIM?(70,3,1
COMMON/GEOM1/H(3,4) tV(3,4)HREL(34) ,TEMP(3,4),X(3,4),Y(3,4), PI









IF(SPLEPN(NBNA,1) .LT. 0.0) SPLEPN(NBNAL) = 0.0
833 CONTINUE
DO 9CO J=NINJ
TCPNL(J, I )=PNL24(J, I)
MTCB(J) = 1


















IF (PNLMAX oLE. XNI) RETURN
IF (PNLMAX oLE. XHUN) oM = PNLMAX - XNI
PM = PNLMAX - DM
IF (TCPNI(..IIl GT. PM *OR. TCPNL(NJ,I)IGT.PMI RETURN
00 162 J=1,JMAX
JL=J






JT= NJ -J * JM4AX





1 *(TJM2(JLe1,LI P-TJM2(JLLIJ 1+T1M2(JLLiI
TTTM(~~l-PLA-MTCN(Tp~fTPLJ-91
1 TCPNLIJTI)l*(TfF42(JTLJJ.-TJM2(JT-lLJf)




















C ZDM914 24 - KT
COMMON / AREAl / SPL24(24,70,2),SPLRFF(24,70v1)
C MMON / AREA4 / MF(30),MN(10),ENGINE vNINJNKNII,CRV(400),MKT
COMMN / HFVJE / SPLFA(24,70,2),SPLJE(2 ,70),CASP470,2
1 ,SPLTU(24 70
REAL *4 ACC(25), CRVX(251 ,SPLROf24,70)
1 ,SH1PANK(241 /17. 16.8, 16.5, 16., 15.0, 14.5, 14.0, 13.5,12.5,
2 12. .1159 11*o 10o 9, 8., 6., 4., 1 e Oe, o5, 1*.5, 3., 5e,
3 7,/
EQUIVALENCE (SPLREF(1,t1,1, SPLRO(1,l)




NO2 = MNE + 1
IF (MF(26) oEQ. 1 GO TO 400
CALL JETSMO (SPLJE)
CALL JETSMO (SPLRO)
400 00 508 NB = 1,24
DO 508 NA=NI,NJ
SPLREF (NBNA,1) = SPLJE(NB,NA - SPLREF(NBNAIl
IF (SPLJEINBNA) .GEo SPL24lNBNAtKKK)) SPLJE(NB,NA) =
1 SPL24(NBNAKKK) - 1.0
508 CONTINUF
IF (MF(261 .EQ. 11 RETURN
DO 485 NA=NIPNJ
SAVI = SPLJE(MN8,NA)
00 518 NB =I,MN8
SPLJE(NR,NA) = SPL24(N1,NA,KKK) - SHRANK(NB)
IF (SPL24(NBNAKKK) ,LE. SPLJEIN0,NA))
1 SPLJE(NRNA)= SPL24fNBNA,KKK) - 4.C
518 SPLJE(NB,NA) = 10. * ALOG10I10S**(SPL24(NR,NAKKK)* .11
1 -10.**(SPLJE(NB,NA) * .1))
SAVI = SPLJE(MN8,NA) - SAVI
DO 485 NB = NQ2,24
SPLJE(NPNA = SPLJE(NBNA + SAVI
IF (SPLJE(N8,NA) .LE. SPL24( BNAKKKI GO TO 485
SAVI = SPL24(NBNAKKK) - .05.- (SPLJE(NBNA) - SAV1I






C ZLM914 25 - KT
COMMON / AREA4 I MF(30) MN(1OENGINENIINJJ(I),NKNIIaCRV(4001
1,MKT
REAL e~ AC(251, CRVX(25B 9SPLJEI24,701
FQUIVALENCE (NJNJJ(1))








00D ICO NB =1,24
Xg = N1






C ZDM914 72 - KT
REAL *4 AC(25), CRVX(25)
COMMON / AREAl / SPL24(24,70,2),SPLREF(24,70,1)
COMMON /AREA3/ FREQ24(241, FLOG24(24), FREQ8(81, FLOG8(8),BWN(24)
COMMON / AREA4 / MF(30),MN(10),ENGINE ,NI,NJNKNITCRV(400),MKT
COMMON /GEOMI/ H(3,4), V(3,41, HREL(3,4), TEMP(3,41, X(3,4)
1 ,Y(3,4), PI1 GAMM12), ALPHI2), S(70,2) W(70,2), C(2)
COMMON / GEOM2 / THETA(70,3,1),ALPHA(70,3,1),DIRSL(70* 3 ,1),
1 DISTSL(7C,3,1),AAC(25.2 4)
COMMON / 4FVJE / SPLFA(24,70,2, SPLJE(24,70), ASP(70,21
1 ,SPLTU24v70)
DIMENSIGN DE DB(17) ,THE(17)
DATA DE DB/-4., -3,52288, -3. ,-2.52288, -2. ,-1.522R8, -. 39794,
I -. 22185, .47712, -. 22185, -. 39794, -1.52288, -2.0, -2.52288
2 ,-3., -3.5228E, -4./
3 ,THE/lOet 20., 30s, 40., 50., 60., 70., 80 . 90., 100.,
4 11C., 120., 130., 140., 150., 160., 170./
DO 200 NA=NINJ




DD)B = 10.0 ** (TBLU1tDIRSL(NAvll) ,THE ,DEDB ,1 ,171)
IF (NA.LE.NJ90) GO TO 210
K=2
L=l
210 DO 205 NB=1,NK
IF (MF(251 .EQ. 1) GO TO 203
IF (SPLJEINBNA).GE.SPL24(NBNA,11) SPL24(NBNA,1)=SPLJE(N8,NA)+.5




205 SPLFA(NB,NA,L ) =10*ALOG10(10. **(SPL24(NBNA,1 /10.
1 -10.**(SPLFA(N8,NA, K) / 10.))
DO 350 N=1,2
00 310 J=NINJ
CC WRITE (6,5577) J, N, (SPLFA(I,Jh),t=1,24)
310 OASP (J,N)= OAFUNC(SPLFAI,J,N))
C5577 FORMAT (S0$JETS*/ (5X,7G15.5)1
C FINC THE MAX OF OASP
OAPM=0.
00 320 J=NI,NJ
320 IF (OASP(JN)oGT.OAPM) OAPM=OASP(J,N)
DO 330 J=NINJ
C - - - NASA-LEWIS CHANGE 1-11-71 - - -
CN330 OASP (JvN)=OASP (JN)/DAPM
330 04SP (JN)=1.0O




DO 3SC NB = 1924
390 SPLJE(NP,NAl = SPLJE(NBeNA) - SPLREF(NBNA,1)
IF (MF(17f) EQo1 ) RETURN
IF(VMJET.EQ.O.I VMJET = VJJET * V(2,1)
VRATIO = (VnJET - V(2,11) / VJJET
DELSPL = 8C. * ALOG1O(VRATIOR
DO 410 NA=NINJ
DO 4C5 NB = 1924
AC(N9) = SPLJE(NBNAI + OELSPL
405 CRVX(NBI = ALOGIO(FREQ24(NB) *(VRATIOI)
DO 410 NB=1,24




SIJBROUT INE LORE SE
C ZDM914 21 - JT
COMMON / AREAl / SP124(24j70,2),SPLRFF(24,70,j1
COMMON / ARA4 / MF(30)vMN(1O),ENGINE ,NINJNKqNIICRV(40n,),MKT
COMMON / HFVJE / SPLFA(24,70,2),SPLJE(24,70),OASP(70,2)
1 9SPLTU(249701





00 56C N =192
Cl 560 NR=1,NK





17 SPLAT( NI=SPLFA(NB,NAvN) - OASP (NAvN)*ATATM(Nf3,N)
320 SPL?4dNBNA,1)=10.*ALOGIO(10o**(SPLAr( 1*1
I +10o**(SPLAT( E*
2 +10o**(SPLJE(NBtNA) *01 )





C ZDM914 08 - 08
DIMENSITN SPL(25),S(25),SPL.P(25),SP(25),SBAR(25),SPLPP(25),FC(25)
1 ,SPZ(1)
FQUIVALENCE ISP,SSPLPP) , (SPLP, SBAPFC)
DO 110 K=1,24
SPL (K)=SPZ(K)






IF(ABS(S(K)-S(K-1)).LE.5.) GO TO 150
IF(S(K).GT*.O. GO TO 120
IF(SIK-1).LE.0.) GO TO 150
SPLP(K-1=(SPLI(K-2)+SPLtK))/2.
GO TO 15
120 IF(S(KI LE.S(K-1II GO TO 150

















F=SPL(K )-SPL 1P( K)
IFF.LT.-.I GO TO 220















c SLjRPOUTlNE ATS-NjEMqP~A~ ZDM914 04 -3T
DTIMFNSICN AAC(1I,PFRF0(8),CFPEQ(81,TFREQ(?5),FREQ.(41),Kl(2519
1 Y1(251,X2(19) ,Y2(19) ,X3(2) ,Y3(2,lI) 43(ll),X4(2),
2 Y4(2911),Z4(11)
F)UJTVALENCE (rrREQ(1I,PFRFQ(1)),(FPZEQ(91,Ch-REQ(1),
1 IFREQ(17),TFRFO(1),XI(l) ),(73(1) ,Z4(1)I
DATA PFREO/l.7qc;341,2.09691,2.39794,?06 9 R9?, 31.,3.30103,3.60206,
1 3,773786/
DATA CFREO/l.72427 6 ,2. 0253 06,2.326336,2.628389 ,?.929419,230449,
1 3e.531479,3o 702431 /
rATA TFpF0/1,69897,1.*79934l,1.9030%?.o,2.096ql.?.
2 O4 l?,2e3 0103 ,
1 2. 39194s 2.49)331l .2.60206 ,2e699(7,2.79934l,2e90309,3e,
2 3.09691, 3.20412,3.30103,3.39794 ,3.49P3ll .3.60206,
3 3,65C308,3.748963,3.85125P,3e951
3 38 4 O4 9 2 8 /'
DATA Yl/.2?,,25,.9?8..32 ,o3 6 ,.~ 41 '4 5 5 1 ,*5 6,*63,.7,,79,.89, 1.01,
I l.l4t 1.27,1.41, 157,1.7591.983,2.1e,2.369,E67298,3e26/
DA.T A X?/0ete5qeE5ve75a9le ,1.12,1.25,1.5,2. ,2.5,3.,3.5,4.,4.5, 5..
DATA Y2/C,.6q,,9,.96,1.,1. ,.95,.8659.75,.57,.45,.37,.e3l,.27,.24,
1 .225,.21,.2te21
DATA X 3/-*5 2 297S, ,9 54 24 3
DATA Y3/.0086, 1.4q8311,.079lR1,1.556303,.136721,1.61
8 O4 8 ,.I9 8 6 5 7 ,
1I l6 720';E,.o2 47 973 ,1 a 72 42 76 ,o2 q2 2 5 6,17 708 2 , a34 242 3,
2 .1 .8129l3,.3e02ll,1. 8L9232,.*431364,1o908485,.4
7 7l2l,
3 1 o9 54 24 3 95 25 045,1. 9q5635 /
DATA Z 3,/C , 1Ce,,20 o,309 v40o.950o , 6 Co, Ce 8 0 , 9 0 a, 1 00
O)CTA X4/1.,2o/
DATA Y4/-.1958607,.021189,-, 7 4472 7 *,2 3 O4 4 9 ,- 545155,.431364,
1 -*2467E7,.63346E,-ol80454,. 80618,-.017729,,963788,.113943,
? 1. 10 7?21. 2 552 734. e2 5 5 273 ,.a40 65 40 l* 3 8 916 6, 531 479 ,
3 1. !18 514, 9662 75 8,91 e64 345 3
I[F (IHRELaL T e IN HR FL=l 0.
IF( I-RELeGT, 100. I HRELlOO.o
HA RS =10 e ** TBL U2 (A LOG 10(HR EL) , TE M P ,.474 ,Y4 I 1 ,l2 , 11 12v111
1= 16
Ng=?5
400 Plf 5CO Jzl,NF
K= I+J
ALPC=lCa**(2o06*FREQ(K).7*.57P)
HmnLM4X=TPLUI( FREQ (K) ,Xl, VI,l1,25)









C ZDM915 09 - 8T
DIMENSIN FREQINIATT(N),AK(71),AT(63),FR(7TR(9)
DATA AK / 2.79 2.27, 2.19, 1.93, 1.63, 2.11, 2.11/
CATA AT/
1 .5 l. t1e 1 l. ,15 ,2. ,4. ,4.5 ,5' f
2 1. ,1.5 ,2. ,2. ,2.5 93. ,6. ,7. 9,7.
3 I. 1.5 v2. ,2.5 ,3. ,4. ,7*5 99. ,9. ,
4 1. ,1.5 92. ,3. o4. ,5. ,10. ,ll. ,11. q
5 1. 1.5 92. .3.5 ,5. ,6. ,11. ,13. ,14. ,
6 1. ,2. ,3. p4.5 ,6. ,7. ,13. ,15. ,15. ,
7 1. ,2. ,3. ,4.5 ,6. ,7. ,13. ,15. ,15. /
DATA FR /53., 106., 212., 425., 850., 1700., 3400./





IF (BFTA1 *LT. 0.0) BETAl = 0.0
IF (BETAl .GT. P19902) BETAl = P19902
10 00 ?0 I=1,N


















C 10M914 13 - 8T
COMMON / AREA1 SPL24(24,70,2),SPLREF(24,70,1)
COMMON/AREA2/TI TLE 140)
COMMON / AREA3 / FREQ24f24),FLOG24(24),FREQ8(8),FLOGB(8),BWN(24)
COMMON / AREA4 / MF(30),MNf(0),ENGINE tNI,NJNKNII,CRV(400),MKT
COMMON/AREA5/PNL24(701)XNOY24(24) ,EPNL(8)PEAKPN(4),
1 OASPL(701 ,TCPNL(70,11 ,XNOYMX(701, MTCB(701
COMMON/AREA6/THRUST(4),THRUSI (6) OVHTI M(4),TIM(70 ,TIM(70 T3,
COMMON/GEOMl/H(3,41,V(3,4),HREL(3,4),TEMP(3,4)tX(3,4),Y(3,4), PI




COMMON /HFVJE/ SPLFA(24,70,21, SPLJE(24,70I, OASP(70,2
1 ,SPLTU(24,70)
DATA PI / 3.1415926536 / ,SPLTU/1680*0.0/








I 13.0, 14.0, 15.0,160,17.0,18.0,19.0,20.0,21.0,22.0,23.0,24.0/
CATA FRE024
I / 50., 63., 80., 100., 125., 160., 200., 250., 315., 400.,
2 500..63C., 8c0., 1000. ,1250. ,160C.,2000.,2500.,3150.,4000.,
3 5000.,6300.,80 ,10000. /
DATA ABPS/
1 64. ,60. ,56. ,53. ,51. ,48. ,46. ,44. ,42. ,40.
2 40. ,40. ,40. ,40. ,38. ,34. ,32. ,30. ,29. 29.
3 3C. ,31. ,37. ,41. /
DATA BePS/
1 91. ,85.S ,87.3 ,79.9 ,79.8 ,76. .74. .74.9 ,94.6 ,1000.,
2 1000. ,OOC1000,000.,1000. ,00.,1000.,1000.,1000.,1000.,1000.,
3 1CCO. ,100C.,44.3 ,50.7 /
CATA ALO /
1 64. ,60. ,56. ,53. ,51. ,48. ,46. ,44. ,42. ,40.
2 40. 40. 40. ,40. ,38. ,34, ,32. ,30. .29. 129.
3 30. .31. 37. ,41. /
DATA RLO /
1 52. .51. ,49. .47. ,46. ,45. ,43. ,42. ,41. ,40.
2 40. ,404. ,40. 940. ,38. ,34, ,32. ,30. .29. ,29.
3 30. .31. ,34 ,37. /
DATA AM /
1 .043478 oC4057 ,.036831 ,.036831 ,.035336 ,
? .023333 ,.C33333 ,.032051 ,.030675 ..030103 ,
3 *03C103 ,.C301C3 ,.030103 e.030103 e.030103
4 .029eq6 , C2996 ,. 02996 ,.02996 ,.02996 ,
127
5 .C2 '6 .C2996 ,.042285 ,.042285/




ZDM914 14 - 14
DIMENSION X(1),Y(1)
NO X = MOX-1
CALL SEARCH(XPXX,Nn XNLX,I,9ELTA 1,A 1)




FLJNCTIrON TRILU2( XXtYY, X, YF2 ,MnxvmY,hLX,NLYjNFXvNFYJ
DI M ENS ICN F 2(NF X9NFY) x ( 1 ) I Y( 1)
NO X = MCX-1
NO Y = MCY-l
CALL SE4RCH(XqXXN0 XNLXIDELTA 19A 11
CALL SEARCIHVYYNO] YNLY*J,DELTA 2,A 2)
npxl = (F2(I+lj)-F2(IJ))*DELTA 1/Al
OF-X2 = (F2([+19J+1)-F2(1,J*11l*DELTA I/Al
=BU F2(IJ) + DFXl + (F2(IJ+1)-F2(Ij)+flFX2-DFX1)*DELTA 2/A 2





1 NO X = NO X + 1
IF(XX.LT.X(NO X)) GO TO 5
IF(NO X.CE.NLXIGO TO 5
GO TO 1
5 DELTA = XX - X(NO X)
I = NO X
IF(NO X.NE.1) GO TO 10
A = X(NO X + 1I - X(NO X)
RETURN
10 IF(XX.LTXI(NLX)) GO TO 20
DELTA = XX - X(NO X-1)
A = XINOX) - X(NO X-1)
I = NO X - 1
RETURN
20 DELTA = XX - X(NO X - 1)
A = X(NO Xl - XINO X-11




SUBROUTINE BOUNDY (DBTEST, X, Y, w*,
C
C ZDM914 30 - 30
C THIS SUBROUTINE CONTAINS LOGIC TO GENERATE 'FOOTPRINTS' -
C L.INFS OF EQUAL PRESSURE. EAGLEMAK NOV. 1970
C
LOGICAL *4 FIRST
INTEGER *4 OLD ,FIPFOPI03/
REAL *4 DBHIST2), DUMY(2)
COMMfN /FOOTPT/ ICV, CURVX(100), CUPVY(100), IPT, POINTX(250)
1 ,POINTY(250), DBNL, DELX, DELY, FIRST
C * * * * * ** * - * - *- * * -* * *
IF (.NOT. FIRST). GO TC 1005







1005 NEW = FIPFOP - NEW
OLD = FIPFOP - OLD
1010 ORHIST(NEWI = DBTEST
CALL BOUND (D8HIST(NEW), DBHIST(OLD), DBNL, Y, DELY, +2000)
C*** BOUNDED -
C** STORE INTERPOLATED POINTS
TCV = ICV + 1
DUMY(OLD) = ALOG1O(POINTY(IPT-1)l
DUMYINEW) = ALOG1O(POINTY(IPT))
CURVY( ICV) TBLUItDR8NL, DBHIST, DUMYP 1, 2)
CURVY( ICV) = 10.0*(CURVY(ICVI)
CURVX(ICV) = X
X = DELX
IF (CBHIST(NEW) .GT. DBHIST(OLD)) GO TO 2010
CRHIST(NEW) = DBHIST(OLD)




5577 FFRMAT ('OSSB$$ S 8G15.73
WRITE (6,55771 DBHIST, NEW, OLD, CURVY(ICV), CURVX(ICVI, X, Y
RETURN 1
C
C * IF X OR Y IS ROUNDED, COME HERE
C** OECREMENT Y, AND INCREMFNT CR CALCULATE A NEW X
C
2005 Y = Y - DELY
C
C X = X
C








ENTRY BOUNDX(DBTEST, X, YV *, *)
IF (CBHIST(NEW) .GT. 0.0) GC TO 4005
DBHISTINEW) = DBTEST
X = X - DELX
IF (CBTEST *GT. DBNL) X = X + 2.0*DELX
GO TO 3005
4005 NEW = FIPFOP - NEW
OLD = FIPFOP - OLD
DBHISTINEW) O DBTEST
CALL BOUND (DBHtST(OLD), DBHIST(NEW), DBNL, X, DELX, +2000)
C*** BOUNDED - - - -
C** STORE INTERPOLATED POINTS
ICV = ICV 1
DUMY(OLC) ALOG1O(POINTX(IPT-1))
DUMY(NEW) = ALOGIO(POINTX(IPT))
CURVX( ICV) = TBLU1(RNL, DBHIST, DUPOY, 1t 21





SUBROUTINE BOUND (DBHISIv DBHIS2, DBNL Y, DELY, *)
C ZDM914 30 - 30
C * * * * * * * *** *
IF (089-ISI .LT. DBNL) GO TO 1005
IF (CBHIS2 .LT. DBNL) GO TO 2005
C* INCREMENT Y TO DECREASE DBHIST
Y = Y + DELY
GO TO 1505
1005 IF (DBI-IS2 .GT. DBNL| GC TO 2005
C** CECREMENT Y TO INCREASE DBHIST







SUBROUTINE PLOTFP (X, Y, NPTSv FIRST, U, V 1 NPTS2)
C ZDM914 31 - 31
C
C** SUBROUTINE TO PLOT FOOT PRI'NT
LOGICAL *4 FIRST
INTEGER *4 MXPTS/1000/, XLABEL(1)/' '/,SIZXL/0/ ,CYCLE
1 ,YLABEL(1)/' ' /, SIZYL/0O/
2 ,TITLE(41/'EPNL TEST DATA '/, SIZTIL/14/ ,TYPE/eREC'/
3 ,SYMR
REAL *4 X(I) , Y(1), U(II, ZERO/O.0/ ,V(1)
C * - * - * - * - * - * * * ** * * * * * * * *
IF (.NOT. FIRST) GO TO 1000
CYCLE = 1
C
C** INITALIZF FOR PLOTTING
CALL PLCTIN (10.,10., 12., 0., 90.,-12.0, O.,-11.0, 0.0
1 ,TYPE, CYCLE)
C
C5577 FORMAT ('C*** ', 7G15.5/(5X,7G15.5))




C - - ROTATE PLOT -90 DEG. TO ORIENT WITH PAPER




LINPT = - 1
SYMB =
CALL PLOTSC (V, X, NPTS, XLABEL, YLABEL, TITLE, SILXL, SIYL
I ,SIZTIL, YSP , YSF , XSP , XSF , LINPT, SYMBI
FIRST = .FALSE.
C - - - PLOT INTERPOLATED CURVE - -
LINPT = C
SYMB = C
1050 CALl PLCTCV (V, U, NPTS2,YSP , YSF , XSP , XSF , LINPT, SYMB)
C GO TO 9990
C9000 WRITE.(6,9C05) MXPTS ,MXPTS
C9005 FORMAT ('0*** THE MAXIMUM NO. OF POINTS ALLOWED BY DIMENSIONING
C 1 (', 15, '1 HAS BEEN EXCEEDED. THE FIRST',I5,' POINTS WILL BE'
C 2 ,' PLOTTED.l'
C GO TO 1015
9990 CONTINUE
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PHI PROGRAM
This computer program evaluates the relative effectiveness of the inlet and fan duct lining and the
fundamental and harmonic attenuation.
The main program accepts the punched output from the Aircraft Noise Time History Prediction
Program (EPNL program).
Program Input
1. Title card columns (1-72)
2. K1, K10 (215)
K1 indicates the number of attenuations used with values as indicated by DATA
statement ATENM2. If K1 = 4, then the data statement is rearranged by replacing
ATENM2(4) = ATENM2(5).
K10 = 0 at all times.
3. LON1, LON2, LON3, LON4, MTH, NST, NIN, IPHI (815)
LON1 = 1 Write input
LON2 = 1 Write revised input
LON3 = 1 Plot attenuation
LON4 = Plot phi study
IPHI = 1 Long printout for design information
= 0 Short printout for documentation
NST = Start of phi calculation (integer between initial and final
peak attenuation value)
NTH = Final value of NST
NIN = Increment to be used in going from NST to NTH
4. C1, C2, C3, C4, C5 (5F10.1)
Constants used in the elevation of the phi function.
5. ATT2 (40X, F6.0)
The change in EPN L as effected by the attenuation.
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6. CORREC (F10.2)
The difference between the first EPNL calculated and the reference EPNL value.
The program is set up to accept inputs for attenuations of 0, 5, 10, 20, and 30 dB (ATENM2). The
revised input (ATENM1) can be changed to allow a detailed description of the attenuation, for
instance 0., 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10 dB.
140
APPENDIX 5
PHI PROGRAM FLOW CHART
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C FANUC1 ININ MAU Ar I
PROGRAM 10 EREADI 15,0,ff-55 REA I FEIL ESSO N N
CA 1.5112- 1 WIIEVI E D N







lJ.II Ct C2 CK
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4 tDO as N-HS1,N1H,NIH
H 98 L-lKt
9 UZHL IL)- JBILU.2I:111LE1I1111 .RIENMI ILI ,AEM)41,AIEIM.EPL
C JF ir.GE.XCU.BRA.L.RAIEHM1 I11 YFMINI) -1)110990
~ 2I5 COXIINUE
1451
"SUBROUTINE SERAR I EPNL.RTENM13J
IF
fBL IF
IK G7. E. 1M
11131 G11 EPNL 1113-K I
< GBON 1 0850
I
.JUPK 113 .E 11 -i
SRVVEX - OEPK I1131SAVEE2 -EK DEPH 13-11ITYPE
GOPK 113 0 65E2





C11111 IERRORI = EN RTMI N31
CKJF IKERABRI RTEMIIt IMRI11
NE (KERRORI TYIEM N1
N YPE EU. 2.f IF -.






< WRITE IS.161 CDEPNL,AlEAIi IMR4) IEMMI IIHVI .]HV-1,517
0O IF
11(JPM]'IJ. EQ. 01
,16 EM IV MV-1,1CI.V2,C3,C4.C5 FNH~~i-2RIi 4-1HACIi 
.R1EHM EU I 1,MiMIPfPi
WRITE ~iBC~1EHM 11S 1 > PIPJ.M2P1l
RITE 16147
\fiIJ8RffUlINE WRM1E IR1i1 ,7TENM21
(i JI-E- 1, 68 11
0 .G so- R3 1. 1.fI
aff 60 6as N ,1
el RIIE 11 ,682lI AEMM2 INHII AlEMM2 ItMR31 *R1ENM2 INR21 AlErNM2 IMRII)






90 610 AR2 - I.Kl
UD 610 NRI - I.Kl






116 620 M02 - I.Kl
go 62D N






CALLSf.RCHKUO K.RLK,OELIA I.A 11
IDL~l Y II 4 II1.11-Y [J) I ijiELIA I/A I
\ FUP~liON BLU2I,YX,YF2,DVlDY ML,LP1FY H
C ALL SEARCIXf,KA,ft %,MLX,J,IELIA 1,A 11
CALL SEARCH IY.M TAHY.J DELIA 2,A 21
IIFK2 lV2I1+lJ+ll-F2lJJ+1II1IIEL1A I/At
TBkU2 -F2 I~j) + DFXI + 1F2 IlJJlI-F21Ill) "DFX?-DFXl IIELlR 2/A 2
NOL YEAHXXI KIL.JDE I. 1
CALL SEARCH IXYR X,IELX.J.DELlA .A 211
CALL SEARCH 11,11 1,ILZ.1(.DELIR 3,A1 31
CTALL SEARICH 114,W,1If WNLW,LDELIA 4J,A LJ1
URI DELIA I/A I
11A2 C ELIA 2/A 2
OA3 DELIA 3/A 3
IIAU DELIA 4/A L4
I IPXI VPX IIIAI,Vl 11, K1 ,L I v 1+1, J1 ,iL I I
VP2 VPX IIIAI.V II J i.14 *L i ,. vl,~J+I,l ,L 1)
VP3 PX IUAl,V 11,J KlI,L I ,V ltl,J ,flI,L 11
VPX4J VPX IDAI,Y IiJ*1,It,L 1 ,V IltI,JtlIKtl,L I1
V5 VPI( iGAI. .lI ,:J A1 ,L~l ,V 13+1 ,J M1 ,Ltll I
VPIB *VPX IGI~ ,V Ii .K ,Ltl V 1141.111.14 .0tl1 1VPK1 VPX hUAI V 1 N+I. .LIIl ,V IJ#I ,J Nftl.Ltll 1










SUBRUffItE SEAMIRCH IX,XX,NoX,LXJDELR) /









5 aE IR - X - - X INC - - II V-1
1 I HOW Y1-XWIYl
i I Imen1 - X Im X-11 REIURN
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C PROGRAM TO EVALUATE THE RELATIVE EFFECTIVNESS OF INLET AND
C FANDUCT LINING MATERIALS
C
C REFFRENCE DOCUMENT 03-8686
C
C LON1=1 WRITE INPUT
C lON2=1 WRITE REVISED INPUT
C Lf)N3=1 PLOT ATTENUATIONS
C LON4=1 PLOT PHI STUDY
C IPHI = C SHORT PRINT OUT FOR DOCUMENTATION








DIMENSION ATENM2(5), ATT2(625), TFARR(5,5,5,5)
COMMON / COMMI / OLDPNL(625), NEWPNL(625), NR5CK(625),NTYPE(625)
i ,CKIF(625), CKFF(625), CKIH(675), CXFH(625)
COMMON / COMM2 / Kl,K2,K3,K4,NRI,NR2,NP3,NR4,NR5,NERRR,KIO,K14
COMMON / COMM3 / IFLAGIPHI,NTH,NFI,NST,NINNZA,NlR
COMMON/COMM4/DPNL(5),XINLET(150),YFANi(50)
CnMMON/COMM5/ C ,C2,C3,C4,C5,CDEPNL
COMMON / COMM6 / ATENMI(5),ARC(5)
COMMON / COMM7 / LON1,LON2,LON3,-LON4,LON5,LON6,LCN7,LON8
DIMENSION CDEPN(6)
DATA CDEPN /ic, 95 0/
DATA ATENM2 /0.,5. ,10.,20.,30./
DATA ATENMI /0.,5. ,IO,,20.,30./
EQUIVALENCE (ATT(1),DEPNL(1)
DATA ABC/'A '9 '8 ,'C ',tD ',EI'/
DATA TIXI /*INLE ,'T AT','TENU','ATIO ,'N #' I/
DATA TIX2 /'FAN ','DUCT',' ATT','ENUA','TION,' '/
COMMON / RFOPLO / HARMI,HARMF,TITLE(36)
1 FORMAT('1')
10 FO RMAT(4FI0.1,F10. 2
15 FORMAT( /1OX,'INLET'15XFANDUCT'6XsD-EPNL'/5X'FUND.*5X HARM.'
1 5X'FUND. '5X'HARM. '/)
20 FORMAT (10I5l
251 FORMAT( ' DATA CORRECTIONS'///
1' TYPE = I INCREASED INLET FUND. ATT. GAVE DECREASED DELTA EPNL'/
2' TYPE = 2 INCREASED FAN FUND. ATT. GAVE DECREASED DELTA EPNL'/
3//3X NO. '3X' TYPE'3X'INLET'3X'INLET'3X' FAN '3X I FAN '3X' OLD '


















IF (K1oEQ.51 GO TO 120
ATENM1( 4 )=ATENM1( 5)
ATENM2(4)=ATENM2(5)
120 IF (K10.EQ.0) KIO=Kl
NF I=K1





30 ATT2( N) = ATT2(N) + COPREC
IF (LON1.EQ.1) CALL WRATE (ATT2,ATENM2)
CALL INTRE (ATT2,ATTTFARR,ATENM1,ATENM2)
IF (LON2eEQl1) CALL WRATE (ATT ,ATENMI)
NC=1




DO 200 NR4 = 1,K10
NPT1=0





DO 90 NP? = 1,K1




NR5 = NR5 + I
X(K?) = ATENMI (NR1)
7(K2) = ATENMI(NR2)







IF (LON3.EQ.O) GO TO 99
NPL =NF I










98 DPNL(L) = TBLU 2 (XINLET(N1),ATENM1i(L)ATENM1,ATENM1,OEPNL2
I , I,IK1,Kl,5,5)
YFAN(N I = TBLUI(CDEPNL,DPNL,ATENM1I,pKl)
A = YFAN(N1)











IF(NERROR.EQ.0) GO TO 5
WRITE (6,251)












Commmi / COMMI / OLDPNLt625), NFWPNLI625)9 NP5Ci.1625),NTVPEth?5)
,CKIF(625)9 CKFF(625)9 CKIH(b25), CKFH(625)
CO)MMONJ / COMM2 / KIK,3KR9PPN4N5NRO,1,I
co.mmnN~ / COMM7 / LONI,LON2,t-rN3,LON4,Lt7N59,1N6.LON7,LnN8
0IMENSION DEPNL(625),ATENM1(5)
rFfNR2oFQ.1) GO TO P4




C70 TO F 5
f94 IF(NRlsEQefl GO TO 87




85 NERPOR =NERROR + 1
(LOPNL(KERROR) -=SAVE1





CK IH(N ERP OR ) ATENMI(NR3)
CKFH(NERROR) ATENMI(NR4)
NTYPE(NERPOR) =TYPE






CnmMON / COMM2 / KlK2,K3,K4,NR1,NR2,NR3,NR4,NR5,NERR0R,Kl0,KI4
COMMON / COIMM3 / IFLAG,IPHINTHNFI,NSTNIN,NZANR
COMMON/COMM4/DPNL (5), XINLET(I150) YFAN( 150)
cnMMON/CtlMM5/ C1,C2tC3oC4,C,5,CDEPNL
COMMON / COMM6 / ATENM1(5)#ABC(5)
COMMON / COMM7 / LON1,LON2,10N3,10N4,10N5,LON6,LCN7.LON8
I FORMAT('1')
2 FORMAT (/l
16 FORMAT(//10XIDELTA EPNI 'F5.191OXIFAN HARMONIC = *F5ol
/ 26XlA'1OX'B'9Xl C'9XI D'9Xl Ev/
1 4XIINLET HARMONIC = 15X*5(F4olv7X)/





94 FORMAT(5X'OELTA EPNI = SF4*1,1OXIFAN HARMONIC = 'F4*1/1
96 FORMAT(21XIA17X1R697X'C37X'D'17X$E'16X'FUNCTION PHI'13X'iNLET HARMON
1IC =9 2X,5tF4o1,4X)912X, ICI = IF503,XIC2 = OF5.3,3X
3 'C3 = 4F5e3v3X'C4 = F5*3/7OXsIEXPCNENT C5 = *F5*3/5XlINLETl5X,
4 5(5X9FAN*),l5XsINLFT'2Xl PHI 12X'PHI(IFI'2X'PHI( IH)12X'PHI(FF)I
5 2X'PFI(FI41')
97 FORMAT(i5 )(FUND.6X,5(3X,FUNO.'),14X'HARM.'
XC U=AT EK\MI INFI)I
1Ff IPHIoEQol) GO TO 110
WRITEi 6,16) CDEPNLATENM1(NR4),(ATENPOI(tHV),1HV=195)
n)Q 175 N=,NZA
175 WR !TE(6,17) XINLET(N),(YFAN(Nl*NLA-NZA+N),N1=1,NFI)
110 1Ff PHI.FQ*0) GO TO 200
WP ITEI 6,1)l





















SUROUT!INE WRAlE (ATT vATEtNM21
DIMENSION ATT(l),ATENM2(l)
COMMON / C4JMM2 / KlK2,K3,K4tNR1,NR2,NR3,NR4NR5,NERRORKlOKl4
681 FnIRMATI 21120X91 INLET' I5XlFANDUCT6XD-FPNL 14XDATV/
1 l7X FUND.' 5X @HARM I
2 5XfFLJN~o.5XfHARM9 922XICARO')




00 605 NR4 = 19KIO
00 605 NR3 = IsKIC
WR [TF(6,f8l)
00 605 NR2 -19KI
00 605 NRI z 1,Kl
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SIPPOUTINE INTRF (ArT?,ATTTFARR,ATENMlATENM2)






00 610 NR2 = 19KI
nn 610 NR1 19KI
KK3 = KK? + I





W0 620 NR2 = 1,Kl











NO X = MCX-1
CALL SEARCHIXXXNO X,NLX,I,DELTA I,A 1I






NO X = MCX-1
NO Y = MCY-1
CALL SEARCI(XtXXKN X,NLX,IDELTA 1,A 1)
CALL SEARCPYYYYY,NO YNLY,J,DELTA 2,A 2)
DFX1 = (F2(I+1,JI-F2(I,Ji)*DELTA I/Al
fFX2 = (F2(I+1,J+1)-F2{I,J+1))*DELTA I/Al




FUNCT[ON TPLU4( XX,YY,ZZ WW,X,YVPZ,h,~,MCXMDY?MDZ#DW,
NLtNLY,NLZNLWNFXNFYNF? ,NFWI
DIMFNSION V(NFXNFY,NFZNFW),X(1),Ytl),Z(1),W(1)
NO X = MCX - I.
Nrl y = m~y - I
NO Z = MCZ - 1
NO W = MCW - I
CALL SEARCH(XXX,NO X,NLXIODELTA 1 A 1)
CALL SEARCHtYY,NO Y,NLYtJ,DELTA 20. 2)
CALL SEARCH(Z,72,NO Z,NLZtK,DFLTA 3,A 3)
CAI.L SEARCH W,WW,N WNLW,L,DELTA 4,A 4)
DAI = DELTA I/A I
CA? = CELTA 2/A 2
043 = DELTA 3/A 3
044 = ELTA 4/A 4
VPX1 =VPX(DAI,V(tj ,K ,L 1,V(T+1,J ,K 9L )
VPX? VPX(DAI,V(IPJ.1,K ,L 1,V(I+1,J+l.K ,L 1)
vpx3 = VPX(DA1,V(I,J ,K+l,. ),VU1+1,j ,K+l,1 )
VPX4 =VPX(O)AlV((,j+1,K+l,L 1,V(l+lJ+1,K*1,L3'
=PX VPX(fOA1,V(I,J ,K ,141),V(1+1,J ,K ,L+Il
VPX6 = VPX(DA1,V(1bJ+19K ,L+1),V([41,J+1,K ,L+l))
VPX7 = VPX(DA1,V(I,J 9K+1,L+I),V(!+1,j ,K+I,L+Ill
















SUBROUTINE SEARCH( XXXNOXNLX I ,DELTAA)
OIMFNSICN X(1)
I NO X = NC X + 1
IF(XX.LT.X(NO X)) GO TO 5
IFINO X.CE.NLX)CO TO 5
GO TO 1
5 DELTA = XX - XINO X)
I = NO X
IF(NO X.NE.1) GO TO 10
A = X(NO X + 1) - X(NI X)
RETURN
10 IF(XX.LT.X(NLX)) GO TO 20
DELTA = XX - X|NO X-1)
A = XINCX) - X(NO X-ll
I = NO X - 1
RETURN
20 DELTA = XX - X(NO X - 1)
A = X(NC X)- X(NO X-1)




SOBRO UTINE VPLOT (XSXI XAYS,~lYIyANPT,NPL,NC,LXLV,XRItYRNT[X)
n'IMENSICN XS(l),YS(1),NOPTS(30) ,SX(20) ,XI?00),Y4200)
0IMENSICN ITY(18)tTIX(6)',Lf12C) ,NCH(27)
COMMON / RFOPLO / HARM! ,HARMFvTITLE(36)
COMMCN / COMM6 / ATENMI15),ABC(5)
DATA ND/',' /,NP/'+' /,NM/'-0/,t48/' 1/
DAT A N /*A'*B* * O 'F *F*,*G
1 K',oo ' 'LIMl ,I  *@f01 VIPs IQ* 9'RO OS ,'T IO' s
2 OvfwexelyvP7,p I/
OATA ITY /,I Is ON to ILI PIE I Tf , VIA$ 'ITO 'IT#'#, E' NO IOUs'
1 'A', *T' Oil W 0' ,WNl of I/
3 FORMAT ( 11'18A4/ 18A4 I
100 FORMAT('1 DELTA EPNL = 'F5.1,1OX'rAN HAR?0.ONIC = fF5e1/7X
1 'INLET HARMONIC (A -'F4*1 'B9 ='F4el I C Fe
1 1 0 = 'F',.1 0 E = 'F4*1
I /7X,18A4/)




























16 SX (K )=U+CeCOC I
CX=XRN /(XA-XII
CALL VPnT (X*XINPT90,XRN *CX)
CY=YRN/(YA-YI)
DO 50 NN=1,NC
Ti = YRN -6.
T2 = TI- 18
172
M1=1
CALL VPOT (YYINPT,1,YRN ,CY)
TT=YRN
TUP=YRN +1.






















































EPNL ACOUSTIC TRADE STUDY RESULTS
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DELTA EPNL - 5.0 FAN HARMONIC = 0.0
INLET H&R")ONIC iA O, 8 - 5 C - 10. O ? 70. E * 30)
APP, WITH TONE, 0. JET ATr. wITH TUR;, EPNL * 101.S90 RUN I A
-- -- -ED C-- BA ---
* ED C 8 .
-- ...- -ED.-------------------EO C B . .
* ED C 8
. 25 ED C 8
I ED C 8
S ------------------ ED C
T 0 ED C 8 .
L . E C BA
- Y- E ---- A 
S 20y . E C 8B
N * E C B
-E -c----B
S*- - C -e ---- -- --- A
A , ED C A
------ D -C- &-- A
I 10. ED C BA
-- .-..... ... E. C a.
N . E C R
. .----. .. ED- -..-- 8--- B
0 -_ ED C 8
ED- ;..... -ED -- ---
ED C
. • .- E. .----.----.. ------ C
0ED C
0.. .. . ... ........ .. .... . .* * C
0. 10. 20. 30.
FAN DUCT ATTENUATION
FAN MARMONIC - 0.0- - DET&-EPNL .--.60
A B C 0 E
INLET HARMONIC r 0 5 10 -- 20 30
INLET FAN FAN -- FAN FAN FAN
FUNDO. FUND. FUND. FUND. FUNO. FUND.
1.00 ****** *S**** ***** 16.57 15.99
2.00 ****.* *e**** *.*.** 16.32 15.79
3.00 *****P ****** **..** 16.07 15.59
4.00 ***,* *,* - ,*** 15. 14 15.39
5.00 ****.* **,,** 28.44 15.61 15.19
6.00 ---* - - 23.8 - - 15.47 15.0
7.00 e*** * *r * 19.99 15.34 14.97
8000 -,-*0 ****** 19.43 15.20 14.87
9.00 ****** *.***. 18.92 15.06 14.77
10.00 ****,* 29.75 18.43 14.92 14.67
11.00 ****** 27.8q 18.20 14.98 14.62
12.00 ***** 25.90 17.99 14.84 14.57
13.00 ****** 23.79 17.77 14.79 14.53
14.00 ***** 21.53 17.56 14.75 14.48
15.00 ****** 19.88 17.35 14.71 14.44
16.00 27.35 19.55 17.15 14.67 14.3,4
17.00 22.69 19.22 16.96 14.62 14.35
18.00 - .19.75 --. 18.90----- 16.77----- 14.58-- 14.31
19.00 19.21 18.59 16.59 14.54 14.27
- 20.00 18.70 18.29 .. 16.41 .- 14.50 14.22
21.00 18.66 18.28 16.40 14.50 14.22
-22.00 18.62 18.28 16.40 -- 14.50 - 14.22
23.00 18.58 18.28 16.40 14. 5 14.22
24.00 ----- 18.54 --- 1.27 ---- 16.40 14.50 --- 14.2
25.00 18.50 18.27 16.40 14.50 14.22
-- 26.00 18.46 18.26 16.40 -- 14.49 14.22
27.00 18.42 18.26 16.40 14.49 14.22
28000 18.3 18.25 - 16.40 --- 14.49 14.22
29.00 18.34 18.25 16.40 14.49 14.22
- - 30.00 ---- 18.30 ---- 1.24 -- 16.40-- 14.*9 14.22
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DELTA Ep'tL * 5.0 FAN HARMINIC - 5.0
INLET HAQ 4ONIC IA * 0 8 a 5, C * 10t 0 " 20r E * 301
APP, WITH TO'iE 0. JET ATT WITH TUR.i EPNL * 101.80, RUN 1 A
300 +....-.. - - ...... .* ******o**--.**
- --------- - -- C ---- -
* E C RA .
. .. E C -B--- --
E C BA
5e --- E -8 --- -
SE C BA
N--- , E -C ---- 8 "
L * E C BA
E * E C 6BA
T 20e * E C 8A
* .. . E C 8 A
A * ED C 8 A
- ---- ED- --- C --------- A
T * ED C 8 A
- -- E 15. * ED C ---- 8 -- --- A
N • ED C B A
A * ED C 6 A
T- - . ED A---
1 10.* ED C 6
- . . ED B € 8
S . E D C 6
E --- O - C------- ----- - B
ED C
ED -0 C
0. 10. 20. 30.
FAN DUCT AT.TENUATION
FAN ARMOMIC 5.0 - Dt-T*-EPNL -- O
A 8 C D E
INLET HAR'MONIC 0 5 .10 -- 20 30
INLFT FAN - FAN - FAN FAN ... FAN
FUND. FUND. FUND. FUND* FUND. FUND.
1.00 ****5 .***** ****,* 13.22 12.Z0
2.00 ****** **-.* *** -- 12.97 12.03
3.00 ***=* ****** *a**=* 12.53 11.31
4.00 -*,,,* ** * .. e,* -- 12.21 - 11.63
5.00 ****** *.*a* 25.71 11.91 11.46
6.00 .-- *aee* -- *aeaes --- 19.83 ---- 11. 76 --- 11.21
7.00 ****** ****** 18.86 11.51 10.98
9.00 *.**** *e**** 17.96 - 11.46 10.74
9.00 *s",s* ***.* 17.11 11.32 10.51
-- - 10.00 *.** 29.09 16.32 11.18 10.28
11.00 ***** 25.53 15.96 11.07 10.25
12.00 ****** 21.81 15.60 10.96 10.23
13.00 ****** 19.71 15.27 10.85 10.21
14.00 **5*** 19.17 14.94 -- 10.74 10.19
15.00 30.59 18.65 14.62 10.63 10.17
16.00 22.32 18.14 14.31 - 10.52 10.15
17.00 19.33 17.64 14.02 10.41 10.13
-18.00 18.44 -- 17.15 --- 13.73 --- 10.31 --- 10.12
19.00 17.59 16.68 13.45 10.20 10.10
20.00 16.77 16.21 - 13.18 10.09 10.0
21.00 16.71 16.20 13.18 10.09 10.0i
22.00 16.64 16.19 13.18 10.08 - 10.c7
23.00 16.58 16.17 13.18 10.08 10.07
24.00 ----- 16.52 - 1616 6 ----- 13.18 10.07 -- 10.06
25.00 16.45 16.15 13.17 10.07 10.06
26.00 16.39 16.14 13.17 10.06 10.06
27.00 16.33 16.12 13.17, 10.06 10.05
28.00 16.26 16.11 13.17 10.05 10.05
29.00 16.20 16.10 13.17 10.05 10.04
S 3000 3 16.09 ---- 1 .1 7 . 10 ---. 0O0
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DELTA EPNL * 5.0 FAN HiARm)NC * 10.0
INLET HARMUNIC I(A O. 5S. C v 10. 0 w 20, E * 301
APP, WIT4H tONE, 0. JET ATT. WITH TUl8, EPNL * 101.80, AUN 1 A
300 .0+-C .... *..0+
- E C 80 E C BA
S.E C BA
. E C BA
.* E C BA
E C SA
L E C BA
E - * -- E C ---
T 20. + E CBA
E C BA ....
A E C 8 A
-- E C ------ A
T E C 8 A
-- E IS * -E C B A- -
N E C a A
-- t- ----- E C - S - A,
A * E C 8 A
.. .. E C 8 A
1 10. E C c A
--- 0- ED C- - - A
N * E C 8 A
. -- C E---- ------ - A
SE C A 
ED --- -- a---
. ED C a
*0 . ED ...--- .-- C....... .
0. 10. 20. 30.
FAN DUCT ATTENUATION
FAN HARRONIC 10.0---- - ODETA-EPNL --- wO
A a C D E
---- INLET nARMONIC 0-- O --0 20 -- 30
INL ET FAN FAN FAN - FAN - FAN
FUND. FUND. FUND. FUND. FUND. FUND.
1.00 *** 7***92 ?*** .92 7.32
2.00 * * **** ** *** 7.76 7.25
3.00 ****** ****** 23.08 7.60 7.19
4.00 * ***r ****** 17.49 7.45 - 7.13
S.00 ****'* **, 14.95 7.30 7.07
6.00 ***** 19.33 ---- 13.58 - 7.19--- 6.97
7.00 ****** 18.26 12.31 7.07 6. ;
8.00 ****** 17.24 11.14 -- 6.95 6..
9.00 ***** 16.26 10.05 6. 3 6.66
1 0.00 15.32 9.59 6.71 6.56
11.00 *** 14.63 9.46 6.69 6.54
12.00 19.29 13.96 9.33 6.67 6.51
13.00 17.92 13.30 9.20 6.65 6.49
14.00 16.61 12.66 9.08 6.63 - - 6.47
15.00 15.36 12.04 8.95 6.61 6.45
... 16.00 14.17 11.43 8.83 -- 6.59 - 6.43
17,00 13.04 10.84 8.72 6.57 6.41
18.00 --- 11.96 ---- 10.26 ---- R.60 -- ,55 -- 6.39
19.00 10.92 9.86 8,49 6.53 6.33
20.00 9.97 9.61 8.38 -- 6.51 -- 6.36
21.00 9.94 9.61 8.37 6.51 6.36
22.00 9.92 9.61 8.36 6.51 -- 6.36
23.00 9.89 9.61 8.34 6.50 6.36
24.00 ----- 9.87 - -- 9.61 - 8. 33 -- 6.50 6---35
25.00 9.84 9.61 8.32 6.50 6.35
26.00 9.81 9.61 - 8.31 6.50 6.35
27.00 9.79 9.61 8.30 6.50 6.35
28.00 9.76 9.61 8.28 6.50 6.35
29.00 9.74 9.61 8.27 6.49 6.35
000 - 97 - 9.61 ---- .6.49 -6.35
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DELTA EPNL - 5.0 FAN HARMnNIC 2 0.0
INLET HAR"UNIC (A - 0 8 - 5, C - 10. 0 * 20, E * 30)
APP, Wilr TONE, 0. JET ATTo WITH TUR , EPNL * 101.80. RUN I A
30. *.... ..-.... .........*- *E*** ** * *o*Ea







o ° ° E
L E
a-n- - ---- --------------------------- ------.-
e -
L * E
.E " "........- - .---------- " ......-----
T 20. * E
A .A E
1 10. A-7---- *------ - - -- E-----
T A E
N .8 A E
A . B A E
- T- -- . -- A - -- ---- ----- E
I 10. 8 A E0 . B A . . .. . ..... . . ..... .- -  . .... . ... E
N . 6 A E.. ... .. C - 8 -- - -A .. . .
9 C 8 A ES 8 . -- 8 - -- -
. C 8 . E
. --- C .-------- --....... E
. C E
- -
0. . .. .. . o ***e*........**
0. 10. 20. 30.
FAN OUCT ATTENUATION
FAN HARMONIC - 20.0--- DEtTA EPNL -5.0 - --
A 8 C 0 F
-- INLET HARMnNIC - 0 5 O 10 ----- 20 -- 30
INLET FAN FA4 --- FAN -- A N FAN
FUND. FUND. FUND. FUND. FUNn. FUND.
1.00 ***** s**** 14.53 ***a** *****
2.00 **** 19.33 9.04 ****** *****c
3.00 *e*** 13.40 6.00 *'**€ ****Om
4.00 - ** ** 8.97 3.79 *tilt *c....
5.00 17.65 6.37 1.96 C***** *****-
6.00 --- 15.55 --- 5.21 --- 0.96 **---- ** --- *C**'
7.00 13.58 4.38 0.06 ***** **** t
.. 00 11.72 3.66 ****** ****** ****
9.00 '9.98 2.98 * ***** .*.*. *se**.
10.00 8.94 2.32 ****** ****. *cc...
11.00 7.20 1.88 ****** **c** a* .**
12.00 5.67 1.45 ***e* ****** aae*
13.00 4.50 1.02 ** * **** ****
14.00 - 3.57 -- 0.61 ****** ****** *****-
15.00 2.69 0.20 **cc. e ****c *c*m.*
16.00 1.84 ***c** *te.c c**me - ***.
17.00 1.04 **ee*eo * Cce* se ae *m****
18.00 ---- 0.28 --- o*** ---- *ce*e--. a -ma..
19.00 **e** *cme. *Leea c**ema mama.e
20.00 .*a*.. *a*aO0 caca* mm** .**See*
23.00 , *** ca *****. mecca. a*mcm*
25.00 ****** ****** ceccem aa*m m
23.00 ****** e  ****** ****** ******
26.00 ****** ****c* **c**c * eameam - aeaa**
27.00 e*eec,. *eeem* semsms m**.a* m***
28.00 e*ee* *ee. macmac cc*c*** eo**8*
29.00 ***o** macace e**Cm* mcma*** m.
..-30 00 0*0e *. --- 4.. 0 0- -- -.. c4 .. -0*
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DELTA EPNL * 5.0 FAN HARMONIC - 30.0
INLET MAR-AINIC (A - 0, 8 * 5, C - 10, 0 * 20, E w 301
APP, WITH TUNE, 0. JET ATTo WITH TIR9 EPNL * 101.80, RuN I A
* E
E
25. .--- _...... ------ E
I * E
-- -- --- -- E
L 0 E
- ---- E -... ..----- - E
T 20. E
-.-,-- -- -- - - -- _ ----- _________________-- E
A - E
E 15. * A ----- ------ E
N A E
---- . - A --- __ _ _ __-_ E
A 8 A E
-T-- - ---- - ---
I 10. * A E
-0 A ---- ---- - EN . A A E
- . A - --- ___Ea 8  E
' C . ... ... . --- -- ---0 A
C 8C E
tC AM -OI ----- E
C E
INLFT oFAN oAo- FA - FANe -----A FAN
FUND. 10. 20 . 30.
FAN OUCT ATTENUITION
TAN HARMONIC 30. --- DtLTA EPNL--5.0
INLET HARMONIC 0 5 .. 10 20 -- 30
NLFT ... FAN ..- FA - FAN -- FAN --.. FAN
FUND FUNO. FUND. FUND. FUND. FUND.
1.00 ****** ****** 9.55 **t.. **a***
S200 *I**** 1.ZO0 7.21 - ***** *ert*
3.00 ***** 9.26 5.44 4 ***e* ****€
4.00 -- *** 7.58 2.71 ****** ***
5.00 13.24 6.21 ****e* -***t* ****
6.00 --- 10.11 5.59 - - ****** --- .. *-*** -
7.00 9.38 5.02 et**** *C. .. ,***
8.00 - 8.78 3.90 ***** **eee* ****e*
9.00 8.22 2.0 *****tt S**,e **S.*
10.00 7.69 1.73 *5*** ***** .*****.
11.00 6.75 0.86 **** **ea * ******
12.00 5.91 0.00 ****** *5*5** ******
13.00 5.15 ***** ***** ***t** **.a**
14.00 3.77 ****** ***e*e - ***** -- ***
15.00 2.22 ****** *5**55 ****** **.**
16.00 0.69 ****** *.**e* ****** *****
17.00 . . **** **** .. . *** * . ***. - ***.8.00---- 555.* . --- CaSC----a..... --. *t
19.00 ****** **e*** *ea**S I**sts S.***
20.00 8 5*5 * **** *o**** ***.* ea*t*.
21.00 **** * .**.** ****** ***** *****
22.00 ****** *ee*** *.**** ****a* ****0
23.00 *5*** *0**** **** ****ee ***a*-
24.00 - *--*-- * .-... * ** --- 0 e0000
25.00 ****** *.**** S***** .**** **
26.00 **e* ***** *e**** *eeo* ***.*
27.00 ****O *e**e* *eeoc* *eeo** a****
28.00 **** **** ****** ***.** *.*...
29.00 .. *** *ee*... *e.*** ... ** ...
S30.00 -- -**** *5****-- *e ---*** ***-*
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DELTA FPNL * 10-0 FAN HZ4AONIC 0 00
INLET MHAR"NIC IA *0, O8 5, C = 10t 0 0 Zo, E 301
APPI WITH TONE, 0. JET ATT, wITH TUBl EPNL 
= 101.50o RUN I A
E









1 10. * E
A E
00 10E 20 30.
FAN DUCT ATTENUATION
- -FA HARMONIC-- 0.0---- E -TA EP.NL.. .
N e cE
A C
NLET HARMONIC 0 1 -- 20 30
INLET FAN FAR FAN - F N FE
FUND. FUND. FUND. FUND. FUNO. EUNo.
1.00 ****** ****** ******
2#___ 00 se**** ****** ****** ****** **_
3.00 ****** ****** ****** ******
5.00--- - 6.0  _____ -** __9 Es *
.00 ** * * * * 
***
8 00
9.00 ****** ****** ****** *****
10.00 * 2 * 30
11.00AN HARMO *C. 0.0- -t* EPNL- t---.O
12.0 0***** ****** ****** ******
13.00 ****** ****** **s, asses *
1A 4. C 000
15-00-INLET ARON 0 --- - 10 - 20 . . 30
16.no ****** ****** ****** *** **
17.00 9***** seesse ****** ** ** **
.... 0 -- FA --- * N FAN --- FN -- AN
19.00 ****** * -**** ***t*. s**s
- - 20.00 ***** ****** Ca.... ****** 0.
21.00 ***** ******* *eases t s ,
. . 22 * $ * **** **** e*a
23.00 ****** *e**** ****** ***$
24.00 e. - ** te*e - ****e* .----
25.00 S****O a* eegea* aaass*
26. * $ ***** ****
q7.oo e9s9aa gem...
27.0 ***0** ****** .*0*0* **** *
l8.00 *.**** t*****t ****** ****** **it
9 * g ee  ***e gses" as.e**.
35.00 ,s0*te * ** *g*C** *5** O
....---.00 - ---- -182 ---- * t "--- ... --
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DELTA EP'IL • 10.0 FAN HARMONIC * S.0
INLET HARWiNIC (A v O0 6 * 5, C t10. 0 20. E * 30O
APP, WITH TONE, 0. JET ATT, WITH TURR, EPNL - 101.80, RUN I A
30. .- -...... 0- .. ._- -.--- ___....** ****.***.. E




T 20. * E
t -- -- - -A * E







-- O r -- --- --- -- -"-- •
0. 10. 20. 30.
FAN DUCT ATTENUATION
FAN HARMONIC 5.0---- DtTA EPNL -- 10.0
A B C o E
--- INLET HAONIC w- 0 - 5 10 -- 20 30
INLFT - - FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FUNn. FUND. F LND. FUND. FUND. FUND.
1.00 - ** .* .**_** *C* ** ... .**.**
2.00 . *cc* ****** .***** 5*$*$* $**c
3.00 5*O5 *** ***** 5*** * **C**5 *$$
4.00 - ****5 **** 5*5*5* **** $***
5. 00 *** **** **$ *$** ****
6.00 . *5** ****** **.** .. **.*** ****
7.00 5***** *****C *S*$$$ ***** *****
8.00 ****.. **** ****e - *****-- ***9.00 * * * **$$$ **** ** * *****
10.00 - cee* ctc c **-*c ****** $$***
11.00 ***** ****** e***c. .eee* **e
12.00 ***** *ee*** 0$4O$* -***c** *c**
13.00 e***** ccc*** c*cccc ****** e*****
14.00 - *- **0** e*** *5*** ---- * ... .*c****
15.00 0*c* s*e*e. **5*** **0*.e **$$**
16.00 ****5O ***** c*cc. - ***** *$$ce.
17.00 c*c*** c*$c * * **** *c**$ **c**
19.00 ***$0 *0e*. **c**$ e$**** *$$***
20.00 ***e *e$**0 ***sc* c*c... g*e*e.
71.00 **Ce** eeC.. see... ccc... e*e**
22.00 eecc** ceccec cc.... - ** *****
23.00 **S5* *5*5** c**ce* c***** *t***
____ 24.00__ - **-** - --- S*C**c
25.00 ...... e *****. . ***.... c*c*0 *5
26.00 S***** **** * * eB3*c
27.00 *eecC ****** ee**** cm.... **ce.
-- - -28.00 ****** ****.* s***c* cecees e***c
29.00 ****** cc.**. sessee cegece *ee**
---- _ 3- e000 - - se*** --- -- cc* ----- **e-- -0.5c
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OFLTA EPNL m 10-0 FAN HARMONIC a 10.0
INLET HARMONIC IA - 0. 8 w 5S C 2* 10, O0 20. e e 301
APP, WITH TONE. 0. JET ATT. WITH TUR9 EPNL * 101.90, RUN I A
L E





I 10, * E
_ _ ______~ ____ _ •_ .. ... . .-.--..... .. E
E
* E
0 ... ...... ** * ***.




0. 10. 20. 30.
FAN DUCT ATTENUATION
FAN HARMONlC 10.--- - Dt-TA EPNL -- 0.0 -O
A 8 C 0 E
INLET HARMONIC w 0 - - 5 to- - 0 20 30
INLET FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FUND. FUND F UtD. F UND. FUNO. FUNO.
1.00 cc**** .***** ***** **c** cc....
2.00 ****** *c... **** cc.*.. A.....
3.00 ***** t*r*i* ***L** slt*** I****
4.00 *ittr. cc..L. cc.... .**ai* tC*
5.00 ****** ***** ****** .****t *ct**t
6.00------ *** -- ***.. --- cc *** -cc.... c . **
7.00 ****** ***** ****** ***** e***
8.100 ***** t**** *** ** **** ****t
9,00 ****** *** ** *I*** *tl**O ***tt*
1000 ***** **t** L**** ***** *e*it
11600 ****** ****** ****** ****** *****
12.00 ****** **** *** ****** *****
13.00 e***** c*C** ***c** c***** **e*c
14.00 ***** *c** c. *** - ---.. * .t*t
15.00 ***** *cee* ****** *e*e. e.e..
16.00 Cteec .c c eec... cc.... ccc...
17.00 s** eec*t co.** c.**. e*** *e *.
1.00 --- *c**** ------ *** ------ ***** -- S..... ---- c***
19.00 ceccec Access cecece Ce.... cc....
20.00 ****** i c*** ****** ****c* cc...
21.00 ****** ieee.. c***c* eeec*e Ste.t.
22.00 *c**c ***c** **C*** ec*ccc Ace..
23.00 ****** *cc*** *e**c* *c**** **c**
-- 24.0 * - ***. **c**- *** ****- -e*****
25.00 c***** *****e**See** ee.. s c e
26.00 ****** ****** ecc*** ****** ec....
27.00 ****** ****** c**** *****. e*e*c*
28.00 ***** *c**** c***** ccc*** cc....
29.00 cceese ee***. *c*.*. *C** ******
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DELTA EPNL v 10.0 FAN HAQKONIC - 20.0
INLET HARMONIC IA * O 8 = 5, C - 10, 0 - 20, E * 301
APP, WITH TONE, O0 JET ATT, WITH TUPBR EPNL = 101.80, RUN 1 A
-- --- ----- C -
E0 C
E 0- C
o F 0 C
25 ... * - --- E 0 .--- -- C
I E D C
- -- -. f---0 C--
L * ED C
E . - - - E 0-- - C
T 20 . E 0 C
. ED - . ----- ----- - C
A E 0 C
T E D C
. E 15. .. . - .. . E- D --.. . C "
N E 0 C
U- -E 0 --------------- - C
A . E 0 C
T .-- ..-- -- 0 C
I 10.o E 0 C
N . E D C
. . . . . . . . . . . - 0 C
E - CS---- - --- -- E O
0 c
E
06 +....*...**e************************ *..... ........ *
0. 10. 20. 30.
FAN DUCT ATTENUATION
FAPN HAPRONIC- O2 ---- Oft0 EPNL -- 00
A B C D E
---- INLET HARMONIC 0 5 --- 10 --- 20 ------ 30
INLET -- FAN FAN --- FAN -- FAN --- FAN
FUND. FUNO, FUND. FUND. FUNO. FUND.
1.00 ***** **.* .**** es*.. ******
2.00 o*** *.* **e*.* *.*  **
3.00 **.*.* **.**.. *5*5* 5*5*5* 5et**t
4.00 ***** **5** ****** ***** 20.02
5.00 1*8.** ***** ***5** **5**5 8.63
6.00- -.. *** ***** 1@ .9**** -. .9 16.9 -
7.00 ***** ****** ***** 17.64 15.57
- 800 * ****** **5 - 16.55 14.35
9.00 ****** ****s* **5*** 15.54 13.28
10.00 ****5* **5** 5**5** 14.60 12.34
11.00 ***** **5** *•*** 14.30 12.12
12.00 **** *** ****** 14.03 11.91
13.00 ****oo ***** -***** 13.71 11.70
14.00 **** *.**** ***** 13.43 11.5)
15.00 .*.*-. ****-* ****** 13.16 11.30
16.00 **,*** ****-, **,-** 12.89 - 11.11
17.00 ****. *6**** ****** 12.64 10.93
-- ,18.00 --- ***** --- **** - ** --- 12.39 10.75
19.00 ****-, ****-, ***-- 12.15 10.57
20,00 **** *****, * -11.91 10.40
21.00 ***** ** * * ****** 11.91 10.40
22.00 *5**** 5*550* ***.** 11.91 10.43
23.00 *s5**5 soeses see... 11.91 10.40
2S.00"---- **** .... ***- -- ***** -- 11.91- -10.43
28.00 ****** *** ****-o 11.91 10.4026.00 ***** ****** ****** 11.91 10.40
27.00 ***** *.*** s**. 11.91 10.40
28.00 ***** *5*** *.*.* - 11.91 10.40
29.00 r****** *** stees 11.91 10.40
o.00-- -----.. .*e*** -.-. ******-----****- -- - 11.91 ---- -10.40
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OFLTA EPNL e 10.0 FAN HARMONIC 30.0
INLEt HAR4ONItC A * 0. 8 5, C * 10, O * 20, E * 301
APP, WITH TONE 0. JET ATT MWITH TURI8 EPNH * 101.80, RUN 1 A
30. -* °oo****eo* oo










o ------ - ----- - ______-- --- C* ED 
25. E -- ---- E - -- -_ C
I r ED C
-N-- .ED C
L * ED C
F e ...-.. E D - - C
T .20. E 0 C
...... -E D . .. .- - C
A * ED C
.-----. -ED - C---
T ED C
--E-15. * ED C
N . ED C
-- U - ED.  -- -. -.---- C
A a ED C
-T -- -- ------ ED C .
S10 ED . C
-- 0 --- - - ED --- --- ----- -- --c
N , ED C
SE 0 C
* -- - - 0 0 C
- -E - -. C
0. :0 e.**eooo****o**o *
0 * *
**




*  * *
***
0. 10. 20. 30,
FAN OUCT ATTENUATION
FAN HARMONIC- 30.0---- DEtA EPNL -100 --
A 8 C D E
--- INLET HARMONIC * 0 - 5 10 . z- --- 30
I NLET FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FUND. FUNO. FUND. FUND. FUNO. FUND.
1.00 *** **00* *0*0** ***** ****
2.00 *1*.6* **9* **00* -*** 18.*
3.00 0**** ****0* ***S** 19.71 16.74
4.00 ****** ***0* *00** - 17.49 15.14
5.00 ****** ****** ****** 15.49 13.77
6.000 --- -- *-00 **** -- t3.q5 ------ 12. --
7.00 0**0** ***** *$*.* 12.38 10OuJ
0 8.0 *00***** ***** ***** .06 9.31
9.00 ****** *9.9* *0*.** 9*95 9.42
10.00 * ****0* ****** 9.61 Q.06
11.00 **0*** ****** ***0** 9.53 8.96
12.00 *****9 8**00 0***0 9*.5 .86
13.00 ****** ****0* ****** 9.37 8.77
- 14.00 ****** 92**** *0**** .29 8.67
15.00 ***** **1**. ****** 9.22 8.58
16.00 9*t* *0** * * * .14 8.4
17.00 *****. ****** ***0** .07 8.3g
-- 18.00- 0*** -- 00*** *****--.99 8.330
19.00 00**** ****** ****** 8.92 8.21
20.00 ****84 **,** ****** 8.84 8.11
21.00 ****** ****** ****** .84 8.11
.22 00 .*** **** ***** 8.4 - 8.11
23.00 0***** ****0* 0**** 88o 8.11
-Z4.00 -- ** * ---- o - - o** ------ 88 .11
25.00 *****0* *00* **.*e*0 8.84 8.11
26.00 *.**o* ****** 00**** 8.84 8.11
27.00 1***** *o** ****** 3.4 8.11
28.00 *0*** **00* *000*0 8*84 .11
29.00 e**e6e *00*00 **o**. 8.84 8.11
- 30.00- --- --- eee ---**** --- -*.* - -.8 .11
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DELTA EPNL * 5.0 FAN HARMnNIC = 0.0
INLET HARMONIC IA * 0, 8 5, C 10, D 20, E w 30)




25. -. EC 8A
I - EC 8
- N-- . E--- EC *---- .
L * EC 8
E . EC BA
T ZO. + EC BA
.. . E C BA *... ... . ..-
A . ED C BA
--t  --- - E -C -elA .
T • E C BA
E 15 E C BA . . . .
N * E C BA
U ED C BA .
A ED C B A *
- .-- .. . • .............. .. ........... ..--- E ... .... - -.-
I 10. + E C 80 E C C





0 **.* .. * * ** **.. *.
0. 10. 200 30.
FAN DUCT ATTENUATION
-FAN HARMONIC 0.0 EtIA EPNL -- O
A 8 C f E
INLET HARMONIC * 0 5 1- 0 20 30
INLFT FAN FAN -- FAN FAN FAN
FUND. FUND. F UND. FUND. FUNO. FUND.
1.00 ***1* ***** ***** 17.38 16.9
2.n00 *.*** *** **** 16 95 16.45
3.00 ****** ****** ***** 16.54 16.05
- 4.00 * ** 16.15 15.68
5.00 ****** ****** **** 15.7 15.32
6.00 ..- **** * .**** . * .15.43 -- 15.02
7.00 +**** **** ****** 15.10 14.73
8.00 **** * ****** 14.7? 14.44
9.00 .*** ****.* ***** 14.44 14.15
.10.00 **** ****** 18.98 14.12 13.89
11.00 28.57 22.91 18.34 14.01 13.73
12.00 21.81 19.54 17.73 13.91 13.69
13.00 19.49 18.8A 17.14 13.80 13.60
14.00 18.82 18.25 16.57 13.70 13.51
15.00 18.19 17.65 .16.03 13.60 13.43
16.00 17.58 17.07 15.50 13.50 13.34
17.00 17.00 16.51 15.00 13.41 13.25
18.00 16.45 15.98 - 14. 51------ 13.31- -- 13.17
19.00 15.92 15.47 14.04 13.22 13.09
20.00 15.42 14.98 13.58 13.12 13.00
21.00 15.31 14.92 13.57 13.12 13.0
22.00 15.21 14.87 13.55 13.11 13.00
23.00 15.10 14.81 13.53 13.11 13.00
24.00 15.00 14.76 13.51 13.10 12.99
25.00 14.90 14.71 13.49 13.10 12.99
26.00 14.80 14.65 13.47 13.09 12.99
27.00 14*70 14.60 13.45 13.08 12.99
2R.00 14.60 14.55 13.43 13.08 12.98
29.00 14.50 14.49 13.41 13.07 12.99
30. 14.40 14.44 -- 13.39 13.07 12.97
187
DELTA EPNL = 5.0 FAN HARMONIC 5.0
INLET HARMONIC (A * 0, 9 * 5, C - 10, o D 20, E * 301
T/09 WITH TONE, 0. JET ATT, NO TURB, EPNL = 103.02, RUN 2 A
30. *a. .* * *. ee- 0. oFeC...-.90 *e~*eeoe* eeo * ee
. .. . . . . . . .E C B _ _ _ _ -
SE C S
SED C B
* ED C 8
25.. - ED C 8
I ED C B
-- - -------- - C 8
L • ED C 8
E EO C B
T 20. * ED C BA
o. E C BA
A E C 8
T. - -EO C -BA
T . ED C BA
E-15. ED C BA- -
N * ED C BA
U . ED C BA
A . E 0 C 8 A
I 10. + E C 8
SE .. ...... C
N E 0 C
. " E ..---.. . .. . . . C
o ED C
S ... . . ------. ) ... C
f ED C
0. 10. 20. 30.
FAN DUCT ATTENUATION
--- FAN HARr)NIC- = . .0---- DEt-TAi EPNL ---- 5-. O
A 8 C o E
INLET HARMONIC * 0 5 10 20 30
INLFT FAN FAN - FAN - FAN FAN
FUNDO FUNO. FUND. FUNO. F NO. FUND.
1.00 1***a ***** ***** 7.17 16.59
2.000 **** ****S*oo*** 17.20 16.04
3.00 ****** 1**** ** * 6.59 15.52
4.00 ****** ***** ****** 15.99 15.C3
5.00 ***** ****** * **** 15.44 14.r7
6.00 1-- - -*** . *****" . ** ,, 4.99 - 14.
7.00 **** ****** ****** 14.56 13.65
8.00 ****** ***** ****** 14.15 13.21
9.00 ****1* ****** ****** 13.76 12.79
10.00 ***** ****** 19.57 13.39 12.31
11.00 30.72 ****** 18.66 13.17 12.25
12.00 23.74 19.89 17.82 12.95 12.L2
13.00 19.59 19.02 17.04 12.74 11.99
14.00 18.73 18.21 16.31 12.53 11.87
15.00 17.91 17.44 15.64 12.32 11.75
16.00 17.13 16.71 15.01 12.12 11.64
17.00 16.38 16.02 14.41 11.91 11.5?
18.00 15.66 - 15.37 - - 13.86 --- 11.72 --- 11.4!
19.00 14.97 14.75 13.34 11.52 11.3
20.00 14.30 14.16 12.84 11.33 11.23
21.00 14.19 14.08 12.81 11.32 11. l
22.00 14.09 14.00 12.79 11.31 11. 1
23.00 13.98 13.Q3 12.76 11.29 11.11
24.00 13.88 13.85 -.12.73 - 11.28 --- 11.1
25.00 13.78 13.78 12.70 11.27 11.17
26.00 13.68 13.70 12.67 11.26 11.11
27.00 13.59 13.63 12.65 11.25 11.16
28.00 13.50 13.55 12.62 11.24 11.16
29.00 13.40 13.48 12.59 11.23 11.15
30.00 ------- 13.32 - 13 41 ---- 12.Sb---- - 11.22 --- -. -t.15
188
DELTA FPNL * 5.0 FAN HARMONIC * 10.0
INLET HARMONIC (A 0, 9 - So C a 10, D 20# E - 30-
T/0O WITH TONE, 0. JET ATT NO TURBo FPNL * 103.02e RUN 2 A.




25. * - EC 8-- -.
I . EC B
---- -.. ---- --- - EC B .
L * EC 8
E . E CS
T 20. + E CS
.. " " E CBA
A . ED C .
------ .. ------- EO C eA • - ......Y  ED C BA
T E C, a
E 1S. E0 C at . . . .. ... .
N ED C BA
U * ED C BA .
A ED C BA
.-.- . E -- - --C SA -
I 10. + ED C 8 A
O * E 0 C ....
N * ED C
. .. 0 -- - C
E D C




0- * ....-........-.........-........-.... G....-.... "
0. 10. 20. 30.
FAN DUCT ATTENUATION
FAN HARM0NIC 10.0- OEt-T EPNL ----. 0
A B C 0 E
INLET HAR4ONIC w 0 5 10 20 .30
INLET FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FUNO. FUND. FUND. FUND. FUND. FUND.
1.00 ****** ***** **** 14.73 13.23
2.00 **.*** *s**** **+*,* 14.13 12.77
3.00 ****** .**** ****** 13.53 12.37
4.00 **** ****** ****** 13.09 1199
5.00 ****•* ****** ****** 12.62 11.66
.. 6 00 ---- -- **** ** ***** 12.19 11.19
7.00 **** ***ee* ****** 11.78 10.73
8.00 *..*** ***** ****** 11.39 10.29
9.00 **** ****** 19.62 11.02 9.94
10.00 21.33 19.59 17.35 10.67 9.77
11.00 18.96 18.43 16.44 10.51 9.72
12.00 17.84 17.36 15.58 10.35 9.67
13.00 16.81 16.37 14,78 10.20 9.62
14.00 15.84 15.45 14.03 10.06 9.57
15.00 14.95 14.59 13.32 9.96 9.52
16.00 14.11 13.80 12.66 9.99 9.47
17.00 13.33 13.06 12.02 9.83 9.43
18.00 12.59 12o36 11.43 - -- 9.77 - 9.3
19.00 11.90 11.71 10.86 9.70 9.33
20.00 11.25 11.09 10.33 9.64 9.29
21.00 11.17 11.04 10.28 9.64 9.28
22.00 11.09 10.98 10.24 9.64 9,28
23.00 11.01 10.92 10.20 9.63 9.27
24.00 10.93 - 10.86 10.15 --- 9.63 ------9.27
25.00 10.85 10.81 10.11 9.63 9.26
26.00 10.77 10.75 10.07 9.63 9.26
27.00 10.69 10.69 10.02 9.62 9.25
28.00 10.61 10.64 9.99 9.62 9.25
29.00 10.54 !0.58 9.47 9.62 9.25
30.00 10.46 10.52 -9. 95 -- 9.62 9.24
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DELTA EPNL = 5.0 FAN HARMONIC - 20.0
INLET HARm)NIC IA - 0 8 * 5, C - 10, f) * 20. E - 301
T/O. WITH TONE* 0. JET ATT, NO TURS. EPNL - 103.02, RUN 2 A
-- - ED C - -
* ED CB
. ED C 8.
* ED C B
25. * ED C B8
I 0 ED C B
-- . - ED C ---.-----
L * ED C 8R
E 0 ED C BA ...
T. 20. ED C BA
. ED C 8
A * ED C 8
-T .---- ..-- .. C- A - -------- -..
T ED C A
E 15. + E 0 C BA -.------ .....
N * ED C B A
. U- E 0 C Ba . .. .
A ED C BA
1 10. + E 0 C 8 A
0 . E 0 C B A ..
N o ED C a A
SED -C - ,
* ED C
.........-ED . . ........------- .... . .. C
* ED C
0 ED........... ...... .......... ..-...
0. 10. 20. 30.
FAN DUCT ATTENUATION
FAN HARMONIC - 20 .0--- DELTA EPNL --- 4.0 .
A S C D E
INLET HARMONIC * 0 5 10 20 30
INLET FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FUND. FUND. FIND. FUND. FUND. FUNDO.
1.00 ***** **** ***** 8 .04 7.41
2.00 ****** *~** ** *** 7.49 6.9
3.00 **** ****** ****** 6.93 6.38
4.00 .. ***.** ** * **** 6.37 5.87
5.00 ***S** ****** ***** 5.80 5.37
6.00 ****** - **5** **** -*5* 5.4 4.97
7.00 ***5** ****** 19.84 5.04 4.47
S800 30.56 26.67 15.96 4.55 3.96
9.00 17.85 16.94 12.84 4.25 3.42
10.00 14.0O 13.59 10.26 3.85 2.86
11.00 13.35 12.30 9.39 3.67 2.70
12.00 12.04 11 14 8.61 3.49 2.55
13.00 10.86 10.08 7.88 3.32 2.41
14.00 9.81 9,.24 7.20 3.15 2.29
15.00 8.95 8.46 6.56 2.97 2.16
16.00 8.14 7.72 5.96 2.80 2.04
17.00 7.39 7.03 5.40 2.63 1.93
18.00 6.67 "- 6.38 --- 4.86---- 2.46 -1.83
19.00 6.00 5.76 4.30 2.29 1.74
20.00 5.36 5.17 3.77 2.12 1.65
21.00 5.26 5.10 3.73 2.11 1.64
22.00 5.15 5.03 3.70 2.10 1.64
23.00 5.05 4.96 3.66 2.09 1.63
24.00 -4.915 .- 4.89 --- -- 3.63 - 2.09 ---- 1.67
25.00 4.84 4.81 3.59 2.06 1.61
26.00 4.74 4.74 - 3.56 2.05 1.61
27.00 4.63 4.66 3.53 2.04 1.60
28.00 4953 4.59 3.49 2.03 1.59
29.00 4e43 4.52 3.46 2.01 1.5,
3000 . 33 -- 4.44 -- -- 3*43 - ----- -200 .- 1.58
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DELTA EPNL - 5.0 FAN NARMONIC , 3000
INLET HARMONIC IA = 0, B = 5, C = 10, D u 20, E = 30)
T/Ut WITH T')NE, 0o JET ATT, NO TURR, EPNL L103.02, RUN 2 A




25. * E CB . ..-----
I . E CSA
- N-- - .- E CSA
L * E C 8
E * E C B......
T 20. + E C 8
o E C AA o EO CB
-- T ED C .
T . ED C
E 15. ED C A -.-
N * ED C A *
U * ED C RA .
A . ED C BA
T . ED C -- -A --
1 10. + ED C B A
0 . ED C a ...
N . EO C 8 A
. E ..- - C. . 5.. .. . . . . . .
. ED C
...... E .. .. ..---------.. .---- ---- - - C
° ED CE. . - ......... . ..
. . * *. " *. . ...... . ...... .. *C
0. 10. 20. 30.
FAN DUCT ATTENUATION
FAN HARMONiC-- 30.0 ----- EftTA EPNL ---- 50
A B C 0 E
INLET HARf4nrilC 0 5 10 20 30
INLFT FAN FAN --- FAN FAN FAN
FUNO. FUNDo FUN0. F UNO. FUND. FUND.
1.00 7e*,,e ****** *,,, .56 7.47
2.00 *.*CS ,*.*** 4"*** 7.27 7.22
3.00 **** ***t0* **.*o* 7.01 6.96
4.00 6***** .**00 , **0** 76 6.70
5.00 6*.5*4 **.** **o*4* .54 6.43
6.00 .-- .*e ee ** **** -.. .28 6-..6.10
7.00 **** **0*** 16.77 6.02 5.76
8.00 25.45 20.4 14.44 5.76 5.42
9.00 16.75 15.72 10.98 5.50 5. A
10.00 13.33 12.04 9.04 5.25 4.5t
11.00 11.71 10.67 8.52 5.16 4.4?
12.00 10.25 9.72 8.05 5.08 4.41
13.00 9.50 9.15 7.63 4.99 4.33
14.00 8.95 8. 64 7.25 4.85 4.21
15.00 8.46 8.18 6.91 4.70 4.1
16.00 8.01 7.75 6.60 4.56 4.11
17.00 7.61 7.36 6.32 4.43 4.0-
18.00 7.2# .4 7.00 6.06 -- 4.29 .. 3.
19.00 6.91 6.66 5.82 4.16 3.3q
20.00 6.60 6.35 5.59 4.02 3.81
21.00 6.52 6.30 5.57 4.01 3. )
22.00 6.45 6.26 5.55 3.99 37i
23.00 6.37 6.21 5.53 3.97 3.7!
24.00 6.29 -6.16 5.5 1------ 3.96 3.
25.00 6.21 6.11 5.49 3.94 3.75
26.00 6.13 6.06 5.47 3.93 3.74
27.00 6.05 6.01 5.45 3.91 3.73
28.00 5.97 5.96 5.43 3.90 3.72
29.0C 5.89 5.91 5.40 3.88 3.70
- 3000 5.81 .8 -. 5.38 - 3. 6 - 3.
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DELTA EPNL = 10.0 FAN HARMONIC = O.0
INLET HARMONIC (A = Ot 8 - 5, C w 10. D a 20, E * 301
T/o, WITH TONE. O JET ATTo NO TIURB, EPNL a 103.02, RUN 2 A







5 T--*-- * .. . .. . . E --
T 20. E
E ..... ...--.----....-- ........... E
A * 
T E
1 10. ES .... E.....................
N * E
* E
S- ....--.--.----- -----.. E* 
------o -..
0 *.. ............ +.... .... ........... e..+..........
0. 10. 200 30.
FAN DUCT ATTENUATION
FAN WARMONIC = 0.0 ----- OLTA EPNL -- 10.O
A B C D E
INLET HARMONIC w 0 5 10 - 20 - 30
INLET FAN FAN FAN - FAN FaN
FUNn. FUND. F UND. F UNo. C UNO. FUND.
1.00 ta6tes easter estate aesase teat..
2.00 t*** S* a***t S*ta, ,.e****a eat.
3.00 .... *t **aaa1  ates* etat6 a.*e.
4.00 st******e s**a *t8t *est*s** e**e
5.00 ***t* ease.. *a*** a**** e**.*.
6.00 ***** aseeoe* *ta.a* s **,* ***€*
7.00 ***** *ee** *test **e* ***ate8.00 ****** ***** ****** *** ***
10.00 estate astese atte* **t* **
11.00 **** Sasece st*e*e statas **t.
12.00 t*S*** t****t settee states esett
13.00 *ets ****** tenet states seas..
14.00 tt*aeS **t** attes* t** sat sss
15.00 estee. et**c* estate basses ***
16.00 sees.. ceacte s***** estate sets's
17.00 tetast eeteea asses. estate ***s.
19.00 teases ttstse assets casts. *ate.
20.00 ****** t*t*e* tateac satace sate..
21.00 asee*a estate atee estae *****s
22.00 a***** e***** eaetsa aseasa ***at
23.00 cecees seat** cease. eace** aests.
24.00 **tt** ***st* *** tes . tt - tees..
25.00 states casts* estate tease. e*e,.
26.00 teases settee tesess sesase *a.*
27.00 settee settee aesate estate es*ece
28.00 eacat* settee ttaeta stases *****.
29.00 ttt*** se*t*. 50**** esesee tees..
30.00 estee. t**et* cease. atatte ees,.
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DELTA FPNL * 10.0 FAN HARNONIC a 5.0
INLET HARMONIC (A - 0, 8 * 5, C - 10, 0 s 20. E * 30)
T/0, WITH TONE, 0s JET ATT, NO TURBe EPNL * 103.02, RUN 2 A
...... . 6........0....0........ as 4. . -g . .
E
E
25.. -. - ...- --. - - - .. .... . .-- - - F
L . E
T 20. * E
--- ---- --
A E1 . E
* -E
I 10. * 
N . E
U . - - - --
E
- .......- -- ------ --- 
- ------ -- ------- 
---- -
F~-
0 . ... ..................................................... . 0 0- - -.
00 10. 200 30.
FAN DUCT ATTENUATION
FAN HARMONIC Of 5.0 - DEtfA EPNL a--10.0
A 8 C D E
INLET HAR1ONIC 0 5o 10 30 
FU..NO. FUND. F . FUND. FUN. FU .
1.00 ** e








o  -  •O
**
2.00 ****** ****** ****** ******
3.00 ****** ****** ****** *****
0 .00 ****** ***** ** * ******o ***
8.00 ** 0 0* 30
9.00AN HARMONIC * 5.0-- ENL -- 0.0 .
10 00 C O
12.00 ****** **.*** ****** *be*** * e*ns
132.00 ***** *****, ***** ****** r  *
14.00 ****** ***.** 0***** ****e* *e****
15-0 ***en *9e*,e **e*** ****o* *****
~.00 ** *** ****e* ****** o***.*** *e
17.00 - **** - ** ****** *....* 
***e*e
21.00 **o** ***t** ****S* ***Ot *e
19.00 ****** ** *** ****** **
20.00 ****** *.00.. .*.*** .**.. .. *
21.00 *** ***** *.* **,,* ***** **
22.00 ****** *...** ****., ***** ***
23.00 ***** ****** ***. ***1 .  ****.* ... e.. *.,.,. ****** ... **.
24.00 ****** ** **** **** sne
15.00 ****** ..... * ... ,,,
1600 04*4*. ****,* *...,* *.4 .*
27.00 ***s* ,**.,* ****** *** **
28.00 ****** ,..,.. .*.*** ***** ***
29.00 . *9*s **O** ***.* ****e **
193
DELTA EPNL - 10.0 FAN HARMONIC * 10.0
INLET HARMONIC (A - O a* 59 C = 10, O * 20, E 0 30)
T/0, WITH TONE, 0. JET ATT, NO TURB EPNL * 103.029 RUN 2 A
30 *o . ..... f. .... ... .... . *.....o * ,* 0 0 0* * * *





n-- .- ______-- _____-__ ____
L * E
E . E
T 20. + E
A * E





---- - . . ..... -...... --......... .....  ..






0o **o*o*.eo * o.*** eoo ooe.e.ooo ***e..oe.....+....~*
0. 10. 20. 30.
FAN DUCT ATTENUATION
FAN HARMOtIIC- .100-- ftTT EPNL ---- 0.0 ---O
A B C 0 E
INLET HARMONIC O 5 - 10 -- 20 30
INI. ET FAN FAN FAN - FAN FAN
FUNO. FUND. FUND. FUND. FUND. FUND.
1.00 ****** ***0* sen se **
2.00 ****** .***** ***.o* **0*** *o*oo*
3.00 **** ***** **.* *oooo ***
4.00 o***** ****** ****** ***
5.00 **** ****b* ****0* ***** ***
6.00 --.- **** ****** o0e* t*0*** -.-. s
8.00 ****** .***** ***.* b***. . *
9.00 .*** **.*** 0***** b******
10.00 ***** **** *0*** ***
12.30 ****** *0*,** ****** *..** 006..s
13.00 *0** **** ****** ****** ******
14.00 ****** ****** ***** ****** *000.
15.00 4**** *0*** *****a **.*o *se
16.00 **** ****** *...** ****** sob...
17.00 ****** ba.*** *,as.. ****** cc,...
19.00 ** - * ** --- bb******0 * *.- b...o.
2019.00 ***** ***e b *** *b**** b*****
22.00 0..*** ****** ... *** ***** .*.
23.00 *eb** ***** .c**** *0,0* 0e.
24.00 *.*** ***.** ** ****** -**
26.00 ****** *bb*** b***** ***** ***
27.00 ,***** .*s** *** *** * *
28.00 ****** **** **o*** ****** e **..
29.30 ***** ***** * eo**** *co,,.
-- 30.00 ****** ****e* - * ***** - - .***** ...- *e
194
DELTA EPNL = 10.0 FAN HARMONIC * 7:.0
INLET HARMONIC (A * O, 9 w 5, = iO, O * 20, E = o01
















--- ..--- - -- "-.I-* E
S----- - - - - . ---- ------ ------ - ---- - ---E
* .- - - - - - - E
00 ....-... 0.* ...... . ..... . ............... ...........
0. 10. 20. 30.
FAN DUCT ATTENUATION
FAN HARMONIC = 20.0 DE-- LTA FPNL - 10.0
A B C 0 E
INLET HARMONIC 0 5 10 20 30
INLET F A A F N FAN FANl F lAN
FUND. FUND. FUND. FUND. F :JriO. FUN O.
1.00 ****** **s**.* ***** .**, ******
2.00 . * *****, *.l*.* ***.*. ******
3.00 ****** ***** -****** ***** *
4.00 ****** .**** ***** ***** *e**
5.00 ****-* **** ... e*
-6.00 -- ** *2 ***** ****** . * *
7.00 * *** *.** *** *****
8.00 ***** ***** ****** *.*..* .****r
9.00 ****
10.00 **** * ***** ***** ** ****
11.00 *** **2** **2** ***2 **
12.00 2*** ***** **2*** **** *2s.
13.00 2***** * * s***.* e*se o**
14.00 ***** **** **** **
15.00 ***** ***** ***2* ***2 **2**
16.00 **2** ***2* ***. *se o or.
17.00 *** *** *2**** **** . **
18.00 - ***** **2** *2*** - - **22* --- *****
19.0 *.*** ****** .**.. . - 22 2 ***** *
20.00 *2** *** **.** .* .*..
21.00 ***** 222* 2. ***** **2 2*s
22.00 **** **2** ** **2, 2**
23.00 ***** ****** ****2 *** *2*
24.00 *** ** * - * ** ** -- ******
25.00 **** *.** ** **.* * **
26.00 **2** ***** 2*2** **** **s
27.00 *222** o**** *** *.**** ***
28.00 *22** ****2 .***** 2***2 22**.*
29.00 **2** ***** .**.* *** ***
30.00 -- -**** ****** -m emo. .** -**
195
DELTA EPNL A 10e0 FAN HAR'4)ONC = 1.0
INLET HARMONIC tA a 0, 6 So , C 10, 0 a 10, F 30
rlT/ WITH TONE. 0. JET ATt, NO TURS EPNL * 103.029 RUN 2 A
30. .0 ...o...o





oeoo o.* * e* * 
e
o E
------N- .. -..... - ----- -- ------.--- -------- E
S c E






-0- - --- - ---- -- F-
N E
HbR~OF(-- - -0 -OC EH --- -- ----
U
A , E
I 10. + E
INF -- ----------------- - ---- 6 -- F -
N E
E
0 E0. . .. . . . . ... . .. . .. .
0. 10. 20. 30.
FAN DUCT ATTENUATION
FAN HARMONIC- 30.0 OELTA EPNL --- 10.0
A B C 0 O
INLET HARMONIC 0 5 10 -- 20 30
.. INLFT FAN FAN FAN FAN - AN
FUND. FUND. FUND. FUND. FUND. FUND.
1.00 444444 4*444 **4* **** 4*444
2.00 44*4* 4444 4**4** V, *4* **4.
3.00 *444** 444444 4444** **4* 444494
4.00 4e4e*e 4es4e ee*44 *044* *e***e
5.00 44*4* 4**4* ***4 444 4419
6.00 - **444 *4 -- *** - -- **** -- 4444
7.00 *44444 444*** 4*44** **444 4***
8.00 444*4* 444444 **4* ****** 4444\
9.00 *44** *4444* *4*4*4 4*4*** 4*4***
10.00 *4-4** **4* **** 4**4* 4*4***
11.00 44***4 **4 4**4 4*4.** 4444*4
12.00 **4** *44444 **44* ***4* ****
13.00 444444 444444 *4444 **.4* s **
14.00 ****** *444** 944444 44444* **440
15.00 **44 .*444* 44444* 4*44 **444
17.00 *4*4** *44444 *44444 444**4 4*4444
18.00 ***** --- - ***--4 * 444 4-**** ****--
19.00 444*44 *44*44 4449* *4444* 4*****
20.00 *4*4** **4** **4*** 40444* - ****
21.00 *4*4** ***** 4*444 4*4* 444*
22.00 444444 *43444 *444* *4444* ***4*
23.00 *4*4*4 *** * * 4444** *4444*
24.00 *** ***** ** Q** 1*
25.00 *4*44* *444*4 4**4*
26.00 4434* * ** 4** *** **
27.00 *** 4* ** 44*4*4 *4*0** ***3*
29.00 **4** 444444 444*4 *** ***
29.3000 - ***e*. *44 *444 - *4* - * - 4 * *4***
196
CELTA EFNL = !.0 FAN HAR (NIC = 0.0
INLET -RMChlC (A = 0, P = 5, C - 10, C = 20, E - 30)
1/C, kiTh TCNE, 10. JET ATT, NC TU9Bt EFFL = 101.83, RUN 5A






N * EC P
F . CBA
T 20. * F CPA +
E C PA
A . E CA A
T * EC CRA
T E C eA
F 15. 4 E C BA +
K * E C BA
U • E CRA .
A E CB A .
T * C BA
I 10. 4 F C EA 4
SE CPA .
N . FD C bA
E C A e.
E O C e
ED C
F* CE C
0. . .C................. ....... .... .... ........
SIl) C
C. 10. 20. ?C.
FAN CLCI AT1FfLATICA
Ft h I-AcChlC * 0.0 DELIA FF, - 5.0
A C C C F
INLET IFCONIC = C 5 10 20 C
IhNF1 FAN FAN FAN FAN FtN
F UN . FUND. F JNV. FLAU. FL K;. FLFC.
l.CC *44.8* ,*** *4.,4 12.85 12.42
2.OC +***** ***** *.+*** 12.1? 12.14
?.CC 4***** *4***+ . t*44 12.23 11.FF
4.OC ***** **4* ***** 11.95 1.
.CC ***** 4*4*4* **** I11.U8 11.4?
*.OC **** * 4***** 26.99 11.'7 11.1'
7.CC Z7.21 25.54 q19.0 11.08 1C.4
F.OC 1q.PC 1.54 17.;9 1C.o  10.5E
c.0C 18.14 17.63 15.77 1C.51 IC. 2
1C.CC 1h.65 16.C3 14.43 1C.24 10.CR
11.OC 15.9q 15.35 13.,7 IC.17 10.r4
12.CC 15.3t 14.72 13.36 1k.l1 .9
13.OC 14.77 14.13 12.b9 1L.05 9.S4
I .CC 14.22 I1.59 12.t6 ,.g9 . 9
15.OC 13.6 13.CA 12.05 5.q3 q.4
1.OC 13.20 12.60 11.68 S.87 .7s
17.0C 12.73 12.15 11.33 S.81 q.74
18.00 12.2S 11.73 11. lc 5.75 ,.6C
1q.00 11.86 11.33 1C*,9 5.69 S.65
2C.OC 11.46 1C.56 10.41 S.63 5.60
21.CC 11.35 10.91 10.34 9.63 9.59
i.CC 11 .25 10.F5 10.27 9.62 5.5C
3 .oC 11.15 0 10.0 10.2 Su.61. .F
14.0C 1.C6 iC.75 10.13 5.61 ;.5.
i.OC IC.€;6 10.70 10.05 S.60 i.57
26.00 IC.7 10.65 9.98 9.60 5.57
27.CC 10.78 10.60 9.90 5.59 .6
26.00 10.7C 10.55 9.63 9.59 5.56
;2.GC 10.62 10.50 5.76 5.58 9.55
-0.00 10.54 10.45 9.69 5.57 9.55
197
CELIA EFNL !.0O FAN HMARPCIC = 5.0
INLET -ARPONIC (A - 0, 8 - 5, C * IC C - 209 E - 30)
T/C, WITh TCNE, 10. JET ATT, NO TLRe6 EPhL = 101.83. RUN 56
30o ...o* **.O...o -E.C . . -oo... ..4.o.e .. 
* -*












T o E C8A BA
E 15. * E C BA
N ED C A *
U • EO C B
h . EC C BA
I * ED C BA
I 1C. 4 ED C eA
C ED C Rh



















C. 10. 20. ?C.
FAN CLC ATTIENATICN
Fth ARMClNC - 5.0 DELIA EFNL - 5.0
A 8 C C E
INLET 0tRPChlC * C 5 10 20 30
INLFT FAN FAN FAN FN FAN
FUNO. FUND. FUND. FUNO. FuIC. FUC[.
I.CC 4**4** 4*4** 1*4*4* 11.2? 10.28
2.CC **4** **4** ****** 1C.85 10.C2
3.CC *41*C* *5*.0 *3*4* 10.49 5.67
4.CC *444* *4*4** *4*** 1C.16 9.73
l.CC .*0 *1*41* *4*4** 9.90 9.5
6.CC 44.4* *44* 27.66 9.75 5.3c
1.0C 27.18 30.00 18.84 C.59 9.1
.o00 19.26 1~.23 16.72 9.4j3 9.o
q.0C 17.26 16.95 14.8" 9.28 E.82
IC.UC 15.48 15.00 13.18 q.13 P.65
II.CC 14.68 14.19 12.53 9.03 6.61
12.CC 13.93 13.46 11.96 6.94 8.57
1-.CC 13.24 12.80 11.44 E.F5 8.5
14.OC 12.59 12.19 10.C7 6.76 8.49
1S.OC 11.q9 11.64 10.je t. 8 8.45
I1.OC 11.43 11.13 1C.15 F.60 8.41
17.CC 10.9C0 10.6 9.6b E.52 8.37
18.00 1C.4C 10.22 9.56 6.44 8.33
19.CC 9.96 9.87 9.32 E.36 8.29
20.0C 9.66 9.58 9.07 6.29 8.26
21.CC 9.61 9.53 9.05 6.29 8.25
22.0C 9.56 9.48 9.02 E.28 8.25
23.CC 9.51 9.43 9.00 E.28 8.25
24.00 9.46 9.38 8.98 E.27 8.24
25.OC 9.41 9.33 8.96 8.27 8.24
2e.0C 9.35 9.28 8.94 6.26 8.24
;7.0C 9.30 9.23 8.92 E.26 8.22
28.00 9.25 9.18 8.89 8.25 8.23
29.00 9.20 q.13 8.67 8.25 8.23
30.00 9.14 9.08 8.85 8.24 8.22
198
CELTt EPNL = !.C FAN ARPiCNIC = 10.0
INLET ARMOCNIC (A = C, 8 - 5, C * IC, C * 20, E . 30)
T/O, hlTH TCNEv 10. JET ATT, NG TLRe, EFNL = 101.83, RUN 5A





I ECBN . EC
L ECB
E • EDOA




E 15. + E CPA
SE C
U • F CA
* E CPA
T • ED C e^
I IC. * ED C 8
0 • FO C 
h . E C 8
* ED C A 8
* ED C e




0. 4....- .........-.............. * ...................** ..*** .**
C. IC. O. ?0.
FAN CCT ATTEIATIh
FAN FAPPRChIC * 10.C DELIA EFI - 5.0
A K C C E
IhLET -tFMCNIC = C 5 10 20 3C
INLET FAN FAN FAN FAK FAN
FLNO. FUND. FUND. FUNG. FLKC. FLNC.
1.00 *** *4*4** 444* 5.37 .ql
2.CC c***** ****** **4*4 * .23 8.74
3.0C ***** **** * S.10 8.5t
4.CC *F.*'* ***4 4*4* 8.7 8.38
.CC ****** *.*6* 0.,5 e.2c
E.00 **** **4* 22.47 F.65 8.C7
7.00 19.q3 22.17 17.63 ..45 7.S5
E.OC 17.40 17.44 15.26 8.25 7.84
9.00 15.18 14.9t 13.31 E.05 7.73
IC.OC 13.22 12.84 11.67 i.Pb 1.76
1I.OC 12.14 11.9 IC1.93 7.PO 7.57
1;.oC 11.'5 11.24 10.29 7.73 7.51
13.0C 10.84 10.57 9.t 7.68 7.45
14.U C 10.20 9.8 9.49 7.62 7.40
15.CC 9.77 5.63 9.17 7.56 7.;4
16.CC 9.44 9.29 8.e7 7.50 7.i9
17.CC 9.14 P.96 8.57 7.45 7.24
18.00 8.F6 8.64 8.29 7.40 7.19
19.CC 8.59 E.34 e.02 7.34 7.14
20.0C 8.34 P.04 7.75 7.29 7.09
21.OC 8.28 P.01 7.73 7.29 7.C0
;2.0c 8.23 7.98 7.70 7.29 7.09
;.OC 8.17 7.95 7.66 7.29 7.C
i2.0c C.I1 7.91 7.65 7.29 7.08
25.00 8.C5 7.88 7.63 7.29 7.CF
26.0C 8.00 7.85 7.61 7.29 7.08
27.00 7.94 7.82 7.58 7.29 7.Ce
ie.00 7.88 7.79 7.5b 7.29 7.08
29.00 7.82 7.76 7.53 7.29 7.C8
30C00 7.76 7.73 7.51 7.29 7.08
199
CELTA EFNi = !.0 FAN HARC(NIC = 20.0
INLET t-APMCGIC (A = O 8 = 5e C - IC. 0 * 209 E - 301
1/C, I1lW' ICNE, 10. JET ATTo NO TUPtE EPNL = 101.839 RUN SA












T 2C. +C FA E
. C
A . C EA E
T C PA E
T • EA E
E 15. 4 C BA F
S C C E E
0 C C BA F
A C EA E
T C C A E
1 10. *C C B A F
0 EC C eA
N .ED C PA
.E C C B
. EC C A e
5. 4 E E F
E C C
S F 0 C
. ED C
• EC C
C. .*..... 4.....-....**-.* ........ ...-.... e.. .. ..- . .*
C. 10. 20. 30.
FAN DUCT ATIEKLATICh
FAN FAPtPCNC * 20. ODELIA EFNL - 5.0
A H C c E
INLET I-RMCNIC C 5 10 20 3C
ILETl FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FLNU. FIJNu. FUND. Flf. F LD. FUN C .
1.OC ,****** ****** ****, 3.54 2.74
2.O0 ***** **** ****** 3.21 2.31
'.OC 2*.0.0 ),,*** *****  1.S2
4.C00 **64* *4*6*4 *4*** 2.60 1.56
5
.OC **,**, ***** 28.46 2.32 1.24
6.0C 24.41 ***** 15.S7 1.47 0.S3
7.CC 10.39 16.60 12.10 1.45 0.63
E.nC 12.97 12.64 9.2 1.05 0.33
S.UC 10.11 5.51 7.15 C.66 C.03
IC.OC 7.F7 7.12 5.24 C.29 *4**
11.00 6.FP 6.24 4.56 0.22 ****
12.OC 6.1 5.46 3.57 0.15 ** *
13.CC 5.29 4.80 3.42 C.08 4*,**4
16.00 4.61 4.23 2.91 0.01 ******
15 .00 4.C9 3.69 2.44 ***** **44**
16.CC 3.57 3.17 1.59 *S***** *4***
17.00 3.CP 2.68 1.568 *4*** 4*44**
I1.00 2.62 2.21 1.i8 ****** *****
19.00 2.18 1.76 C.82 *44*** 4**44
2C.OC 1.76 1.33 C.47 ****** *4**4
21.00 1.66 1.27 0.43 **** *
2i.00 1.56 1.22 C.40 ****** ***~,*
23.00 1.46 1.16 C.36 **4*** 4*44** .
- 24.00 1.37 1.11 0.33 **6* *****
25.00 1.27 1.06 0.29 * *6** ****
26.CC 1.18 1.00 0.25 ****** 446*4,
27.00 1.C9 0.95 C.22 **4*** 6**4**
28.00 0.99 0.90 C.1d ****** 4**6*4
29.00 C.90 C.85 0.14 4**44 *4***
30.00 0.81 0.80 0.11 **o** **4**
200
CELIA EFNL = '.0 FAN HARPCNIC = 30.U
INLET FARP6 hlC (A - CoI - 5, C - 10, 0 20, E * 30)
1/C, %lTH TCNE, 10. JET ATll NO TU RE EPNL I101.83, RUN 54






S . BA f
L * B a
S . 8 A F
.C e A
A .C A EF
I . C A E
T . C EA E
E 15. + C RA E
S . C EA E
U . C 8A E
• CB E
1 . CR 8
I IC. 4 C BA E
C C C B E
N .0 C BA
. C C AB
.F C C. A 8





0. *...........- .....* *.*.*.*. * .......
C. 10. Lo ?C.
FAN CLCI ATTE6LATICh
FAN -ApMCNIC = 3C0. DELLA EFFh - 5.0
A R C C E
INLET -APMCNIC = 0 5 10 20 ?C
INhET FAN FAN FAN FAN F4A
FUNU. FUND. FUND. FUNO. FUND. FUNE.
1.00 **** ****** *4*4* 4.52 3.19
2.OC ****** **** **** 4.00 ?.CO
-. CC **** * *4*** ****4* 2.51 2.45
4.00 **4** **4* 4444 3.04 1.85
5.CC ****** ****** 18.97 2.61 1.30
6.00 19.22 2C.30 13.72 1.95 C.55
7.CC 14.67 14.76 iC.00 1.33 4**4**
8.00 10.92 10C.59 .63 0.73 **4**4
9.0C 9.CI 8.70 7.43 C.lo **44
IC.OC 7.77 7.34 6.35 *4+** *****
11.00 7.21 6.81 5.86 **4*** 4**4*4
12.00 6.71 6.32 5.42 *4*** *****
13.00 6.27 5.89 5.03 *4**4* ***4*4
14.CC00 5.E7 5.49 4.13 ****** 4**444
15.OC 5.51 5.13 3.24 4***4* **4**
I .00 5.18 4.46 2.42 *+***
17.00 4.69 3.64 1.66 *4*** ****
18.00 3.92 2.85 0.96 ***** ****
19.00 3.16 2.C9 0.30 *4**** 444**
2C.00 2.43 1.35 ***44* *4** **i*
21.0 2.18 1.18 ***+ * **
ii.00 1.93 1.02 **** **+**4 ***4**
-2.00 1.68 C.86 ***+* *8+*** ****
S24.00 1.43 C.70 ****** ****** 44**
25.CC 1.19 0.54 44,4** ***** **4*4
26.00 0.94 0.38 **** **+**4 ****4
27.00 0.70 0.22 ***** ****** *$**
28.00 0.47 0.06 ***44 4**4* **4
29.00 0.23 **44** ***** * 4** 4
----000 -- OO *44* 4*4** ***** *44201
201
CELTA EFhL = 1C.C FAN HARPCNIC = 0.0
IhLET HARPONIC (A - 0, 8 * 5, C * 10, O * 201 E * 3G)
1/C, hITH TChE, 10. JET ATT, NO lURE, EPPL = 101.83, RUN 56
S......... . .... .... .... ..... ..... . .. .... ....... E-C C




25. * EC C
I • E C C
L E C C
F F C C













0. ...- .... ...el-.. .+....-.... +.. ... ... ... -.... .... . .
C. 10. 20. ?C.
FAN CLCT AIIENLATICh
FAN FAR#CNIC * 0.0 DELTA EFNL - 10.0
A 5 C D E
ILET 6~hCNIC = C 5 10 20 )0
IhLET FAN FAN FAh Fat FAN
FUNC. FUND. FUND. FUND. FLNC. FUNC.
I.CC ***** ****** ****** ***.*9** 2***
.C00 ****** **CC** ***** .0 DI E a0100
4.OC ****** *****C ****** **.03 *7.*6
.CC 444***** *****4* ****4* **4414 *4*4*4O0  *****   * * . 4
S.OC 4****** *4***** ***444* *444*4 *44*44
10.00 44*44* *444 4**44*4 4*444*
11.0c ****** ****** ****** ***21 27,*8
i.CC 4***** ****** ****4 * **4**4 4*444
16.00 *2444. * * 4*44** *4*444 24444
2.00 ****** ****** ****** 28.31 27.0C
1.oC ***44 44*4* *2E.2* 944444 * 2*7.C
122.00 4**4*4 4*2444 **44* 4*628 27.C
23.OC 4*2e44 44** * * 2.26 27.Ce
4.cc * 21.24 27.C@
25.CC00 444* **44 *44*4* 26.23 27.CE
2.00 ***4 *** 4 4 444* 26.21 27.C8
21 00 **4.* 444*4 4*44* 8 0 E
28.00 **** 4*** 444**4 28.18 27.C
28.00 ****** ****** ****** 28.16 27.C8
?0.00 ****** *****o ****** 28.15 27.08
202
CELTA EFNL - 1C.0 FAN HARPCNIC = 5.0
INLEt HARCONIC (A - C B = 59 C = ICt 0 - 20, E - 30)
1/~ kWITh ICNE, 10. JET ATT, NO TLRE, EPKL * 101.83t RUN 5A





2t. E c CN * C
E -E C C
T 20. E C C
L E C
A * E C CT E C
T . E C
E 15. + EE
h . E
T .E





0. *..... .... ..... *......... ......... *.. *... **. . **. *.. *.
C. 10. 20. 30.
FAN CUCT ATTEhUATICA
Fah IARMCh|C * 5.0 DELIA EFKL - 10.0
A C E
IL7ET CtPMCNIC C 5 10 20 30
IKllf FAN FAN FA FAN FAN
FLNL. IUNU. FJUNu. FUNL. FIUN . FUNC.
1.CO **4*** *444*** 4**4** *4*44 4*4*44
i.00 *****4 **4*** 4*44** 4*4449 44 *4
.OC 4*444 44****** ***** * 49*44. *4
4.00 *25.54 444*44 4*44* 4*444 4*4444
6.00 4***** ****** ****** 4*44 *4*4*4
7.00 4***** ****** *4**4* 2*4*64 444**4
8.00 *4*** ***** **4* 4444*4 4*4*4
.00C ****** 4**4** *4*44 9 * 2467 2***1.OC 4444* 44*444 *4444 44444
14.00 3***** ****** 00.58 26.7* 25.5
1IC.CC *44*** *4**4* 4*44* ****4 9.56*
11.00 44444 *9944 4444 30.8
17.00 30Q***** **** *444 27.0 25.5284
22.00 2*9410 **444 **44** 6*.5 27.04
24.00 **4*** ***** *44* 4 27.09 25.52
21.00 27.0** *5**** 44544* 6 86 25.52
26.00 *4** *444** *** 27.00 25.52
27.00 4**44 44**** 3090* 26.17 25.52
2f.00 ***** ****** ***** 26.0 25.52
28.00 44*444 *4**4* 30.56 26.13 25.52
2S.00 ****4 4*44* 3C.23 26.68 25.52
30.00 ***4** ****** 29.90 26.64 25.52
203
CELTA EFNL = 10.0 FAN APRCNIC = 10.0
IkLET tARMCNIC (A - 0, 8 = 5, C - IC, 0 * 20, E - 30)
T/O, WITkI TCNE9 10. JET ATo NC TLP8, EPNL - 101.839 RUN 5A
30. 4.... -o. o. *. - * .... .... - .... . .... .. E .. C.- * .. *.. . .E ..
E C EA
o E C 8
E C e
25. C E C 8
. - . E C p
L * E C e
E C E
T 2C. 4 E C E
. ED C
S . E 0 C
T . E O C
T E 0 C
E 15. * E C C
h . E C C
U E C C
A . E C








0o ...o-o.o .o. ..ooo -osoe.o - e . .*. . . . . ...* .* . .** . .
C. 10. 20. ?C.
FAN CLCT ATTENATICN
FAN RGaIhlC * 1C.0 DOEIA EFNL * 10.0
A H C C E
INLET HIRMChIC * C 5 10 20 ?C
IhLET FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FLND. FUND. FUND. FUNL. -FLN. FUNC.
I.OC 444*44 444* ***** 444.5* *244.2
L.OC 44*444 444*4* 44444* *4*44* 4*4444
4.OC 44*444 4*4*4* 44*444 *44444 44444400 ***** * * ** ** * *.00 .1*
S.00 ****** * 4***** *****4 **4*4* 442.4
6.C - ****** ****** 4*4*4* *44.0* 20***
1.00 ****** **44 **** * 4*4**4 4444**8 ** * ***** 4 **4* *4*1 * *
9.00 4**** ****** 404*4* *444** 3C.69
IC.00 4*4*** ****** 444444 4 71*44 27.71
11.OC ****4 *4*** 444*** *.*4** 26.52
12.00 3***** ****** 2**.44 C.22 25.3f
13.C00 ****** ****** *2*.* 28.5 24.23
14.0C ****** ****** *4*444 27.00 22.13
15.00 **4** 4*444 **44* 25.48 22.C5
16.00 4*4*4 *** 4*4*4* 24.03 20.99
17.00 ****** *23.7* 4*444* 22.62 19.99
18.GC ****** ***** *4*4* .21.27 19.74
19.00 4*4**4 4****4 30.48 19.99 19.49
20.0C ****44 4*0,* 26.06 19.71 19.26
21.00 ****** 2*,2 25.57 1S9.9 19.2t
22.00 *94**4 28**3* 25.10 19.68 19.25
23.CC 4*4*** 44**5* 24.63 19.66 19.25
24.0c *4**** 4*4*4* 24.id 19.64 19.25
25.0OC **4* 4*444* 23.73 19.62 19.25
26.00 * 4 4 **4** 23.30 19.61 19.25
27.00 4**** 30.17 22.67 19.59 19.25
28.00 *4*4** 29.26 22.45 19.57 19.25
29.00 29.77 28.38 22.05 19.55 19.25
?0.00C 28.26 271.53 21.65 1S.54 19.25
204
CELIA EFNL = IC.C FAN HARVCNIC = 20.0
INhLET tARMCNIC (A* - 0 8 5. C = lC. 0 * 20, E - 301
T/C, hITH TCNE, 10. JET ATT, NO TURE EFNL - 101.83, RUN 5A
S -ED C B
SC C eA.
° EQ C BA .
EO C 8 A
25. to C t A
SEC C A
N . EQ C B A
L EC C B A
E . Et C B A
T 20. + ED C 0 A
* EC C e
SEE C e
T * ED C
T ED C
E 15. + E D C
. ED C
U . E C C
A E D C
T . E G C
1 10. + E U C
C * E O C





C. 10. 20. 30.
FAN CLCI AITENUATICA
FIN F-RMCIC - 2C.0 DELIA EFAL - 10.0
A B C C E
INLET -#RMCNIC * C 5 10 20 30C
INLET FAN FAN FAN FAN FfN
FLND. FUNLD. FUND. FUNC. FLKD. FlUNC.
1.00 ***** ****** ***4* *444 44*
2.00 ****** 4***** ****** ****** 17.*
:.OC ***** ****** 4***** *4*4*4 4**44
4.0C 4***** ***** ****** *14*2* *.*4
5.00 ****** ***4 ** ****s *.5...
6.00 ***** 4***** ****** **t****
7.UC ***** ****** 44* 41**.7 25.45
8,00 ***** 47.00 1*4*. 29.23 1.54
1.SOC 4***** 44*10 1**47 21.5 18.51
1C.00 ****** 4444* 447.4 1-.52b 17.58
1.uc 4**** *1*4** **4** 19.01 17.2c
12.00 **4* 44*** **4** 1j.55 .9
1!.OC *4*** ***44 1**.* I.11 16.8
14.CC 4***** 4*e*** 4*4*44 17.69 16.38
15.CC 4*4444 **4* ***** 17.29 16.11
16.00 4*4,** 4*4.04 44**4 16.91 15.85
17.CC 44*9*4 *4,*4* 4*740* 16.55 15.59
18.00 4**** 4*4*4 15.69 16.20 15.35
19.0C 4**444 4*** 18.72 15.87 15.11
2C.0C 4**** 27.00 17.66 15.55 14.88
21.CC 4***4 21.10 17.57 15.54 14.88
22.00 4*44* 19.84 17.47 15.52 14.88
23.00 4**4* 19.63 17.38 15.51 14.88
24.00 *** 19.43 17.29 15.50 14.88
25.00 22.6S 19.23 17.20 15.46 14.87
26.00 19.75 19.04 17.11 15.47 14.87
27.CC 15.39 18.85 17.02 15.46 14.87
28.00 19.05 18.67 16.93 15.44 14.87
29.00 18.12 18.49 16.84 15.43 14.87
30. G 18.40 18.32 16.75 15.42 14.87
205
CELT EPNL - 1C.0 FAN HARPCNIC = 3u.0
INLET -ARPChIC IA s 0, B - 5, L - 10, D * 20, E - 301
1/C, hiTH TCNE, 10. JET ATT, NG ILRE9 EFML = 101.83, RUN 5S




2! 4 ED C A
I . ED C BA
N . ED C 8 A
L tO C R A
E . ED C 8 A
T 20. ED C B A
ED C a A
a1 . EO C7 - - 6 p
7 ED C
E 15. * E 0 CN • ED 
U . E C
U E C
T E 0 C
1 10. * E 0 C
0 E 0 C







0. * ....-.. . ........*......****** *. *.**........... ......... *
C. 10. 20. 3C.
FAN DUCT ATTEALATICN
FAN F-ARMCEIC - 30.C DELA EFAL - 10.0
A B C C f
INLE FIARMCNIC a C 5 10 20 ?C
INLET FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FUND. FUNO. FUND. FLND. FLGD. FUNC.
1.OC ****** *44*** 6**6** 46** 1
2.00 ***** ****** 4***4 *6644* 6.444
I.OC ,***** *6**** * 4*** *6** I46*I4.00 ****** ****** 6***6* *6466 4*5.60
t.O0 6****4 ****** **** * *6.05 *6.*Oe 0 * * ** 15.68 14.59
7.CC ***** ****** 4***** 22.03 18.3
P.00 6***** ****** *4**** 18.98 17.28
S.00 *** **6* 44*6S* 17.87 16.34
10.00 ***** ****** 444*4* 16.87 15.51
II.CC ****** 4**.7* **6** 16.44 15.20
12.OC **66* **** *4*6* 16.05 14.90
13.00 4***** ***** 61** 15.68 14.62
14.00 46.*5 *42*** **,*7* 15.33 14.35
15.CC 6**6 **66* *1*** 15.01 14.C
16.00 *6*7* 1*.7* *.64* 14.71 13.83
17.CC *8*. *6*6*. 19.50 14.42 13.59
e1.OC ****** *76** 18.19 14.15 13.36
19.00 **** 10.79 16.99 13.90 13.13
20.0C 464**6 18.56 15.91 13.66 12.92
;1.00 **4* 18.35 15.E3 13.64 12.91
22.0C 19.65 18.15 15.76 13.61 12.91
23.00 19.21 17.96 15.6b 13.58 12.91
24.C 18.79 17.77 15.61 13.56 12.90
25.00C 18.39 17.59 15.54 13.53 12.90
26.00C 18.C2 17.41 15.47 13.50 12.89
27.CC 17.67 17.24 15.40 13.48 12.89
2E.00 17.34 17.C6 15.33 13.45 12.89
29.00 17.C3 16.90 15.26 13.42 12.88
30.OC 16.73 16.73 15.20 13.40 12.88
206
DELTA EPNL = 5.0 FAN HARMONIC = 0.0
INLET HARMONIC (A - 0 8 = 5, C = 10, D * 20# E - 30)
T/0. WITH TINE, O. JET ATT, NO TURR, EPNL = 101T.70 RUN 10A NO JETI










T 20. + E CBA +
T ED CA
T , ED C A 
F I5. + F C PA +
N . F C A
U FD C PA
A ED C BA
T , FD C R A
I 10. + FD C BA +
0 ED C RA
N . ED C 8 A
o ED C 8 A
FD C 8




, F 0 C
0. +oo lo--.  o• .. + --eo...-... .... 0 -0 .... 4...o-.....
0. 10. 20. 30.
FAN DOlT ATTENUATION
FAN HARMONIC = 0.0 DELTA FPNI = 5.0
A R C 0 F
INLET HARMONIC * 0 5 10 20 3D
INLFT FAN FN FAN FAN FAN
FUN)O. FUNrI. F IUNIl, FUNO. FUNO. FUNO.
1.00 ****** *+**** **, 12.31 11.66
2.00 12.02 11.41
3,00 ,** o ***** ****** 11.74 11.19
400 ,o, °, *f*l* ***1*** 1.47 10.9Q
s.00 ** ***** ****** 11.21 10.81
6.00 ****** ****** 20.73 1In0. 10.54
7,00 24.94 77.R3 18.73 10.76 10.7R
8 00 19.27 1. 63 16.57 10.57 10.03
9, no 17. 59 16, 91 15.12 11.33 9.78
10,00 16.10 15.42 13.85 10.21 9.53
11,00 15.38 14.71 13.27 10.10 9.49
12.00 14.72 14.07 12.75 9.99 9.44
13.00 14.11 13.48 12.28 9.97 9.39
14.,00 13.54 12.93 11.A5 9.74 9.4
15.00 13.01 12.43 11.46 9.62 9.29
16A00 12.52 11.97 11.09 9.51 9.24
17,00 12.07 11.53 10.76 9.40 9.20
1.00- - - 11.64 -- 1113 - 10.45 9.29 915
19.00 11.24 10,76 10.17 9.19 9.11
20,00 10.86 10.41 9.87 9.09 9.06
21.00 10.75 10.35 9.85 9.08 9.06
22.00 10.65 10.29 9.R2 9.08 9.05
23.00 10.56 10.24 9.80 9.07 9.05
24.00 10.46 ---- 1019 --- 9.78 - 9.07 9.04
25.00 10.37 10.13 9.75 9.06 9.04
26.00 10.28 10.08 9.-73 9.06 9.03
27.00 10.19 10.03 9.70 9.05 9.03
28.00 10.11 9.97 9.68 9.05 9.02
29.00 10.03 9.90 9.A5 9.04 9.02
S300 ---. 94 94 - 9.63. 9.04 - 9l01
207
DFLTA FPNL 5.0 FAN HARMONIC a 5.0
INLET HARMONIC (A - 0, R = 5, C = I0, D = 20, E = 30)
Tro, WITH TONE, 0. JET ATT, NO TUIRR, EPNL = 101.70n RUN 10A NO JFT1




25. + ECB +
I . ECRA
-N ----------- ECRA
L , E CA
E E CR
T 20. E CR
* EDCRA
A ED CBA
---T E C R
T . E CBA
F 15e + E C8A
N o E C BA
U o ED C PA
A * ED C A
T , FD C PA
I 10. + ED C RA
O . ED C A
N . FD C A
. ED C
ED C B




0. *...o.o**.***.e*** .* .* ..*** . ..*.R*'. * ... *.
0. 10. *0. 30.
FAN DUCT' ATTENUATINN
FAN HARMONIC 5o DfELTA FPNL - 5.0
A R C l E
INLET HARMONIC - 0 5 10 7' 30
INLFT FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FUNO. FUNl. FUND , FUND. FUNIO. FUND.
1.00 ****** ** * * 10,46 9.69
2,00 ****** ****** ****** 10.12 9.52
3. (0 9*** , *** *** ,86 9.36
4.00 ****** ****** ****** 9.65 9.20
5.00 ***** ***** ****** 9.45 9.05
6.00 ****** ***** 19.56 9.77 8.83
7.00 23.71 21.n5 17.30 9.09 8.63
8,00 18.52 17.83 15*41 8.91 R.43
9,00 16.53 15.82 13.79 8.72 8.24
10.00 14.78 14.09 12.40 A.54 8.05
11.00 13,93 13.28 11.78 8.44 8.01
12.00 13.16 12.55 11.22 8.34 7.97
13.00 12.47 11.89 10.72 8.25 7.93
14.00 11.83 11.28 10.26 4.16 7.89
15,00 11.24 10.71 9.87 9.0 7.85
16-00 10. 70 10. 23 9.53 7.99 7.81
17.00 10.21 9.81 9.21 7.91 7.77
.18.00- ------ 9.80- -- 46 8.89 7.84 7.73
19.00 9.47 9.13 8.59 7.76 7.70
20.00 915 A.81Al 8.30 7.69 7.66
21.00 9.06 8.75 8.28 7.69 7.66
22. 00 80 .97 8.70 8.25 7.$9 7.65
23.00 8.89 8.64 8.23 7.69 7.65
-4.00 - - - 8.O H.58 8.21 7.69 7.64
25.00 8.71 R.52 8.18 7.68 7.64
26.00 8.63 8.47 8.16 7.68 7.63
27.00 8.54 A.41 8.14 7.68 7.63
28.00 8.45 8.35 8.12 7.68 7.63
29.00 8.37 R.29 8.09 7.67 7.62
30,00 8.28 8.24 8.07 7.67-- 7.2
208
DELTA EPNL = 5.0 FAN HARMONIC - 10.0
INLET HARMONIC 1A = 0 8 - 5t C - 10 D 20, E - 301
T/O, WITH TONE, 0. JET ATT, NO TURRI EPNL = 101.70, RUN 104 NO JET1









T 20. + FCRA
E CA
A F CRA
T . .F C} C6 *
T ED CRA
F 15. + ED CRA +
N ED CRA *
U . E C R
A E C RA
T F C RA
I 10. F C RA +
0 * ED C HA
N • ED C BA
SE n C R
ED C B





0. 10. 20. 30.
FAN DUCT ATTENUATION
FAN HARMONI-- 10.0 DELTA EPNL - 5.0
A R C D F
INLET HARMONIC - 0 5 10 20 30
INLEFT FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FUND. FUND. F IINn. FUND. FUND. FUND.
1,00 1.**+* 3t *9 *13*** 8 9 8.22
2,00 ***** ***** ****** 4.73 8.U3
3,00 **, **A** 1.**5 * 7 1.44
4,00 ****** ****** ****** .42 7.64
5 00 ***** **** 28.75 .27 7.45
.. .600 1* ****** 68 -. 0.04 7.34
7.00 19.22 1 .76 15.98 7.81 7.23
.00 116 16.12 13.82 7.514 7.13
9.00 14.50 13.92 12.05 7, ,6 7.03
1o,00 12.59 12.07 10.58 7,15 6.94
11.00 11.70 11.77 9.94 7.09 6.89
12.00 10.97 10.47 9.54 7.03 6.83
13.00 10.24 9.87 9.17 6.97 6.78
14.00 9.75 9.44 8.91 ".91 6.73
15.00 9.37 9.03 8.47 6. 6 6.68
16.00 9.02 8.65 .14 6.81 6.64
17.00 8.68 H8.2 7 7.83 6.75 6.59
.. - ----10 8.37 7.92 7.54 .- .70-- 6.55
19.00 8.08 7. 5 7.26 6.65 6.50
20, 00 7. R0 7.25 6.99 6.61 6.46
21.00 7.72 7.?2 6.96 6.60 6.46
22.00 7.63 7.19 6.94 6.60 6.46
23.00 7.55 7.16 6.91 6.60 6.45
- .-- 2700- - 7*47 .......... 13 ..- 6.89 ---- 6.59----- 6.45
29.00 7.38 7.10 6.87 6.59 6.45
26.00 7.30 7.07 6.84 6.59 6.44
27.00 7.22 7.04 6.82 6.58 6.44
2,00 7.13 7.01 6.80 6.58 6.44
29.00 7.05 6.98 6.77 6.57 6.44
- - 0 --- 6 -------- 95 --- 6 75 6- 57T .. 6.43 -
209
DELTA EPNL = 50o FAN HARMONIC = 20.0
INLET HARMnNIC (A - O, A 5, C * 10, D * 20, E 1 30)
T/9, WITH TONE, 0. JET ATT, NO TURR, EPNL = 101.70 RUN 10A NO JETI






-N A . E
L A E
E .4 F
T 20. 4A E
6 FBA
A . RA E
T C RA E
T .C RA E
F IS. + C BA E
N C R A E
! * C BA FS . C R E
A C R A E
T E C BA -
I 10. * C RA E
O o C B A F
N , C BA E
D C BA E
.0 C RA F
5+, 0 - - C F
E D CB
.F 0 C
.FD CF D 
. F D C
0 .. ... .. +. * ..* .....-...... ...... *.* ** .* ....**
n, 10. 20. 30.
FAN DUCT ATTENUATION
FAN HARMONIG - 20.0 DfLTA EPNL = 5.0
A B C 0 E
INL.ET HARMONIC 0 5 10 20 30
INLFT FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FUN). FUNO. FUND. FUNO. FUNOD FUND.
1.00 *****O n**0** O t .30l 1.15
?.00 I***** ****** ****** J.9) 0.76
3.00 t+*+++ tottot ***0 1.69 0.39
4.00 *O**t* * **8* 29.65 1.37 0.05
.00 0ec0** 000*0* 19.06 1.06 *0***
6,00 -- - 19.78 19 .29 14.02 0.61 - ***,
7,00 15.58 14.79 10.42 .19 **
8,00 12.14 11.25 7.97 ***** ******
9.00 9.5 8.57 5.87 9 **00* *0**
10,00 7.12 6.39 4.12 **o**** *****
11.00 6.13 5.44 3.44 ***** ******
12.00 5.28 4.63 2.81 *00*0* 0*****
13.00 4.55 3.90 2.21 *** ******
14.00 3R88 3.21 1.65 ****** ******
15.00 3.24 2.56 1.12 ****** ******
16.00 2.63 loq4 0.63 ****** ***
17,00 2.05 1.35 0.15 0****0 ******
IA 40 ------ l50 -- 0.79 * 0*** **** . *** *q-
19.00 0,97 0.26 *0*** **e*0* ******
20.00 0.47 ****** **oo*** ,..** *****
21.00 0.34 **0*** **0*** ***** ******
22.00 0.21 ***0 *0*00* **00* ****
23.00 0.08 *0*00* 0*0*0* 0***** *0*0**
------ 24.00-- -****** . .. 00** *00 --- - *0** -- *****0
25.00 ** * . ***** . *.*** •*0*0- **0**
26.00 ****** *0*0** *0*0*0 0**0* *$****
217.00 *0*0*0 0***** *00** 0*0*0* **0**
2B,00 *00*** t***** ****** sooto. *osooo
29.00 *0*0** ot**** toots .ooooo oooooo
210
DFLTA EPNL = 5.0 FAN HARMONIC = 30.0
tNLFT HARMONIC IA * 0 B w 59 C = 10t, D 20, E = 30)






T 20. A E
. A E
A B A F
----T R A F
T 8 A F
E 15. +C 8 A E
N .C A 4 E
U * C 6A F
A . C BA E
T o C BA E
I 10. + C RA E
( I C BA F
N C B A E
S6 A F
C B A F





n, 10. 20. 30.
FAN DlCT ATTFNUATION
FAN HARMONIC - 30.0 FELTA EPNlt 5.0
A A C 0 F
INLET HARMONIC - 0 5 10 3?) 0
INLFT FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FIUNO. FUND. F UND. FUND. FUND, FUND.
1.00 .,**** *,**** , * ,t, 1.60 0.10
?.00 *****0 ****** ***** 1.10 *****,
1,00 *** * * ** 0.64 **
4.00 ****** ***** 22.09 0.20 *****,
5,0o *****- ****** 17.1 ***** ***4**
6.00 18.42 17. ,6 11.8 ****** ****
7.00 14.01 13.05 9.09 ***** ******
8.00 10.34 9.66 7.59 ****** *4***4
q,00 8.61 A.08 6.30 ***** ,*****
10oo0 7.25 6. 72 5, 18R *** ******
11.00 6.63 6.10 4.25 ****** ****,*
12.00 6.0 5.55 3.16 ****** *****
13.00 5.59 .06 2.16 ***** ******
14.00 5.14 4.03 1.24 ****** ******
15.00 4,32 2.98 0.40 ****** ******
16.00 .3 5 1.99 ****** ****4* ***,**
17.00 2.44 1.07 ****** ****** *****
In.00 1.58 0.20 *.*** 4*4*** 5 A*.t
19,00 0.77 ***4* ***** *44*4* ******
20.00 0.00 *4*4** **4** **** ***
21.00 ***O0 **4**. .**** ****** ******
22.00 ***** ****** ***** ****** ***
23.00 ****** ***** * *44*4* ****** *
-24.00 oo- - *44*4* **** ****** **4444 -. *44*44
25.00 **44* ***** 44**** **** 4**
26.0 ***** ***4* ****** **** 4**
27.00 **4** **44* *4444 **44 ***
Z2.00 *4**** ***** ***** **** ****
29.00 **4** 4*** **4* *444** ****
-o.ee *4** *4** 4*4*4* *4*** ***4
211
)FLTA EPNI. = 10.0 FAN HARMONIC - 0.0
INLET HARMONIC (A , 09 R - 5o C * 10e D - 209 E = 301
T/O, WITH TONE, Oo JET ATT, NO TURB, EPNL = 101.70, RUN 10A NO JETI
30. -e...... .. ......... ,* *.*nE.0..C.*... BA..* +
-- - - F 0 C BA .
SED C B A.
o E D C B A.
F D C B A
25. + ED C RA
I * ED C BA
. N . ED C B
L o D C 8
F * ED C
T 20. + E D C R
* E D C B
A * E 0 C
-T , F D C
T * E D C
F 15. + E 0 C
N * E 0 C
U * E 0 C
A . E 0 C
T , E o C










0. 10. 20. 30.
FAN DLOT ATTENUATION
--- AN HARMO,4 IC 0.0 OELTA FPNL = 10.0
A 8 C 0 E
INLET HARMONIC . 0 5 10 20 30
INL F T FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FUND. FUND. FUND. FUND. FUND. FUND.
1.00 ****** +4+* + e4 +***** *****
2.00 +..*** *****4 * -****** * ****
4.00 *4. ****** ****.* **. *+* 2
200 **.**4 ****+ *+*+** n 29 7o7*40
6.0O ****** ****** *****4 ***o - * **7
7.00 ****** ****** ****** 25.59 30.94
,00 2*** 1**** * 6* 9.1l
9, 0** ***** 2*,, ],* 27.59
10.00 .***** ... *** ***** 29.75 26.14
11.00 ****** ***** ***0** 23.44 25.45
12.00 ***4** **,*** ****! 27.67 24.82
13.00 ****** ****** ete5.e 26.94 24.25
14.00 ****** **0*** ****** 26.25 23.74
15.00 ****** **** ****** 25.59 23.26
14.00 .****** . ***** **** 24.96 22.83
17.00 ****** ****** ****** 24.36 22.43
14,00 5 - 30.54 73.70 -- 22.06
19.00 *****9 *.*** 2.22 23.23 21.72
?0.00 ****** ****** 26.11 22.70 21.40
71.00 ****** ***** 25.90 22.67 21.40
22.00 1* 30.58 25.68 22.64 21.40
23.00 0**** T7.07 25.47 22.1 21.40
24.00 - ** ---- 2957 - 2527-- 22.5 ----- -21.40---
25.00 * * 29.09 25.07 22.55 21.40
26.00 30.55 28.62 24.87 22.52 21.40
27.00 29.73 28.17 24.67 22.49 21.40
28.00 26.94 27.73 24.48 22.47 21.40
29.00 28.18 27.30 24.29 22.44 21.40
.....-...... .'4----- 2-- 12 - - --- - .4 ....
212
DELTA EPNt = 10.0 FAN HARMONIC = 5.0
INLET HARMONIC (IA * 0 8 * , C a 10 D = 20, E * 30)
Tin/ WITH TONF, O JET ATT, NO TURB, EPNL = 101.701 RUN IOA NO JFTI
"0 * .a*. -,,.~e , ,.,,,** - *****- * ** ' F.D+we.C--.e,,BA. ,- - *
ED- f C iA
E ) C B A
E 0 C 8 A
F D C B A.
25. + E D C B A
I En C 8 a
N a F 0 C B A
I E D C RA
F E 0 C P
T 70. + E D C 8
E D C 8
A o E 0 CB
T . F 0 C
T . E 0 C
E 1%. + E D C
N . E O C
U * F CA . F 0 CA F 0 C
T • E D C










n * ........ *.... . . * **......
n, 10. 20, 30.
FAN OImT ATTENUATION
FAN HARM4NIC - 5.0 DELTA FPNL - 10.0
A R C n F
INLET HARMONIC O0 5 10 ?n 30
INI FT FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FUlN. FUNO. FUND. FUINDP. FUN. FUND.
.00no ****** ****** *** *0.'7
7,00 2****8* 27*** ****2** ** * *. 2
3.00 2h.46 22. *
4.00 ****** ****** ****** **? *0.92
5.s00 2 4****** **** **** ,* , *0.00
6,00 ****** ****** *****1* 2.?.4 [
7,00 ****** ****** *** ** 9**** 30.07
17,00 ****** ****** ****** ****** 2q.3
9.00 ****** **2*66* ... 20.46 26.71
10,00 ****** ****** ****** 28.80 24.9
11,00 30.89 ****** *0.* 4 27.58 23.72
12.00 3*0**** *0* 223.87 19. 24 22.67
13.00 ****** ?3.36****** * 25.41 21.11
14.00 *8**** ***** ******2 24.44 20.82
25.00 0.6* 275 22.89 19 23.54 10.00
16.00 29 7 2*9 2265****** 27.69 19.71
17.00 28.37 2644 22.42 q 21.90 19.43
18,00 .... ............ - 29.48 - 21.16 19.16
l2.00 2.66 00 27 6.06 20.46 18.91
20,00 ****** 30.88 24.13 19.92 18.67
21.00 ****** 30.16 23.87 19.90 19.67
22.00 26.40 29.347 21.981 19.A 18.67
23.00 25* so 2A.8 23.36 19.86 18.66
24.00 ****** ?B.1 23.12 1Q.84 14.66
25.00 30.64 27.58 22.88 19.92 18.66
26.00 29.47 2699 22.65 19.80 18.66
27.00 28.37 26.44 22.42 19.79 18.66
28.00 27.35 25.90 22.20 19.77 18.66
29.00 26.40 25.38 21.98 19.75 18.66
U0,0 25.50 24.88 21.76 19.71 18.66
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fELTA EPNL = 10.0 FAN HARMONIC = 10.0
INLET HARWMNIC (4 - 0e 8 = 5, C 10, 0 20. E - 30)
T/n, WITH TONE, O JET ATT, NO TUR8, EPNL = 101.709 RUN 10A NO JFTI
30 . .. . . . ... .. . oe+ -c ... . - ..... ..... ..
F- o - -- - OC 8-
o EDC RA .SE D C B
SE DC R A
5. + ED C 8 A +
I E DC 8 A
N ---- . ---------------- - --- --- ED C A -C -
L E D C 8 A
E E D C 8 A
T 20. E D C 8 A
o E D C 8 A
A o ED C R
--- T. - -. OE C 8
1T ED C
F 15a + E D C
N . E D C
U E 0D C
A o E0 C
T , E 0 C
1 10. . E 0 C







0 +- .* ... *.*..*** ee+...... .. o.. ..
0. 10. 20. 30.
FAN DUCT ATTENUATION
FAN HAR4N.044- 10.0.. DETA EPNL - - 10.0
A 8 C D E
INLET HARMONIC - 0 5 10 20 30
INLFT FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FUND, FUN D. F UNO, FUIND. FUND. FUND.
1.00 44**** *9*4* *4*4* *4444n* 4 * *
2.00 **.. * .***** ***4* *444* *4.. 4*
3.00 ****** ****** ****** *4**4* 444*0
4.00 *44*44 4*444* 44****** 4*4*4 4444*
5100 *****44* *****4* ****** 4***4 *4*44*
6.00 ****** ********- 4 2* - ***-* 28.89
7.O0 *4*****4 *4** ****** ** **** 25.66
8,00 ****** ******444 ****** 2.92 27.92
9.00 ****** ****** ****** 25.55 20.56
10,00 ****** 4****** ****** 7.60 19.55
11.00 ****** ****** ****** 21.72 19.14
12.00 ****** ****** 4*4*4* 19,97 18.76
13.00 ****** *4**** *4*4*4 19.63 18.40
14,00 4**4 *44*4* *4*4* 19.10 18.06
15.00 ***4 **444 **4* 18.98 17.73
16.00 *I**4* **444* *44** - 18.68 17.43
17,00 *7444* ***4* 27.25 A18.40 17.14
1.00 -4******4 - ***4444*** - 23.017 1 1 16.86
19,00 ****** 28.66 19.R4 17.96 16.60
7,.00 ****** 24.21 19.03 17.60 16.35
21.00 30.21 23.29 18.94 17.58 16.35
27.00 27.93 22.42 18.85 17.56 16.35
23.00 25.95 21.59 18.76 17.53 16.35
-24.00 - 24.22 20.81 18.67 17.51 --- 16.35
25.00 22.68 20.06 18.58 17.49 16.35
26.00 21.32 19.85 18.50 17.47 16.35
27.00 20.09 19.68 18.41 17.44 16.35
28.00 19.78 19.52 16833 17.42 16.35
29.00 19.55 19.36 18.24 17.40 16.35
-- 19s33 619214- -- too16 17
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DELTA FPNL * 10.0 FAN HARMONIC = 20.0
INLET HARMONIC (A * O B 5 C = 10, D * 20, E * 301
T/l, WITH TONE, 0. JET ATT, NO TURR, EPNL * 101.70s RUN 10A NO JFTI
30. +.. .-... +. ..-.... ...tC .. C+BA..-.. +..... ...... ...
F *0 C a *
E DC RA
. D C BA
. E DC BA
25. + E D C BA +
1 , E 0 C A
N -- E D C BA
L E D C R A
F E D C R A
T 20, + E D C B A +
* F 0 C a A
A D O C R A
-T . E 0 0
T E D C B
E 15. + F 0 C
N . E C
1 . F D C
4 , E D C
r , E 0 C
1 10. + F D C
0 . E 0 C
N , F D C
E 0 C
E D C




0. ....... .......-.... +- *..n.-..-
0. 10. 20. 30.
FAN DUCT ATTENUATION
FAN HARMONICG * 0.0 OELTA FPNL = 10.0
A B C n F
INI.FT HARMONIC - 0 5 )O 20 30
INLET FAN FAN FAN Fn FAN
FUtND. F lIND. F UND. F UND. F UND. FUND.
1.00 ** *** ****** *t*t **** ** * w
7,00 **** *t+*** ****** ***+** ******
3.00 ****** ****+* * * **** *****
4.00 26.42* +*** * ** ,** .
5,00 **t*** *** ** ****** **,*+S 20.95
60O0 **+*** ****** ***.* 2.13 18.96
7,00 **+ * *** ****** 21.70 17.91
4,00 +**** *+*** ****** 19.20 16.98
9,00 **+*** ****** **+** 18.17 16.16
10.00 1***** ****** ***+** 1.'4 15.4?
11l00 ****** *loo***** ** 16.76 14.96
12.00 *****+ *'*1** ***** 16.31 14.53
13.00 ****** ****** **** 15.89 14.13
14.00 ***** *S*** *t**** 15.49 13.76
15.00 *****+ ***** ****** 15.12 13.42
16.00 1**** ****** 9.83 14.76 13.10
17. 00 ****** ****** 1.51 14.43 12.80
--. 18.00 - ***-,t 19.92 17.33 14.12 - 12.52
19.00 29.16 18.65 16.27 13.82 12.26
20000 19.31 17.50 15.32 13.54 12.01
21.00 18.88 17.29 15.21 13.50 12.01
22.00 18.47 17.08 15.10 13,47 12.01
23.00 18.08 16.89 14.99 13.43 12.01
S4.O0 17.71 --- 1 6.69 - 14.89 13.40 - 12.01
25.00 17.36 16.51 14.78 13.36 12.01
26.00 17.02 16,33 14.68 13.33 12.01
27.00 16.70 16.15 14.58 13.29 12.01
28.00 16.39 15.98 14.47 13.26 12.01
29.00 16.09 15.82 14.38 13.23 12.01
- ----- 3,0 -- 1.80 - -- .6 14.28 13.1 - - 12.01 -
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nFLTA FPNL = 10.0 FAN HARMONIC = 30.0
INLFT HARMONIC (A a O 8 o , C - 10, ) * 209 F a 301
T/0, WITH TONE9 0o JET ATTo NO TURAR EPNL a 101.709 RUN 104 NO JETI
,eoe9-..o .. . - e Fn e o a n.oAe C.e . -A * *... ....
SF 0) C f l
E O C BA
SE D C BA
ED C BA
75. + E 0 C BA +
1 , ED C BA ,
... N o .......... E) C - A ...
. • F D C BA
F , E D C 8 A
T 20. + F 0 C 8 A +
F 0 C 8 A o
A F D C B A
-- T , E A
T ED C c
F 15. + F D C ,
N , D "
U . ED C
A E D C
T , F C
I 10. + E 0 C
O o ED C
N F D CNE D C
o F 0 C





O . ........... *... . **o.. e. . . . *. . *. * .. . ...**
0. 10. 20. 30.
FAN IU.rT ATTENUATION
FAN HRMONIC - 30.0 OELT& FPNL - 10.0
A B C I F
INLET HARMONIC a O 5 10 70 30
INLFT FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FIINO) F UND. F UND. FUND. FUND, FUND.
A,.00 *4'***' ***** . I*a 19.72 - 17.35
7.00 **4*** ****** ****** 19.35 16.38
.00 ****** ****** ****** 17.14 15.52
9. 00 **** * ****** ***** 16.06 14.76
10.00 **** * ****** **** 15.11 14.nA
11.00 se*4'e ****** ** 14.71 11.61
12.00 *e*se asoo * 14,35 13,19
13.00 ***** ****** ** 14.01 12.80
14,00 ****** ** **** 13.71 12.45
15.00 ****** ****** 21.84 13.43 12.13
16.00 **1*** *****. 1.61 13.17 11.83
17,00 ***1** 25.76 17.2? 12.93 11.56
8-- 00 * ** 1 A. AS - 16.11 12.70 11.11
11.00 19 . 1 17.51 15.n0 12.49 11.07
20,00 17.95 16.36 14.15 12030 10.85
71.00 17.56 16.15 14.05 12.27 10.85
22.00 17.19 15.95 13.94 17.23 10.85
23.00 16.84 1S.76 13.84 12.20 10.95
24.00 16.50 15.51 13.74 -12.17 -- 10.85
25.00 16.18 15.40 13.64 12.14 10.85
26.00 15.88 15.23 13.55 12.11 10.85
27.00 15.59 15.07 13.45 12.07 10.85
28.00 15.31 14.92 13.36 12.04 10.85
29.00 15.04 14.77 13.27 12.01 10.85
3 g O . 14,79 14.62 13 19 - 11 94..- 10.89i
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CELIA EFNL = '.0 FAN hARPCKIC = 0.0
INLET HARMONIC (A * C B 5, C * I10 O = 20, E - 30)
APP, WI7P TCNE, 3. JET ATT., NC 7LRE, EPNL - 101.66, RUh 11A KC JET1
3 . ....-..... ....-..... ..... .. C... . ....-..... ....-...
t C 8 .
SE C 8 .
* C C B .
* E C 8 .
25. E C 8A
. [ C B A
h . E c BA •
L . F C BA .
T 20.* E C A
. ED C A .
• ED C B .
S1. E C 8 A
T . ED C B A
E 15. * EO C e
. ED C B A
U E C e A
A . E C E a1 . E C 8 4
I IC. + E C F A
C . ED C B A
N . ED C B A
• E C e
E C





0a *.. ..-. o- . .........................
C. 10. 20. 30.
FAN DUCT ATTEKLATICh
FAN IAPOCFIC C.C DELIA EPNL - 5.0
A 8 C C E
INLET FIAMCNIC * C 5 10 20 3C
IElFT FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FUN . FUNO. FUNO. Ft(D. F UN;. FUNC.
].(C 04 0 0 4**** * * * fl. 15.23
2.oO ****** ****** ****** 15.5t 15.C7
?.CC 1***** ***** *** %.33 14.91
4.CC ****** ****** 30.76b 15.10 14.75
!.OC ****** **5** 227 i. 8 14.60
(.00 ****** **4*** 19.63 14.73 14.45
7.00 ****** 30.83 19.24 14.59 14.31
8.OC ****** 2R.20 18.69 14.44 14.17
9.C00 ****** 25.77 18.17 1t.29 14.03
IC.CC 2***** 2V.52 17.68 14.15 13.89
11.00 ****** 21.93 17.45 14.11 13.85
12.OC ****** 20.30 i7.2' 14.06 13.81
13.CC 30.00 19.72 17.U2 14.02 13.77
14.0 26.89 19.38 16.81 13.98 13.73
15.00 23.81 19.06 16.61 13.94 13.70
It.CC 20.7E 1e.74 16.42 13.90 13.66
17.00 19.58 18.42 16.22 13.86 13.62
18400 19.04 18.12 16.04 13.83 13.59
19.0O 18.52 17.82 15.8 13.79 13.55
2C.uO 18.02 17.53 15.6a 13.75 13.52
21.OC 17.S7 17.52 15.66 13.75 13.51
22.00 17.93 17.52 15.68 13.75 13.51
;V.OC 17.88 17.51 15.68 13.74 13.51
24.00 17.8 17.51 15.68 13.74 13.51
25.00 17.78 17.50 15.68 13.74 13.51
26.OC 17.73 17.49 15.66 13.74 13.51
27.00 17.68 17.49 15.68 13.74 13.50
2e.00 17.63 17.48 15.68 13.74 13.50
29.00 17.59 17.48 15.68 13.73 13.50
00 - 17.54 17 I.47 15.68 13.73 13.50
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EELIA tFNL = 5.0 FAN HA8RCNIC = 5.0
INLET APPCNIC (IA Co B = 5, C = 1C, 0O 209 E - 301
APP, WITh TCNE, 3. JEI ATT., NO TLRBP EFKL = 101.66# RUN 11A KC JETI
?Co 0 * *-* .* -** "oo- o.E*.ooC-ooo. A.. ... °°o.- . °. ...-.... *
E C BA
E C PA
E C B A
E C BA
25. E C A
I E C E .
h E C BA
L E C PA
E E C A .
T 0. E C 8 4 +
. E C BA
SE C E A
SE C a A
T . E C B A
F 15. * ED C 8 A
N EO C 8 .
U . ED C A .
A . ED C E a
T ED C 8
I 10. + E D C 8 A
C . ED C 8 A
N . ED C 8 A
ED C E
EC C 8




C. 10. 20. 30.
FAN CUCI ATTIEUATICN
FAN -ARMCNIC 5.G DELIA EFKL * 5.0
A 8 C C E
INLET HIRMCNIC * C 5 10 20 30
INLET FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FUND. FUND. FUND. FUNC. FLND. FUNE.
l.*C *** **** * * 12.22 11.19
2.00 **** ****** ***4* 11.89 11.02
?.OC ***** **** ***** 11.58 10.87
4.c0 ** *** ***** 29.67 11.29 10.71
5.OC sesse ****** 19.73 11.01 1C.57
6.0C ****** ****** 18.71 ij.86 10.32
7.00 ***** 30.90 17.76 1C.71 10.C8
8.00 ****** 24.58 16.88 10.56 9.88
9.00 C*** 22.79 16.Cb 10.42 9.71
IC.OC s**** 19.87 15.29 10.29 .!14
11.00 ****** 19.37 14.93 IC.18 9.53
12.00 ***** 18.87 14.58 IC.07 9.52
13.00 28.?2 18.38 14.i5 9.97 9.50
14.0C 24.22 17.90 13.93 9.89 9.49
15.00 20.26 17.43 13.62 9.80 9.48
t16.00C 19.14 16.97 13.32 9.72 9.47
17.00C 18.25 16.51 13.03 9.64 9.46
18.00 - 17.39 16.06 12.75 9.57 9.44
19.00 16.56 15.61 12.18 S.49 9.43
20.00 15.76 15.18 12.22 Q.42 ,.42
21.00 15.12 15.18 12.22 9.42 9.42
22.00 15.68 15.18 12.22 9.42 9.41
23.00 15.64 15.17 12.22 9.42 9.41
24.00 15.60 15.17 12.22 9.42 9.41
25.00 15.56 15.17 12.22 9.42 9.41
26.00 15.52 15.17 12.2 9.42 9.40
27.00 15.48 15.17 12.22 9.42 9.40
28.00 15.44 15.17 12.22 9.42 9.40
29.00 15.40 15.17 12.22 9.42 9.39
30.00 15.36 15.17 12.22 9.42 9239
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CELTA EFNL - 5.0 FAN HARMCNIC = 10.0
INLET HARMONIC (A = 0, B = 5, C = 1C 0 - 20, E " 30)
APP, WITH TCNEt 3. JET ATT., NO TUet EPNL = 101.66, RUN hIA hC JET1
?C. ......... EG.. .. 8. ........ +. --........... . ..
. EC C
. EC C R
. EC C B
I Ec C s
I . EC C 8
N . EC C 8
L EC C A
E • EC C R
T 20. * EC C B
* E C HA
A . E C BA
. E C R A
S . E C 8 A
E 5I. E C 8 A +
4 E C B A
U . E C 8 A
A . E C B A
. ED C 8 A
N • ED C 8 A
* ED C 8 A
. E C B A
+ E C P A
. ED C 8 A
. ED C 2
. EDO C
* ED C
C. 10. 20. 30.
FAN CLCT ATTEFLATICK
FAN 6ORMCACC 10.0- DELIA EFAL = 5.0
A 8 C 0 E
INLET F-AMCNIC * C 5 10 20 30
INLhET FAN FAN FAN FAN FAK
FUND. FUND. FUND. FUNC. FLNC. FUAC.
I.CC ****** ****** **++* 7.31 6.70
2.00C * *4** 26.45 7.14 6.62
2.00 *I*44* *** 18.(;6 6.98 6.55
4.0C +***** 25.45 15.5U 6.83 6.48
5.0C ****** 18.55 13.20 6.68 6.42
6.00 ***** 17.45 11.91 6.60 6.31
7.CO ****** 16.41 10.72 6.52 6.21
E.OC ****** 15.43 9.82 6.45 6.10
9.00 28.65 14.51 9.36 6.37 5.99
1C.00 1I.E7 13.63 8.93 C.30 5.89
1I.CC 18.72 12.97 8.79 6.25 5.87
12.CC 17.2E 12.33 8.6t 6.21 5.86
12.0C 15.S? 11.6b 8.53 6.16 5.A'
14.0C 14.-6 11.C7 E.40 6.12 5.83
15.UC 13.47 10.46 8.27 6.07 5.81
16.00 12.34 9.93 8.15 6.02 5.80
17.OC 11.28 9.66 8.03 5.98 5.78
18.00 10.27 9.39 7 . 9  5.93 5.77
19.00 9.67 9.14 7.80 5.89 5.7e
2C.0C 9.24 8.90 7.69 5.84 5.7,
21.00 9.22 8.90 7.67 5.84 5.74
22.0C 9.19 e.90 7.66 5.84 5.74
23.00C 9.16 e.90 7.65 5.84 5.74
24.00 9.13 6.90 7.o3 5.83 5.74
2.00C 9.11 8.90 7.62 5.83 5.7?
26.0C 9.C8 8.90 7.61 5.83 5.73
27.00 9.05 8.90 7.59 5.83 5.73
28.00 9.02 8.90 7.58 5.83 5.73
29.00 9.00 8.90 7.57 5.82 5.73
30.00 8.97 .90 7.55 5.82 5.73
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CELTI EFNL , 5.0 FAN HARPCeIC - 20.0
INLFT HARMONIC (A O, A 50 C - 10, C 209 E * 30)
APP, WITI TCNE, 3. JET ATT., NO TLREt EPNL = 101.66, RUN 11A NC JET1







S . EL * 
E E




E 15. A E
U A E
T P A E
I IC. 4e A E
0 . e A E
N . A E
S B A E
E +C A E
. C 8 A E
C 8 E
. C 8
* C B E
0. ................* * .** * ...* . .* ......
C. 10. 20. 30.
FAN DLCT ATIENUATICh
FIN 1-0AMCNIC - 20.0 DELLA FF1L - 5.0
A H C 0 E
IhLET -APMChlC * C 5 IG 20 ?C
IhLET FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FLNO. FUND. FUND. FUND. FLD. FLhC.
1.00 44444 18.80 S.b5 **4* 4****4
2.00 4**** 13.69 6.57 ****** 4*****
3.OC **44* 9.44 4.18 *4* * 4***
4.00 1..te 6.74 2.U8 44444 4*4*4
5.0C 12.84 4.50 0.26 ****** *****
6.CC 11.21 3.63 ****** *****t ******
7.00 9.77 2.80 *4**4* *44,** *4*i44
e.00 8.69 2.01 ****4 ***** *****
q.00 7.68 1.27 4** * ****** ****
10.00 6.73 C.56 *4*** * * ****
11.00 5.16 0.10 ***4* ****** 44**4*
1.00 4.00 ***4t* **4*4* *4*44 **4***
1.00C 2.95 ****** ****** 44*444 **4***
14.00 1.98 ****** ***4* ****** *****4
15.CC 1.06 ****** **4* *4*4** 4*4**4
16.CC 0.21 4***4* 0***4* 4***** 0***4*
17.CC **i** ****** **,* 4,*****
.. .OC --- -***** -***-* ****, - **44* *****
19.0C ***+** ****** ***,o* *4,*t* 4**4*
2C.00 *it** **** ****** *,**** ****,*
21.00 *4**4* 4*4** *4*4* *44*4 **
i22.00 ,**4* **4* 4 4 4 *442
23.00 **44* *444** **** 444*4* **
24.00 -- 4****4 4***** 4444* -** *44444
27.00 **** *444** ***** *4*** **
28.00 ***4 *444* *4**44 444*4* 44
29.00 4*** **** ***** *444* ***4*
30.00 4**4** **4* - *4-44* **44 - 4**-*
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CELIA EFNL 5.0 FAN HARVChIC - 30.0
INLET HARMONIC (A O0, 8 5, C . ICt, * 20, E - 30)







T 20. + E
A E
2!. E




A . A Ee A E
.B A E
S. + A E5. A A E
.0 A A F
* C N E
. C P E
C. 10. 20. 30.
FAN CUCT AITEFUATICN
FAN -ARPCNIC - 30.0 DELTA EPKL - 5.0
A R C C E
INLFT -PMChlIC 0C 5 10 20 30
INLET FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FUND. FUND. FUND. FUNO. FUND. FUNC.
1.00 ****** 15.08 6.65 ****** *****
i.00 4*4*4* 9.05 3.18 * 4*4*4*
?.C 19.? .91 0.30 ***** ***
4.00 11.39 5.18 ****4* **4** *5**14
5.CC E.75 2.50 *44**4 **4*** ******
f6.00 P.03 1.20 ***4* ****** *4*4*
7.CO 7.37 0.02 *4**** ****** ******
8.o0 6.75 ****** ******* ****
1.00 6.18 *****4 **es** **** *****
10.00 5.64 4***4* **** ****** 4*444*
11.00 4.30 **** ****** ** ***
12.0C 2.46 4***** ***4* ***4 4*****
13.00 C.68 4***** ****4* **44* ******
1..00 ****** 4***** 4**** ****4* *c****
15.00 *****4 *4*4** 4*4** **4* ******
16.CC *****4 ***** *4*44* ** 4* ******
17.00 4*4** 4*** 4**4** 4****4 4*****
1q.00 ****** ****** *4*44* *4*** 44*4**
2C.00 **4** *4**** 4*4*4* *4**** ******
;1.00 4**4* ****** 4**4* *4*44* *44*4*
25.00 *4*4*4 **44* **4 ****** *4*444***
26.00 **4* **4 **4** ***4 4***2
27.00 *444* ***** **4** ****** **
28.00 ***4* **4* *4*4* *4*4 **
29.00 *4*4*4 *4*4* 4*4** **** **2*21
S30*00 ****-- - **.*** *4** **** -*****
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CELIA EPNL = IC.0 FAN HAPPCNIC - 0.0
INLET F-ARChlC (a6 Os 6 . 5, C * 10e C - 20O E * 3C)
APP, WITh TCNE9 3. JET ATT., NO TFRE, EFNL 101.66, RUN 11A NC JETI








T 20. * 
E
E
A . * E
T E
E








. 10. 200. C.
FAN DUCT ATTEALATIN
FAN I-ORMCh&16* 0.0 EOeA EFNL - 10.0
A C
htET IFARMCNIC 0 5 10 20 30
INLFT FAN FAN F A FAN FAN
FLND. F UNO. FUNU. FUNu. LD. FUNC.
2.00
4.00 .* . ***e* ... ***** * ***** *****
C. 10. 20. 3C.
TIrN
... 0....FN  - * 0 01* . a O 0 ...
11.0LET RMCNIC * 0 5 10 20 30
12.0C ***4*4 *4*4* 44**4* *4*4*4 4**44*
 ****** **4 **4*4 4*4** ***
1.OC *444* *44*4* 4***9* *4**4* 44*4**
14.00 4***** * 4*** * 444*** *044** 4*4**
16.0C **4* *** **4* **4* *4**4
17.C ***44* ****4 * 4*4*4* **44 * 4*4O**
15.0C **** *4**4 * 4**4** *4*44 4*444*8. 0 *4  * s **** *44 4 4**, * ***
20.00 **** *** **** * **
21.00C **44 **** ****44* *444* 44***
IOC - 44*** - **** * *4*44* ****4* *4**4
2.00 4***** 4***44* *44**44 ,*t* *4*4*4
24.00 ***** *444*4 ****4 **4* ***4*
25.OC *4*4** *4**4 ***4* *4**4 44**4*
26.00 *44444 ***4* 444*4 ****4 ****
27.00 **4 **4* **4* ***4
20.00 44*4 *4*944 4444
1.00 *4 *44*4* *44 o** *44
22.00 *444*4 *44*4* 444*4* ****** ******
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CELTA EFNL a 10.0 FAN HAPFOCNIC 5.0
INLET HARMCNIC (A * 0, 8 = 5, C - 10, 0 w 20, E * 30)





E • E 
T .
. .. .. - -. .. . . . .. .
E




I 0. * 
C E
h E
. .-- -- Fo. . . . . . . . .. . . .
C. 10. 20. 30.
FAN NUCT ATIELAlICF
F FARMNIC - 5.0 DELIA EFhL - 10.0
A * C E
INLET FIPMCNIC 0 5 10 20 3c
INLET FAN FAN FA FAN FAN
FUNo. FUND. FUND. FhUN. FLNC. FUhC.
2.00 **** *4**** ****** ***$*$ $****
6.00 ****** ****** ****** ****** ******
7.OC ****** ****** ****** ****** ******
q.00 *** *** .......-. ~ - .. *. .
1.00 ** * * *
11.00 *** ****** ****** ****** ******
12.CC FAN* I CC*** **5.0 DE**A FFL*1.
15.0 *4* 44*44 444*44 *444*4 *4*4*4
16.00 **44 *4*4** ** 444 4** 444444
17.OC *444* ****** *4*** **44* *4444
19.00 4*c*4 **444* *44** **4** **
15.00 *444* 44 * 4*444* ****** ***
.- 4**4*4* *44*4* *4*4*4 *44*** 444444
21.00 *4*4 *** *4*4* ***44* 444444
2i.00 44444* **44 *** **4* ***
23.00 4 * ** * *4*4** *4*44* *44444
24.00 **4** ***** - **4* ****** 4*****
26.00 4*4 ** *4*** **444 *444**
27.00 **** 4 **** **** *4444* ****
- 0 14.00 44444* 4444* *004*4
16.00 44**** ****** - ****** **4*** **44*
223
CELTA EFNL = IC.C FAN IARACNhC = 10.0
INLET HARMONIC IA = Co 8 = 59 C - 10s D * 209 E - 30)
APP, WITH TCNE, 3. JET ATT., NO TURSt EPhL - 101.66, RUN 11A KC JETI
30. o......... ...... .oo ....... .-oo ......ooo ....... E.oo.... C




25. + f C
I o E 0
N . . . C
L E C
E E C
T 2C. * E 0
* E C
4 . E C
-T ° -- EC
T . E















0. ........+........................... ................. *
0. 10. 20. 30.
FAN CUCT A11EFUATICh
FAN FI-AIRNIC 1C.0 OELIA EFL - 10.0
A B C C E
INLET F-ARCNIC * C 5 10 20 3C
|hLET FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FUND. FUND. FUNO. FLND. FLKC. FUNC.
1.0oC ** **. ** e* **
2.00 ***** ****** ... *** - **.*, - ***
3.00 ***** * ***** **** **** ****
4.00 ***** **** ****** ****** ***
5.00c ****** ..... .** *4
6.00 -***** ****** ***** - ***** - .*
7.CC ***** ****** ***** ****** *6°66
8.00***** **** **** *****
9.o0c .* *** ,*** ,s** ***
10.00 * * **** .*** *.**** **44*
11.00 **** * ***** *****
12.00 .** * ** *** **
13.00 ******- .*** **** ****** .... .
16.00 **** 30.07
17.00 *** ** *** * * 29.16
18.00 ****** ****4* ****** 28.29
19.00 *** *** *** * 27.46
2C.OC C** ***** *** ** 26.67
21.00 *** **** ****** ***.** 26.67
22.00 *** ***** ****** ****** 26.66
22.0C 
..** *** * * 26.66
24.00 ****** ****** ****** * * 26.66
25.OC *** *** *** * 26.66
26.CC * *** ****** ****** 26.66
27.00 *** *** ** * * 26.66
28.00 ****** ****** ***** 44**** 26.65
29.00 ********* ****** 26.65
34e - . 4****.9 ..*a** ****** 44  26.65
224
CELTA EFNL = 1C.0 FAN HARPCNIC = 20.0
INLET HORMCNIC (A 0, B 5S C - 10 O0 * 20, E - 301
APP, hTIT TCNE, 3. JET ATT.9 NO TUREt EPNL * 101.66, RUN 11A NC JETI
?C. ....-........ E-0. .............. .................
ED -- - c.....C.......- - .... 8
* EC C
SED C E
. Eo C B
25. E 0 C 8
I . ED C 8
h . EO C 8
L . ED C 8
E . EC C 
T 20. + E D C e
. ED C 8
A , ED C
I . EO C
T ED C
E li. EO C
h E D C
U . E C C
A , ED C
I . E C
I IC. + E 0 C
C * E 0 C
N . E D C
. E 0 C
E C C
- . + E D C




0. 4 ....-.... ..-.......-........ -..........-.... ....-....
0. IC. 20. 30.
FAN CUCT ATTEALATICN
FIN FARPANIC - 2C.C DELTA EFAL * 10.0
A B C 0 E
INLET FIMCNIC * C 5 IC 20 3C
INLhET FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FLND. FUNG. FUND. FUND. FL~C. FUNC.
].OC ****** ****** ***** 17.84 14.4t
2.00 ***** ****** **** 16.36 13.
?.CC ****** ****** **** 1.05 12.71
4.00 *I*f** ****** **** 13.q 11.97
!.CC ****** ****** *1*;** 1.84 11.?l
6.0C ***** *** **4* 11.97 10.4?
7.00 ****** ****** **4** 11.19 9.74
8.00C ***** ****** ****4* 10.49 9.18
9.0c C**** ****** ****** 9.b8 8.67
10.00 **** *** ****4* 9.39 8.19
11.0C ****** ****** 4*4*4* 9.23 8.0p
12.OC ***** ****** ****** 9.07 7.96
12.OC ***** **4*** E***** 8.91 7.85
14.CC ****** ****** *4*4* 8e.76 7.74
15.00 ****** *4*4* *4*18* 8.61 7.f4
I].OC ***** e***** 4*4** 8.47 7.53
17.CC 8***** 3***** 1*4*4* . 3 7.43
18.0C ****** ****** *4** .20 7.33
19.00 . **** ****** 19.45 E.06 7.24
20.00 c***** ****** 18.68 7.93 7.14
21.00 **** ***** 18.63 7.93 7.14
22.C0 ****** ****** 18.59 7.93 7.14
2.00 ****** ****** 18.54 7.93 7.14
4.-- 200. ----- *4***-- ~ r*4 18.49 7.93 - 7.14
*.OC ***4 **4* 18.%4 7.93 7.14
26.00 *4*4** **** 18.39 7.93 7.14
27.00 **** ***444 18.35 7.93 7.14
2e.00 **** *444* 18.30 7.93 7.14
9.OC ****** ****** 18.25 7.93 7.14
------ 3000-------.**.-- 4 **-4* -.-- 18.21 7.93 7.14
225
CELIA EFNL = 10.0 FAN HARPCNIC = 30.0
INLET IARMCNIC (A - O, 8 = 5# C = 109 O = 20, E - 30)
APP, WITH TCNE, 3. JET ATT.9 NC TLPRE EFNL = 101.66, RUN 11A AC JET1
30. ..........E ...-... + o... Co .*....-, .... -, o e
ED C
SEO C e
N ED C e
L EC C 8
25. EC C 8
I * EC C B
N --.--- .. EO C 8
L • EC C 8
E • EC C e
T 20. + ED . C P
EC C P
A * EC C e
.T * ED C P
T . EC C e
E 1. 4 E 0 C e
N * ED C .
U ED0 C
A • ED C
1 . ED C
1 10. E 0
0 • ED C
N o ED C
* ED C
N ED C
* E 0 C
SE 0 C
E D C
0. ............................... .. .......... ... . .
C. 10. 20. 30.
FAN CLCT ATTEhUATICN
FAN -ARACNIC - 30.0 OELIA EFNL - 10.0
A 3 C 0 E
INLET F-APRMnIC 0 5 10 20 30
IhNEl FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FUND. FUND. FUND. FUND. FUND. FUNC.
1.CC **4*** 44**** ee*4*4 12.79 9.55
2.00 ****** **** *44*4* 11.10 9.15
?.0C ****4* *4**** 4*,*, 9. 84 8.78
4.00 ****** ****** 4***4* 9.25 8.42
.O0C $***** ***** 64**e4 *.71 8.09
6.00 ****** ****** 444*** 8.28 7.58
7.00 4***** ****** ****** 7.88 7.12
8.0C ****** *75***** **4.* 71 6.70
9.00 ****** 4***** 4***** 7.17 6.32
10.00 ***** ***** **** * 6.85 5.97
11.OC ***** ****** 4**.4* 6.73 5.88
12.CC **4* **** 444*** 6.63 5.80
12.00 ****** ****4 * *1**4* 6.52 5.72
16.C00 ***** ****** 19.46 6.42 5.64
15.00 ****** 4***** 18.46 6.32 5.56
16.00 4***** ****** 17.50 6.22 5.49
17.00 *444* *44*44 16.59 6.13 5.42
-+- e1.o * 44** **4** 15.71 6.04 5.35 -
14.00 C***** ****** 14.86 5.95 5.28
20.00 ***** ****** 14.08 5.86 5.21
21.00 **** ****** 14.05 5.86 5.21
22.00 ****** ****** 14.03 5.86 5.21
23.00 ****44 ****** 14.00 5.86 5.21
- -24.00 ----. ****** - - **** 13.97 5,86 ...... 5.21
25.00 ****** ****4* 13.95 5.86 5.21
26.00 ****** ****** 13.92 5.86 5.21
27.00 ****** ****** 13.90 5.86 5.21
28.00 ****** ****** 13.87 5.86 5.21
9.00 ****** ****** 13.85 5.86 5.21
.....0. 0 - -..-. -** 4*4 - - **** .. 138.2 - 5.86 5.21
226
DFLTA FPNL = 5.0 FAN HARMONIC = 0.0
INLFT HARM4ONC (A * Ov B - 5, C - 10, D = 20, E - 30)
T/n, WITH TONF,2.5 JFT ATT, NO TURB, EPNL = 102.56, RUN 12A




75. + E R +
F . E R
E . E A ,
T 20. + EC RA +
FC RA
A EC BA
.T E C RA
-------- ------------- F C RA -
T F) C BA
E 15. + FO C RA
N . E C RA
U * E C RA
A E C A
T . E C BA
1 10. + E C B A +









0 . ... -..... ...-.... .... .... .... -.... +. ..- .. ....- ,....
0 10. 20. 30.
FAN OUCT ATTENUATION
FAN HAR4MIC 0.0-- IWLTA FEPNL * - 5.0
A B C D F
INLET HARMONIC - 0 5 10 20 30
INLFT FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FUND. FUND. F UND. FUND. F UNO. FUND.
1.00 *1S*** ***I** ***** 15.37 14.90
2,00 ****** ****** ****** 14.98 14.52
3,00 **14,61*** ***4** 14,61 14.18
4,00 ***** ****** *14.26 13.85
5,00 ****** ****** ****** 13,93 13. 5
6,00 ***** ****** -- ****** 1 .59 14.23
7.00 *41* **4* *4*** 13..)6 12.91
4,O0 ****** ****** 19.92 12.94 12.61
9,00 26.03 23.79 18.28 12.62 12.32
10 no 19.37 19.74 16.42 12. 1 12.04
11,00 18.62 18.02 16.20 1.?1 11.97
12.00 17.91 17.34 15.61 12.12 11.90
13.00 17.25 16.69 15.05 12.02 11.82
14,00 16.62 16.09 14.51 11.93 11.75
15,00 16.03 15.51 14.00 11.44 11.68
16.00 15.47 14,97 13,51 11.75 11.62
17,00 14.93 14.45 13.05 11.66 11.55
14,00 14.43 13.96 17,60 11.58 11.48
19.00 13.95 13.50 12.18 11.50 11.42
20,00 13.49 13.05 11.77 11,42 11.36
21.00 13.39 12.99 11.75 11.41 11.35
22.00 13.29 12.94 11.73 11.41 11.34
23.00 13.19 12.84 11.70 11.40 11.34
-24,00 13.10 12.3 11.64 ------ 11.39--- 11.33--
25.00 13.00 12.78 11.66 11.39 11.33
26.00 12.91 12.72 11.64 11.38 11.32
27.00 12.81 12.67 11.62 11.38 11.31
28.00 12.72 12.61 11.59 11.37 11.31
29.00 12.63 12.56 11.57 11.36 11.30
- 3..-. ------ 1-2-4 12,51 1--15 - -11.36 - 11.30
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nFLTA FPNL = 5.0 FAN HARMONIC = 5.0
INLET HARMONICf IA Oe B a 5o C - 10, D 0 200 E - 30)
T/09 WITH TONFo25 JFT ATT, NO TURB, EPNL * 102.56, RUN 12A
30. , 0.-.O.E., .o -.o 0 o ee - .. n 0 0 0 -.
- - - --- E CB ---- -------------- --- -- - -- --
F CRRA
F CBA
25 F C B o
-N- ,.......F C8 -
L . F Ct
F * E CR
T 20. * F CRA
E C RA
A . ED C Re
T . ....... - O G 8 . .-
T , ED C BA
F 15. + E C RA 4
N En C BA
U , ED C BA
A ED C RA
T -- . E 0 A .
I 10. + F D C B4 +
0 F O C 4
N . ED C 8





On " een-eoen @ee**0-oo ** *-o * 0o o-oe **** o *** **** *
0 10C 20. 0.
FAN DnlCT ATTENUATION
FAN HARMONIC L0 DEtTA EPNL -- 5.0
A R C D E
INLET HARMONIC * 0 5 10 20 30
INLFT FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FUNO. FUNn. F IIND. FUNO. FIUNn. FUND.
1.00 ****.* 4oose 4s.s*4 14.48 13.37
2 00 *+*44 **4* **.*4* 13.93 12.92
3.00 ***** ****,,* +++++4 13.42 12.50
4,00 ****** ****** 4***** 12.95 12.12
5.00 1***4* e****** ***** 7.51 11.76
6.00 -- ****** ****** ***"** - 12.17 - -- 11.38
7.00 1.****** ***** ****** 1.85 11.02
FA.C r **** 4. 4*.* 23.37 11.55 10.67
q,#o 26.51 27.56 18.28 11.26 10.33
10-00 19.09 18,54 16.37 10.99 10.00
11.00 18.16 17.61 15.5A 10.90 9.05
12.00 17.28 16.76 187 In10.62 9.91
1.00n 16.46 15.97 14.22 10.44 9.86
14.00 15.68 15.24 13.62 10.76 9.82
15.00 14.94 14.55 13.06 10.09 9.77
16.00 14.25 13.91 12.55 q.96 9.73
17,00 13.59 13.31 12.OR 9.96 9.69
18.00I 12.97 - 12. 75 11.64-- 9.18 - 9.64
19.00 12.38 12.22 11.77 9.69 9.60
20.00 11.81 11.72 10.84 Q.,h0 9.56
21.00 11.73 11.64 10.81 0.60 9.56
22.00 11.64 11,57 10.77 9.60 9.56
23.00 11.56 11.50 10.74 9.59 9.55
24.00 -- 11.48. - 11,42 - 10a70 - 9e59- -- 9.55
25.00 11.40 11 35 10.67 9.58 9.55
26.00 11.33 11,28 10.63 9.58 9.55
27.00 11.25 11.21 10.60 9.57 9.54
28.00 11.18 1114 10.56 9.57 9.54
29.00 11.11 11.07 10.53 9.56 9.54
o0 O - --10 11,00 10.49 --- -- 9.56 -4.54
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DELTA EPNL = 5.0 FAN HARMONIC - 10.0
INLET HARMONIC (A = O, aR 5, C = 10, 0 - 20, E = 30t
T/O WITH TONF92.5 JET ATT, NO TURR, EPNL a 102.569 RUN 12A




25. + EC. +
I . ECB




T 20. * ECB +
* E CA
A . E CRA
T-- ........................ - EFD CRA-...........................
T ED C 8
E 15. + ED C B +
N FD C BA
U * F C A
A E C R
T - . ........ - E - BA - ..
1 10. + ED C BA +
0 ED C 8
N . ED C B
E C
SED C
, + D C
. ED C
ED C
. E 0 C
0. 10. 20, 30.
FAN DInT ATTENUATION
FAN HARMONIC * 10.0 DFLTA FPNL - 5.0
A H C I) E
INLET HARMONIC * 0 5 10 20 30
INLFT FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FUND. FlJND. F UIND. FUND. FUND. FUND.
1.00 ****** *=**** ****** 11.57 10.19
2.00 ***** ****** ****** 11.13 9.96
3,00 ***** ****** ****** 10.74 9.85
4.00 ****** ****** ****** 10.38 9.74
5.00 ***** ****** ****** 10.06 9,.62
6.00 - ****** ***** 44**** 9.86 9.49
7.00 ****** ***** ***4** 9.70 9.37
8 00 29. 81 ****** 19.17 9.55 9.24
9.00 19.07 18.82 16.73 9.40 9.13
10.00 16.79 16,28 14.64 9.26 9.01
11.00 15.68 15.75 13.72 9.19 8.94
12.00 14.68 14.31 12.90 9.12 8.86
13.00 13.77 13.45 12.16 9,05 8.79
14.00 12.95 12.66 11.50 8.99 8.72
15.00 12.19 11.94 10 89 8.92 8.65
16,00 11.50 11.27 10.33 8.16 8.58
17,00 10, 6 10.65 9.90 8.80 8.52
-18.00 -- 10.27 .10.07 9.63 8.73 8.45
19.00 9.86 9.74 9.37 q.67 8.39
20.00 9.59 9.45 9.12 8.62 8.33
21.00 9.55 9.42 9.09 8.61 8.32
22.00 9. 51 9.39 9.07 8.61 8.32
23.00 9.46 9.36 9.05 8.61 8.32
- 24.00 --- - 9q42 - 9.33 - 9.03 8.61 8.32-
25.00 9.38 9.30 9.00 8.60 8.32
26.00 9.33 9.27 8.98 8.60 8.1
27.00 9.29 9.24 8.96 8.60 8.31
28.00 9.24 9.21 8.93 8.60 8.31
29.00 9.20 9.18 8.91 8.59 8.31
-40 - - 9.15 9615. 8.89 8.59 .8,30
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DELTA EPNL = 5,0 FAN HARMONIC a 20.0
INLET HARMONIC (4A O =- 5, C - 10, 0 * 20, E * 30)
T/O, WITH TONE92.5 JET ATT, NO TURRe EPNL a 102.569 RUN 12A




25e +E C R
I .E C B
----- - .E C ...........
L oF CA
F .E C RA
T 20. +F C RA
.F C A 
A .ED C BA
T .En c RA
T .ED C RA
F 15, EDn C BA
N .F D C BA
U .F 0 C RA
A . FD C RA
T - F D C HA
I 10. * F D C A
0 , F O C RA 0
N * ED C BA
* ED C A B
ED C B




0. 100 20. 30.
FAN DUT ATTENUATION
S AN HA4IRMNG 20.0 IFLTA EPNL -5.0
A B C 0 E
INLFT HARMONIC a 0 5 10 20 30
INLFT FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FUND. FUND. F UND. FUND. FUND. FUND.
1.00 **4** **4** ***4 5.86 5.40
2.00 4*6*** **4** 4****, 5.2f 4.90
3.00 4***** 4* ** **4*4 .70 4.34
4,00 ***,** *4**** **44* 4.17 3.83
5.00 ***** *,*4* ***** 3.69 3.35
6.00 ****** **4* 22.80 3.35 -- 2.87
7.00 27.44 ****** 15.85 3.01 2.38
8, 00 17.09 16.69 12.44 2.66 1.90
9.00 14.02 13.25 9.75 2.31 1.41
10.00 11.37 10.40 7.93 1.95 0.91
l.00n 10.14 9.36 7.17 1.80 0.84
12.00 9.11 8.43 6.46 1.65 0.77
13.00 A.18 7.57 5.78 1.50 0.70
14.00 7.31 ,6.77 5.13 1.36 0.64
15,00 6.51 6.03 4.51 1.21 0.58
16.00 5.76 5.34 3.94 1.07 0.52
17,00 5.07 4.72 3.40 0.93 0.47
1.00 . - 4.49 - 4.15 2.91 00.79 - 0.42
19.00 3.96 3.62 2.45 0.65 0.37
20.00 3.46 3.11 2.03 0.52 0.32
21.00 3.35 3.06 1.99 0.51 0.32
22.00 3.24 3.01 1.95 0.49 0.31
23.00 3.13 2.97 1.92 0.48 0.30
----- -2 40-- ..---- 3.02 2.92 lo1. 0.46- --- 029
25.00 2.91 2,87 1.85 0.45 0.28
26.00 280 2 .83 1081 0.44 0.28
27.00 2.69 2.78 1.77 0.42 0.27
24.00 2.58 2.74 1.74 0.41 0.26
29.00 2.47 2.69 170 0.39 Oo25
.-.--- 3.-4-- ----2 2--- - .64 67-- 0.38- - . .2s---
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DFLTA FPNL - 5.0 FAN HARMONIC - 30.0
INLET HARMONIC IA * Oe 0 8 5S C - 10, D * 20, E - 301
T/O, WITH TONF,2.5 JET ATT, NO TURB6 EPNL * 102.s56 RUN 12A
30 . +..F.-.C .R+ .. . ... . ......... .... ..... .. ** * ........ ........ .
* F CA *.
* E C B
* E C A
* F C 9
25. + E C RA
I . E C RA
-. N --. -- E C A -.
L E C BA
E F C B
T 20. + E C B
* ED CRA
A * ED CB
-- -. FO - G
T . ED C BA
E 15. + E 0 C BA +
N , ED C8U . ED C aU F D C 9
A * E D C a
--- , F O C
1 10. + E D C BA +
0 , E C I A
N * ED C RA
S E 0 C AS
ED C B





0 *****-.* * * * **-....... .-............
0. 10. 20. 30.
FAN DUCT ATTENUATION
-FAN HARMONIC-- 10.0- DELTA EPNL * 5.0
A R C D E
INlET HARMONIC - 0 5 10 20 30
INI FT FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FUND. FUND. FUND. FUND. FUND. FUND.
1.00 ****** ****** ****** 6.64 6.51
2.00 **** ****** ***** 6.3A 6.23
3.00 ****** 4**** ****** 6.14 5.Q5
4.00 *** *** ****** 5.91 5.68
5.00 ***4 ****** ****** 5.69 5.47
6,00 ****** ****** 19.1 5.51 5.16
7.00 19.95 )1.20 14.20 5,13 4.72
oo00 15.87 15.43 10.12 5.15 4.04
9.00 12.40 11.62 R.89 4.95 3,3q
10.00 9.76 9.33 7.79 4.16 2.75
11.00 9.16 P.79 7. 6 4.00 2.60
12.00 8.63 8.29 6.98 3.67 2.47
13.00 A.14 7.83 6.62 3.36 2.33
14.00 7.69 7.40 6.29 3.07 2.19
15.00 7.28 6.99 5.99 2.80 2.06
16.00 6. 91 6. 62 5.70 2.55 1.93
17. 00 6.56 6.27 5.44 2.32 1.80
18.00-------- 6.24 5.94- 5.20 2.09 - 1.68
19.00 5.94 5.63 4.91 1.89 1.55
20.00 5.66 5.34 4.31 1.69 1.43
21.00 5.58 5.29 4.23 1.48 1.41
22.00 5.50 5.24 4.14 1.67 1.40
23.00 5.42 5.19 4.06 1.66 1.38
24. 00 5.34 5.13 ---- 3.97 ---- 11.5-- - 1.37
25.00 5.25 5.08 3.88 1.65 1.35
26,00 5.17 5.03 .3.78 1.64 1.34
27.00 5.09 4.96 3.67 1.63 1.33
28.00 5.01 4.83 3.57 1.62 1.31
29.00 4.80 4.70 3.45 1.61 1.30
- - G00wo 4.59 ---- 4.58 313. l0 20-
231
DFLTA EPNL = 10.0 FAN HARMONIC 0.0
INLET HARMONIC (4 a O 8 * 5, C = 10 0D * 20, E * 30)
T/Ot WITH TONE,2.5 JET ATT, NO TURS, EPNL u 102.56t RUN 12A
30 . +..........*** ********o-******* *** ****







T 20. * E
A , E
E
- T- -- - - E
T o
















. . . . . . . . . . . ..... ......*-*o * *e o --* * * *
0. 10. 20, 30.
FAN DnCT ATTENUATION
F--AN HARMO ICG 0.0 .LTA FPNL 10.0o
A B C n E
INLET HARMONIC * 0 5 In 20 -0
INLFT FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FUND, FUND. FUNO. FUNI)D FUNI). FLND.
1.00 5***** ****** ****** *549* as8*a*
2.00 ****** **55 *4*5** ***5* ***5*
3.00 *4*54* ***5* *4** *5*5* *5**5
4,00 ***5 5**5* 55*55* s*a*** s***
5.00 5*55 * 5*5*5* *5 5 *5*5** *o***4
6- 00 - *5*5* *5**5 ****** *4**5 -- 5*5**
7.00 *55*5* *5** *555*5 *5*55* 555*5*
9.00 555*55 *5**5 *5555* *5**5 ***
10.00 *5*5** 5*5*5* **455 asa*** sa*a*a
11.00 ****** *4*** ****a9* *5*5*5 5*5**2
12.00 ***5* sasaaa seas.. anat* a**
13.00 ***** ***5** **5** **5* *555**
14.00 **555 *5*55* *5*5** s***sa *s***s
15 00 **5* **5** **555 *555*5 ***55
16,00 **45* **aas *5*55* *5*55* ***ss
17.,00 **saa* *555* *5*5** stassa *5**5
19.00 **** **asa ***. assssa *****s
20.00 *55** 55555* *5***5 *5*4** asasss
21.00 555*5* ***5* *5*55* **55* **5*
22.00 s*s*** ***** ***5* *555*5 saaaas
23.00 **5* **54* **55* *aaaa assssa
24.00 ----- - -***5 - -*- **5* - * * ** - *** - *-*a**
25.00 assa*s *5Sa** assasa *saaa aasssa
26.00 **a** *555*5 **aa* **aas* ***s*
27.00 **5** **4** *5**5 *555** s**s*s
28.00 sass0* nasss .55*** ssasas sass..
29.00 s*sasa **55* 5*sas 5**** ****
-- --------- 380* .------- -- S .-- 4** - a-s**** -- **** *2***2
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DELTA EPNL s 10.0 FAN HARMONIC = 5.0
INLET HARMONIC (A * O, 8 * 59 C - 10, 0 - 20, E * 30)
T/O, WITH TONE,2.5 JET ATT, NO TUR8, EPNL * 102.569 RUN 12A
30 . ....-... 
...... ......-.... +..-,,...









T 20. * E
* E
A * E
..... .- . . . . ... ... ....... .. . .. . .. .- .
T E









0 . +..... ...................
5 -- -- o-ooo--oooo
0. 10. 0. 30.
FAN DICT ATTENUATION
FAN HARMONIC 5.0 OFLTA FPNL a 10.0
A A C D E
INLET HARMONIC - 0 5 10 2n 30
INLFT FAN FAN FN AN FAN FAN
rFIND. FUND. F UND, F INI). F UNi). FUND.
1.00 **** ****4 **4* **44* 4 em
2.00 **4** . ****4 **** ****** ***.oo0 *** * ** ** 4* 4* 4 * **4*
4,00 ***484 ****** ****** ***** ******5.00 4*4*** 4***44 *4*444 *4*4 *4+9**
7.00 *444* 4**4* . **44* **44* 4**
8.00 **4*4* *4***4 4*4*4* *44*4* 4*4*4*
9.00 *4*44 *44*4* *44*44 4***** *44**4
10.,00 444*4* *4444 ***** **44* ****
11.00 ****** *44444 *4*4*4 *4*4** 4*44**
1200 ***4* 4444*4 **4** **44* ****
13.00 ***4* *s*** ***.o ***.* **4**
14.n00 *4*4* **4* ***so **44* 4*44*
15.00 ***4* *****s ****s * * *****
16.00 **44 *4**4 4*4*** ****** news
17.00 **4**4 *4** ****s* s*ss*s s *****
18,00 ***4* **44* **4** *4*4** **44*
19.00 **44* **44* **44* ****s ***
20.00 **4** ***4* *4*4** **** **sae -
21,00 *** *44*4* *4*4* *4** 8*s4**
22.00 **** ****** ****a. **4*a **.*s
23.00 4** 449* ****** *s*** **s***
- --- 24.00----****** ---- ***ss **** . . .******--
25.00 444*4* ***** ****.* **** ***
26.00 **4** **4* **4** *444* ****a
27.00 444*** ***s* 444*4* **seos s**s.*
28.00 444** **44*4 *4444* 4**4* *4*44*
29.00 **44* **** **** .. n*8 *+9
-- - --- - *4*.*4 - 4 *4* - 4**43. ***** .*4444
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DFLTA EPNL a 10.0 FAN HARMONIC 10.o0
INLET HARMONIC (A = 09 6 - So C - 10, D a 20, E - 30)
T/0, WITH TONE,2.5 JET ATT, NO TURB, EPNL a 102.56, RUN 12A





---- r-- -------~- .~-. ---------------- 
-- F_. __.~... _~.~ ~ ~_~~~_ _ E ---
L F
E E


















* Eo * E
0. ....... ....-... - E.
0. 10. 20. 30.
FAN DUCT ATTENUATIO1N
-FAN HARMONIC w 10.0 DFLTA FPNL 10.0
A i C P F
INLET HARMnNIC 
- 0 5 10 20 30
INLFr FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FUND. F UND). F IJND. FUNn. FUNn. FUND.
100 ****** ****** ****** ******
200 *t** ***** ****** ****** * se*
3.00 ****** ****** *.***+ ****** *****
4.00 ****** ****** ****** ***** ******
500 ****** ****** + ****** * ** e
7,00 ***t** ****** ***** ***** ***
R.00 ****** *****s *** *** **
9.00 ****** s *.*,* ****** ***** ******
10.00 ***** ***s* ***.. ****a * e4*
11.00 9****n ****** *****t * ******
12.00 ****** a.**.* ***..* +****
13.00 ** ****S* ****** *****s **
14.00 ****** ***** ****** *****s **
15.00 ****** ****** ***** ****** +,***
16.00 ****** ****** ****** ****** seemse
17.00 . - ***** ****** ****** ****** **
1.00 . -
.9949* s * - s se ese . snse * -****-
19.00 5*5*5* 555555 555555 555*** 5*555
20.00 5*555e 5555*5 555555 555*55 5*555*
21,00 esssss sesess ***s s teens ssssse
22,00 ***** sesese neese *eess s*ene
23.00 **5** 5*55** 5*555 ses e4sse
24.00 ***** ss**** .*ass*** asses - 55
25.00 s**n* sense sssss s sse sas
26.00 sesees esse*s sses net seee
27.00 ***** sesses asse 5*e*5 55555*
28.00 *5*** ssssss assess saesss ssssss
29.00 *5*5** see*ee ssasee ssssss e*n*
- e0 00 -- -*a**s- -oessn -a- - a*se* - - -*s*--
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DELTA EPNL * 10.0 FAN HARMONIC = 20.0
INLET HARMONIC IA w 0, 8 -, C * 10, 0 20, E - 301
T/10 WITH TONE,2.5 JET ATTt NO TURBS EPNL * 102.56, RUN 12A
-- - -*.--°o-e-- oo-- ------- o-- ooo- --o------------------- E


















2 0. + .
0 * F
N E
.............. 10. 2.. . E0.3
A R D F
T FN FN FN FAN FAN




.00 + ....-........-.... t...4-e ..-- .,- . 4 ,
3.00 oooo o-oo • ooo @
0  0 30.
FAN DUCT ATTENUATION
6.00 FAN HARMONIC - 20.0 - OFETA FPN. -- 10.0A R C D F
INLET HARMONIC * 0 5 t0 20 30
INLFT FAN FAN FAN FAN FANFUN!). FUNDo FUND. FUND. FUNO. FUND.
1.00 ***** ****** *55*** **5** ******
2.00 Sassas ***** san*a asasas asess
3.00 ***** *s**ss ****** **** 4***
0 ,0 **** . ***** . **8. assess
5.00 assass asassa 5***5* stases assess
12 0 as es *. * .  eassac 5 c aeaa
7. 0 sass* ass ** satan asasas ***s*a
1.00 555555 *taseS s**a* seeass a..aas
9.00 assess sass.. ses*** stats sates.
11. asasac sass.. ass,, ** t sass
12 5**a* **ta **ests *s*t s s
13.00 *5*5* saas s**sa assasa seas..
20.00 ***t* *5t5** states assas seasas
15.00 ***5t5 assass stases ***as* **ess*
16.00 5**t5* *5*5** ***e 55554 55g
2318,00 . ** S ta 55** assess sess sase
19.00 5*** * 5*5** **5* **5** ****
20.00 sa*s** *sssss assess assass sasas
21.00 ***5* 555555 tasan assas sassa
22.00 ***** 55555* sasass assess *assss
27.00 sasass tassa. ssssss assess 44ass8. *****5 Sa**ss ass..* *  as as
- -a -o -- s..eases. ** *ases ate-e*t
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DELTA EPNL = 10.0 FAN HARMONIC = 30.0
INLET HARMONIC (IA 0, 6 - 5g C a 10, O - 20, E = 301
T/n, WITH TONE2,.5 JET ATT, NO TURAB EPNL * 102.569 RUN 12A












-T -- - -. .. E




0 .w + . ..--... E
0. 10 20. 30.
FAN DInT ATTENUATION
FAN HARMO IC * 30.0- OFETA FPNL - 10.0
A R C 0 E
INLET HARMONIC O0 5 10 20 30
INLET FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FUND. FI UNT. FIIND. FUND. FUND. FUND.
1-00 44444 *44*4* 444*4* ****4 4****
2.00 **4* ****** **4 ***
3.00 *444* *4**4 *444*4 *4*44* 444*4*
4.00 **4* *4*4 44*444 *4**** ***
5.1)0 *44*4* ****** 4*4*44** e4*4 *4444*
6.00 -444*44 4*444* 4*** 44*44* 4***
7.00 4444 * **44** 4444* * ****4 44444
R,00 44444* ****4 4**4** 44*4* ***
9.,00 *44** *4*4* *4*444 *4*44* *4***4
10.00 ***44 ***4* **4** 4444* *44***
11.00 *44** ****** ****** **** * *44
12.00 4**** ***** ****** ****4 ***
13.00 ***4 ****** **** 4 44*** *
14.00 **44* **4** *444** *** 44*44
15.00 *44*44 4***44 ***44 4**** ****
16.00 *44*4 ***** ***** ******
17.00 **44 ***4* *s**** ***4* ****
-- l.00 ------ --- *a**a* - . 8***4* * 9 -****
19,00 *4444 ***4* 44*444 4444* ****
20.00 ****4 ***** *44444 *44*4 *4**
21.00 *444*4 ***4* ***4* **44** **44*4
22.00 *44*4* ****4 44444* **44* ***
23.00 **44* **4*4 ***** ****** ****
---------- 24.00---------*****4- - *..** ***** - ****** -*****
25.00 *44** ****** ****** *** ****
26.00 4**** 4 *444* ****** ** *
27.00 ** **44444 ***4* **44* **44
28.00 ****** ****** ****** 444*4 ***4
29.00 **4** ****** **s*** *** 4***
-14*---------- - ***** 4*4** ** 23* 4* *
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CELIA EFNL = 5.0 FAN HARPPCKC * 0.0
IthLET hAPPNIC (A - Ow 8 - 5, C * 10, C * 20, E - 30)
I/C, WITH ThES5. JET ATT, NO TUARB EPNL - 102.22, RUh-13A





25. + ECEA 4
I . EC R
__-N - . --------- EC B -.
L . EC BA .
E EC BA
7 20. * E CBA
E C 8A
A . E C BA
.T. -- . E C BA
T EC C BA .
E 15. 4 ED C BA +
N . E C BA
U E C EA
A . E C EA o
. . . E C 6 A- .
1 10. E C A
0 * E C BA
N * ED C 8
E C C




0. *.............-............* ................. *.......
C. 10. 20. 30.
FAN CUCT ATEUNLATIC
FAN t-AbRhIC * 0.0 DELIA EFNL - 5.0
A B C C E
INLET FARMnChC 0 O 5 10 20 30
INLET FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FLNO. FUND. FUND. FUND. FLND. FUNC.
1.00 ****** 4***4 *****4 14.06 13.f4
2.OC 4***4* 4***** ***** 13.71 13.28
.O0C ****4* ****** 4*4*** 13.38 12.95
4.0C *****4 e**4** *4*44* 13.07 12.65
5.00 ***** *****4 ***** 12.77 12.37
6.CC **4*4* 4*4**4 ***** 12.45 12.08
7.OC ****4 ***** 22.86 12.14 11.80
e.0oc 26.22 27.18 1e.%8 11.83 11.53
5.OC 19.55 19.03 16.90 11.53 11.28
IC.OC 19.02 17.33 15.51 11.24 11.04
11.OC 17.31 16.63 14.95 11.16 10.97
12.0C 16.64 15.98 14.44 11.08 10.91
1I.OC 16.01 15.37 13.95 11.01 10.85
14.00 15.41 14.80 13.50 10.93 10.7c
15.OC 14.E5 14.26 13.8 1C.86 10.73
16.00 14.33 13.76 12.68 10.79 10.68
17.00 13.83 13.28 12.30 10.72 10.62
18.00 13.35 12.82 11.95 10.66 10.56
19.0C 12.90 12.39 11.62 10.59 10.51
20.0C 12.47 11.99 11.30 10.52 10.45
21.0 12.37 11.93 11.23 10.52 10.45
22.00 12.26 11.87 11.16 10.51 10.45
2?.0C 12.16 11.82 11.C9 10.51 IC.44
24.0C 12.06 11.76 11.02 10.50 10.44
25.00 11.96 11.71 10.94 10.49 1044
26.00 11.87 11.65 1C.87 10.49 10.44
27.00 11.77 11.60 10.80 10.48 10.43
2e.oc 11.68 11.54 10.72 10.48 10.43
29.00 11.59 11.49 10.65 10.47 10.43
.30.00- 11.50 11.44 10.5 10.46 1042
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CELTIA EFL = .0 FAN HARMCNiC = 5.0
INLET -ARONIC lA * 0, 8 = 59 C - 10. D - 20v E - 301
T/0, WITh TCNE,5. JET ATT, NO TURB, EPhL = 102.22, RUh-13A
. .. ......... ....... ECB .... ......... .... .... ................
* ECB
• ECR
25. * E CA
I . E CB
. -.. -... . E C B .. .. . . .-.... .L  B
E E CR
T 20. 4 E CB
. ECB
A o E C 8
T ---. --- E C 8
T ED C RA
E 15. 4 ED C A
h . EC C BA
U • ED C B
A • E C BA
1 . ED C A
1 10.0 ED C A
0C ED C SA 
N . ED C A 8
. EO C eD C
.. .. . . EO - C




0. ...-... . .....-.... +....-........-....*........*........ .4
C. 10. 20. 3C.
FAN CLCT ATTELATICN
FA h f-AfMI 5.0 OELTA EFNL - 5.0
A B C 0 E
INLET IARMNIC * 0 5 10 20 3C
INLFT FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FUNO. FUNC. FUND. FUNC. FUND. FUNC.
I.CC 4***** 4***** *44*4* 12.73 11.78
2.CC *,*** ****** *44*** 12.27 11.39
.O0C ****** 4***** **** 11.85 11.04
4.00 4**** ****** 4*444* 11.47 10.72
5.0C 4*4* **4* **** 11.11 10.4!
6.00 - 4***** *4**** *4***, 10.83 10.11
1.00 ***4** 4**** 24.39 IC.57 5.88
E.0C 26.15 27.86 18.30 1C.31 9.7C
5.00 19.C3 18.73 16.32 1C.07 5.53
10.00 17.16 16.65 14.56 9.90 5.37
11.00 16.30 15.75 13.50 5.80 5.33
li.CC 15.4 15.C1 13.29 q.70 5.29
1!.OC 14.74 14.29 12.73 5.60 9.25
14.CC 14.04 13.63 12.21 S.51 9.21
15.00 13.38 13.02 11.74 9.42 9.16
I1.CC 12.76 12.45 11.30 9.33 q.12
17.00 12.18 11.52 10.89 5.25 q.C8
18.0o 11.63 11.43 10.51 9.16 5.04
1;.CC 11.11 10.97 10.16 5.08 1.CO
20.00 10.62 10.53 5.87 9.00 8.96
21.OC 10.54 10.47 5.85 9.00 e.96
22.OC 10.47 10.40 9.82 e.99 8.56
23.CC 10.39 10.33 9.80 8.99 8.'5
24.00 ----- 10.32 10.27 - - .7 E.98 -8.95
25.0C 10.25 10.20 5.76 8.97 8.54
26.CC 10.18 10.14 9.73 8.97 8.94
27.0C 10.12 10.08 .7?L e.96 8.53
28.00 10.CS 10.01 9.69 e.96 8.93
25.0C 9.99 9.57 9.67 8.95 8.53
9O6OC .55 9.92 9.65 e.94 8.92
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CELTA EF.L ! .0 FAN hARACNhC a 10.0
INLET HARMONIC IA - 0t 8 * 5t C - 10, Ot 20, E - 30)
1/0, UITH TCNE,5. JET ATT, NO TUREt EPNL = 102.229 RUN-13A










T 20. * ECC8
. ECA
6 . E C8
T . ..... FE CA .
T . E CO
E 15. 4 ED CBA +
N . EC CBA
L ED CS
A ED C BA
T . E C BA
I 10. * E C BA
C . ED C BA
K . ED C B
EC C 8
E C





0. *... ..-*. .*+ ... ......... +..*..... ..** *.. *
C. 10. 20. 30.
FAN OLCT ATTEhUATICh
FtN -AR#GhIC 1C. ODELIA EFNL - 5.0
A B C C E
INLET ~-PMCNIC * C 5 10 20 3C
IhLET FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FLNO. FUNC. FUND. FUUO. FLhD. FUNC.
].OC +* 4**44* 4 4** 9.99 9.14
;.0C **4** **4** **44 5.84 9.46
?.CC **** 4*4** 4*444 5.69 5.28
4.C00 **4** **4** **4** 9.54 9.10
t.CC 44**$* *$$*** *4 $** 5.40 8.S2
6.CC S**$$ *$**$ * *44$4* 5.24 8.79
7.0C 9***** * ***4 15.82 9.08 8.68
8.0C 1.25 19.39 17.19 8.92 8.56
S.CC 16.55 16.69 14.59 E.75 8.45
IC.OC 14.84 14.37 13.14 8.59 8.35
II.CC 13.87 13.45 12.30 8.52 8.28
12.OC 12.9955 12.62 11.56 8.46 8.21
11.0C 12.20 11.87 1C.89 E.39 8.15
14.OC 11.4E 11.19 10.30 E.33 8.C8
15.00 1C.82 10.56 9.86 E.27 8.02
16.0C 10.22 5.99 5.56 6.21 7.96
17.00 9.82 5.68 9.27 E.15 7.90
18.CC 5.53 9.37 9.00 E.10 7.85
1S.0C 9.25 q.07 8.73 8.04 7.79
20.00 9.00 8.76 8.47 7.99 7.73
21.0C 8.55 E.75 8.44 7.98 7.7?
22.OC 8.90 8.71 E.42 7.98 7.73
2?.OC 8.85 8.68 8.39 7.98 7.73
- 24.00 - -- 8.80 - e.65 -E.37 - 7.97 7.7?
25.OC 8.74 8.62 8.34 7.97 7.73
26.00 8.65 8.58 8.32 7.97 7.73
27.0C 8.f4 8.55 8.30 7.96 7.73
28.00 8.59 8.52 8.27 7.96 7.73
29.00 8.54 8.49 8.25 7.96 7.73
?0100 asw 8.46 8.23 7.96 7.72
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CELTA EFNL = !.C FAN HARPChIC r 20.0
INLET FIRAMCNC (A = Ot 8 * 5, C - ICt 0 20, E - 30)
T/C, klTh TCNE,5. JET ATTI NO TUPer EPFL - 102.22, RUK-13A
. . .. *C B ....... . ..+ ...................... ......... E
.C 8 -- ---- - - ------------------------------- -- -- - E
C eo  E E
.C EA E
. CEPA E
25. * CEA E
I . C E
L .Ce E
E . C eb E
T 20. + C eA E
. C BA E
A C BA E
. 7--- -- ( ... . ... .---. -. . .. .. . . E
T C EA E
E 15. C C EA E
a C C EA E
U .0 C BA E
A .0 C BA E
T .C -0 0 ( 6A E
I IC. * D C BA E
0 E C C BA
N .E C C BA





0.* .. *** .* .... ..*... ****.**+...... ..... .. ......
C. 10. 20. 30.
INLET FAPMCNIC - C 5 10 20 30
IhLET FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FLNC. FUNO. FUNO. FNUO. FUND. FUhN.
1.OC 4***** *4**** 4*4*4* 4.64 3.93
2.00 4*44** *4**4* 44*4** 4.15 3.40!.CC ***** 4****** 4*4* 3.67 2.91
4.00 '*4444 4**4** **44** 3.22 2.475.OC 4***** 4***** ***** 2.79 2.C66.00 --- ****** ****** 
-18.13 2.37 1.58
7.00 18.27 18.64 13.83 1.97 1.10
E.00 14.E5 14.60 10C.38 1.57 0.62
9.0C 11..8 11.31 E.26 1.19 C.14
IC.OC 5.57 8.72 6.54 0.82 ****
11.Cc 8.48 7.75 5.83 C.67 4**44*
1i.0C 7.49 6.87 5.15 0.52 ******
11.00 6.60 6.06 4.48 0.38 ****
14.00 5.8C 5.33 3.84 0.23 ******
15.00 5.C6 4.67 3.26 0.09 4***4
It.CC 4.44 4.06 2.72 ***** ***4*
17.00 3.E7 3.49 2.23 ****** ******
18.00 3. 4 2.96 1.77 ****** **4***
19.00 2.E4 2.45 1.35 ****** ****
2C.00 2.37 1.96 0.96 ****** *****
;2.00 2.29 1.92 C.93 ***** *****,
22.00 2.20 1.87 0.90 ****** ******
;2.00 2.12 1.82 C.87 ****** ******
-24.00 2.03 1.78 C.83 ****** ******
25.00 1.94 1.73 C0.80 ****** ******
26.00 1.85 1.68 0.77 ****** ******
27.00 1.76 1.63 C.73 **44** ***4**
2e.00 1.67 1,58 0.70 ****** ******
29.00 1.58 1.53 C.67 ****** *4**44
- .O0 1.48 1.48 --0.63--- ***** -*****-
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CELTA EFNL = 5.0 FAN HARPCNIC v 30.0
INLET fPARChIC (A = C, B - 5 C - 10, 0 * 20, E - 30)
T/C, %ITI 1CNE,5. JET ATT, NO TURE EPhL - 102.22, RUN-13A.
30. *C...B........-....+....-....+....- e... ...-.... +....-....E
. 8C BA- - E
* C EA E
.C P E
. C BA E
25. . C BA E
I . C 8 A E
Nh . e E
L * C EA F
E . C EA E
T 20. . C e A E
. C eA E
A C C BA E
T .0 C 8 E
I .C C EA E
E 15. + 0 C BA E
h E C C BA
U E C CB
S .E D C 8
T .E C C B .
I 10. 4E C C BA 4
0 .E C BA
h . EC C BA
S E 0 C As
. EC C E





0. ..... 4 . ....... **.........* ...........................* 4
C. 10. 20. 30.
FAN CUCT ATTENUATICN
---- FAN -ARE IC- 30.0 OELIA EFNL - 50
A 8 C C E
INLET -RMChlIC * 0 5 10 20 30
INLET FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FLNC. FUNG. FUND. FUND. FUND. FUNC.
1.OC ****** *5**4 ****** '.74 5.66
2.OC **** ****** *****, 5.51 5.41
3.CC t***** ****** *4*  5.28 5.17
4.00 ****** ***** *44*4* 5.07 4.81
5.OC 4***** ****** ****4* 4.63 4.15
..OC -- 4***** - ****** 16.25 4.13 --- 3.31
7.00 17.14 17.28 11.89 ?.65 2.54
8.00 13.25 12.86 9.36 3.18 1.81
S.0C 9.99 9.69 8.ii 2.73 1.14
10.00 P.7e 8.35 6.57 2.30 0.51
11.0 e.20 7.82 6.52 2.05 0.39
12.OC 7.68 7.33 6.11 1.80 0.27
1!.00 7.22 6.89 5.75 1.54 0.14
1'.00 6.80 6.47 5.43 1.27 0.03
15.OC 6.42 6.C9 5.14 1.00 ***
16.00 6.07 5.74 4.67 0.72 4*****
17.00 5.75 5.41 4.03 C.44 ******
18.00 5.45 5.10 3.40 0.15 ******
19.00 5.18 4.52 2.80 **4*** ******
20.00 4.80 3.82 2.22 ***** ******
21.00 4.56 3.67 2.C8 ****** *****
2;.00 4.33 3.53 1.94 ****** ******
22.UO 4.10 3.38 1.80 **4*** *e* e
-- -24.00 ------ 3.87 3.24 1.65 ****** - ***
25.0 3.64 3.09 1.49 ****** ******
26.00 3.42 2.95 1.32 ****** ******
27.00 3.19 2.80 1.15 ****** ***
28.00 2.57 2.66 0.96 **4*** *4*44
29.00 2.75 2.51 C.77 ****** *****
.060- 2.53 2.37 0.%- ****** --- -******
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CELTA EFNL * 1C.0 FAN HARPCAIC * 0.0
INLET OARPONIC 4A - O * 5t C - 10C 0 * 209 E - 30)
TI/Ot Wml TCNEs5. JET ATT, NO TUR9B EPL - 102.22, RUh-13A
0.e .o.. . . . . .. .*......oo o ..@o* e oe* ee e oo o....o E









T 20. 4 E
A E
1 . 0 E
T • E
E 15. + E
N E
U -* F ---- ------
1 . E
I IC. 4 E








C. 10. 20. 30.
FAN DUCT ATTENUATICh
FAN IFAR-NIC - 0.0 DELTA EFL - 10.0
A B C C E
INLET APAMCNIC * C 5 IC 20 30
INLET FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FLNC. FUND. FUND. FLNG. FUNP. FUNC.
?.0C 4***4 *4*4** 44*4*4 *4*4** ******
].OC *4**4e *4*4** ***, ***4 4**4
3 0 *,4*  ** * ** * 4 * 4 *
4.00 ****** *4*** ***** ****** ****
5. 0C 4***** ****** **** ***** ***
6.CC -- **** 444*** - ****** 4** -* **24
F.CC *4**4 *4*4** **4** **** 444**4
S.OC *4*4* **44 4***** *4444* .44444
IC.OC 444*** **44* *4444* 444** *44
11.00 4**4* **44 444*4* 4**4* 4*444
1.00 ***4 4*** * * 444444 44444*
13.00 *4444 **4** **4** 4*44** 444*44
1A.00 *444* **44* 4*444 4*444 *94**
15.00 44**44 .*4** 44**** 4*44* 4*****
I16.0C **4* 4**4* *444* **4* 44***
17.00 44444* 4**4* 444*4* **44* *4*44*
15.00 ***** ** 4*** *e** ******
20.00 **** **** 4 *  ****** 44*4*
21.00 ***4 **4 444444 **444 4444**
22.OC *4444 *44* 4*44** ****** **
2!.OC *44*4* **4* *4** *4**4* 4*4*4*
24.00 *4*4* *4*** - **44* ***4* -**s*
25.00 4*** ****** ***** 4*4* 4444
26.00 *4*** 4**4* 4*44** ****. 999
27.00 ** **44* *4**** ****** *s*4*
28.00 4***** **4** 4**** *****e **
2..00 * * *** ***** 4 4 4* *4***
30.008- - -- +****- 9***s** -. ****** . -*
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CELTA EPNL = 1C.O FAN HARMChCC a 5.0
INLET HAPPCNIC (A = Cs 6 - 5, C . 10, 0 - 20, E - 301






E * ET 2C. * E
* E




E 15. * E






* EN * E
* E
* E
C **........*........*....... .... ...-....... .
C. 10. 20. 30.
FAN CUCT ATIEhLATICh
FAN PARC*iC- * 5.0 DELTA EFSL * 10.0
A B C C E
INLET PARMCNIC * C 5 10 20 ?C
IhLET FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FLNC. FUND. FUND. FUND. FUNC. FUAC.
1.OC ***4* 4**** **4** 4444*4
2.00 ****** 4*** * **** ***** * 4ene
3.UC 4*4*4* 444*4* *44*4* ****** 4*4***
4.00 *4*4* 4*4** 4 *4*4* 44 4*4* 4*4*,
5.00 ***4* ***4** 4*,*4* *444* 4*4*4
- . --------- *4** 4**** 4*44** 4*4*4* 4*4**
7.CC * 4**** *** 4***** *4, *4**
8.00 ****4* 4*444 **44* *44*44 *4*4*4
5.00 ****** *4**44 *44444 **4** **4
10.00 4*44 *4*4** 44444* i**i** *4*t**
11.00 4***4* ***+** 4*4*44 4*,*4* *e44e*
12.0c ***Z** ***4* *4*44* 4*44* C444*4
13.00 **4*4 *4*** 4*44*4 *444* 4*444
14.C00 **4** ****** ***44* *4*, * e*e44*
15.00 *4*4** **44** 4**** ***4*
16.CC ** * **** ****** ***** ens
17.00 4**4* *4*4* **** *4**4*
18.00 -4**4* r**** *,*** ****** news
15.00 **4* **** * * ***** ***4*
20.00 4***** i***** ****** **4444 * *4444
21.OC **** t***** *4**4* 44 *4* *4ems
22.OC ****** *,*** **** *,4**, +e4ee
23.00 *4*4** *4*44* *44*4 44*4,4* 4*i*4*
24.00 -- - *** *44*4* - * * * ** -***
25.OC ***** **4** **4* ***44s
26.OC *44*4* **4** *4*4** *** 4444
27.00 + 44s* 4*4 *44 4 *44*4
25.00 **4* 4*4*4 **444*
-- -!0.00 -** *4** *4*4 4*4*4* - 4444
243
CELIA EFNL 1C0.0 FAN HAEPCNIC a 10.0
INLET -ARP0NIC (A - Ot 8 - 5, C - 109 0 * 201 E - 301
T/C WITH ICNE,5. JET ATT, NO TURB EPNL = 102.22, RUN-13A





T 20. * E
A . E










0. 4.... .......... F............ .... .... .... ....
C. 10. 20. 30.
FAN CUCT ATTENUATICK
. .FAN IAR#A i - O 10.0 DELTA EFNL - 10.0
A 8 C C E
INLET IMRMCNIC * C 5 10 20 30
INLET FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FUNU. FUND. FUND. FLND. FUND. FUKC.
;.00 ****** ****** ***** ***** ******
4.004
5.0c ** *** *** **
6.00 ** *** ** *** *
9.CC ****** ****** * * ** **
IC.00 10.* 20.* **0. ***
11.0c ****** ****** ****** *** **
1;.00 ****** ****** * * * * **
14.00 ****** ****** ****** *** **
1 . ***** ****** 10.0** ****** E***1.
16.CC C** C** *** **
17.C0 ****** ****** ****** *** ***
18.00 ****** ****** ****** ****** ******
19.00 ****** ****** ****** ****** ******
2C.OC **** C ** *** 10** 20***
;1.00 *** **4** ***4* *4444* **4**
22.00 **** 4*44** 4*44** 444*** 44*4*
2!.OC *444 ***4** 4444 44**** *44444
24.10 *4*4* 4*4*4* *4**** *4*44* 4*444*
2!.00 *4**** **4** **4* **4* ***44*
26.00C 4**4* *4*4** *4*** **4 44*4
20.00 *44** *4** *** **44** *4**4*
29.00 ***4***4 ****** **4** **4*
244
CELTA EFNL = IC.O FAN HARPCNIC - 20.0
IhLET HARMONIC IA w C 8 * 5, C - 10, 0 * 20, E * 30)
T/0. I11- TCNE,5. JET ATT, NO TURe, EPCL * 102.22, RUN-13A
30 . .....-.... . -....- ..... .... . ..E.... ..... ....... C




25. + ED C
I . E C
-EG C---- h . . --- ..................... .......... ....... ....-----E . .... .....................-  .
L * EC C
E -ED C
T 20. E D C
* ED C
A * ED C
---- i ---------- ----- ----- ------- ------.- 10 - - C
- E c C1 * E CC
E IS. 4 E C
h *E C





I IC. + E
O E







C. 10. 20. 30.
FAN CUCT ATIEUATICh
FAN I-ARMCEIC - 20.0 DELlA EPh - 10.0
A B C C E
INLET P*RMCNIC - C 5 10 20 30
INLET FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FUND. FUND. FUND. FUND. FLKD. FUNC.
].CC **4*,* ***4* ****e* ****** 4*4*,
2.00 ***** ****** ***4* ****** 44*
?.OC 4***** ****** **4*4* *44*4* ****
4.00 ****** ***4 ***4 * *4*4* *44.*
5.OC 4***** ****** 4**4* ***4 *4*1
6.00 4***** 4***** ***** * *3*44* 1*4*
7.00 ***** ***** ***** **.**4* *1**
8.00 ****4 * ****** ****** **0 *444*
..OC 44*. ***** **4*** *.*4* *4***
IC.CC *$***4* **4* ****** 4**,30 *18**0
11.00 4***** ****** ****** 1*** 29.10
12.OC ****** ****** ****** *.44*8 26.16
12.00 ****** ****** ****4* *4*** 22.43
14.00 e***** ****** • ***** 1**4** 15.86
15.OC ** * * ***44* ***8 19.57
16.CC ****** 4++*** ****** 28.93 19.28
17.00 **** **44* **** 20.00 19.00
18.00 ****** ****** ***** 19.62 18.72
19.00 4** *****3 *** 19.25 18.46
2C.CC 44444* **4* 4**44 18.90 18.20
21.00 *****4 *4*** *4*,* 18.89 18.20
22.00 ****C* ****** ****** 18.88 18.20
2?.CC le**4 4.**** ***** 18.88 18.20
240 * - **** 1.87 18.20
4*4C *4444 **3*** 44**4* 18.86 18.20
26.00 **4** 3*4444 *** 18.85 18.20
27.00 **44* 4*** 444*** 18.85 18.20
28.00 44*L44 **44* **** 18.84 18.20
25.00 4*44 *444* *4*3* 18.83 18.19
- 0-- - - -4*4*- ***4* *444* 18.82 14.19--
245
CELTA EFNL = IC.C FAN HA8CNIC = 30.0
INLET HARMONIC (A D0 B t 5, C * 1, O * 20, E - 301
1/0s kIlh lENES. JET AT1, NO TiUet EP, L = 102.22t. Uh-13A
30.. ......... . .......... *E.O-..C . ..... ...... .. . ... EA
EO C - -
EO C e
E D C 8
EC C 8
25. . EC C
I ED C B
N E0 C 8
L . C C 8
E EO C e
T 20. * E C e
* EO CSE 0 
A o ED C
T 0 E - C
T . E C
E 15. . E 0 C
N . ED C
U . E D C
A . E 0 C
T . E • C
I 10. 6 E C C
C • E C






C. 10. 20. 30.
FAN CUCT ATTEFUATICN
FAN FARMC-1~ 30.0 DELLA EFNL - 10.0
A B C c E
INLET -ARMCNIC * 0 5 10 20 3C
INLET FAN FAN FAN FAN FIN
FLND. FUND. FUND. FUND. FLND. FUNC.
1.00 ****** ****** ***
2.00 ****** ****** **** .****** *4****
2.00***** **** ****** * 1
4.00 ****** ****** ****** 2.****** 18.
l.CC ,**** ****** ****** 19.89 18.2*
6.00 - ****** ****** **,** ****0 17***
7.OC ****** ****** ****** ***4 17o*2
8.00C ***** ****** ***** 27.77
9.00 ****O* ****** ****** 1*.07 21.47
10.0C ***** ****** 27.95 19.26
11.00 ****** ****** *7**** 25.42 18.92
12.CC00***** 22.53 18.59
1l.CC ** * * * ****** 19.89 18.26
14.0c *4***** ****** 19.40 17.94
1!.CC ** * ***** *** 16.94 17.62
16.00 ****** ****** - 1 ,3 18.50 17.31
17.0O ****** ****** 1*30 168.07 17.01
le.OC ****** ****** l*.** 17.66 16.71
19.00 *** ** ** 17.27 16.42
20.00 ****** ****** 15.63 16.88 16.13
21.00 c** *** 19.>6 16.88 16.12
22.0C ***** ****** 19.50 16.88 16.13
23.00 *I* ** 19.43 16.88 16.13
i4.00 -- *** **19.37 16.98 16.1?
25.00 ****** ****** 19.30 16.88 16.12
26.CC ****** ****** 19.24 16.88 16.13
27.00 ****** ****** 19.18 16.88 16.1!
28.oc00 ****** ****** 19.11 16.88 16.13
29.00 ****** ****** 19.05 16.88 16.13
.-30,00-- ****** 29.52 18.99 16.88 16.13
246
DE(.TA FPNL = 5.0 FAN HARMONIC * 0.0
INLET HARMONIC (A * 0oI P 5, C * 10, O . 20, E * 301
T/n, WITH TONF,7.5 JET ATT, NO TURB, EPNL = 101.989 RUN-14A
30 .
. .... 




25. + ECRA +
I . FCRA
- N - -.-------- ECRA
L ECBA
F EC R
T 20n. EC RA
E CA
A o E CBA
~ fE C RA
T * E C BA
F 15. + ED C BA
N ED C SA
I * F C BA
A F CBA
r 
.. C PA E A
1 10. + E C BA
0 , FD RA






Er C0 . ............... 
...
0 10. 20. 30.
FAN DUIT ATTENUATION
- AN HAR4ON;- = 0. - DFLTA FPNL 5.0
A B C 0 E
INLET HARMONIC * 0 5 10 20 30
IN FT FAN rAN FAN FAN FAN
FUND. F UND. FUND, FUND. FUND. FUND.
1.00 *34** 4***4* ***** 13.31 12.8A
2,0 ****** * **+ 4* *4* 12.98 12.57
3.00 ****** *,***** ***** 12.66 12.28
4.00 ****** ****** ****** 12.37 12.01
5 00 ****** ***4** ***** 1).09 11.76
6,00 ****** ****** ***** 1.T17 11*47
7.00 30.30 **4*** 19.55 11.4 8 11.19
A.00 21.59 20.43 17.79 11.19 10.92
., 00 18.68 19.13 16.24 10.91 10.68
1000 17.17 16.49 14.88 10.63 10.44
11.00 16.46 15.81 14.31 10.56 10.39
120.n 15.90 15.18 13.79 10.49 10.14
13,00 15.19 14.59 13.31 10.43 10.29
14.00 14.61 14.04 12.86 10.36 10.24
15.00 14.07 13.52 12.45 10.30 10.19
16-00 13.57 13,04 12.06 10.23 10.14
17 00 13.09 12.58 11.70 10.17 10.09
. 0 . 12.64 - - 1215 11.36 10.11 10.04
19.00 12.21 11.74 11.04 10.06 9.99
20,00 11R.1 11,36 10.74 10.00 9.94
21.00 11.71 11.30 10.67 9.19 9.94
22.00 11.61 11.24 10.60 9. 9 9.93
23,00 11.51 11.18 10.53 9.97 9.92
-
--- 1 .42 ---- 1.13 ------ 1046 97 - 92 -
25.00 11.32 11.07 10.39 9.96 9.91
26.00 11.24 11,02 10.32 9.95 9.91
27.00 11.15 10.96 10.25 9.94 9.90
.8 00 11.06 10.91 10.17 9,93 9.90
29.00 10.98 10.86 10.10 9.92 9.89
- .-...... .- .-& .. . .... .. . - . .. . .- .-9 .9 1 - ---- . , .
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DELTA EPNL = 5.0 FAN HARMONIC a 5.0
INLET HARMONIC (A - O 8 * 59 C m 10 0 a 20, E m 301
T/O, WITH TONF,7.5 JFT ATT, NO TURS, EPNL - 101.98 RUN-14A
.. o * *.... r. . . ... EC8 e . -. . . .. ....... ....... ....... . ..-




25s + E C 4
I e E CA
N- - E CR
L E CB
E E Ca
T 20. * E CR
* EC P
A * E CBA
.- T -. . . - - - EO G RA
T * ED C RA
F 15. + ED C BA
N EF C RA
U * E C A
A * E C BA .
T . E- C 8
I 10. * FD C BA +
0 FD C RA
N * ED 0 8N ED C a
5 -- ED C
* ED C
o ED C
* E CSF n C
. E D C
0. 10. 20. 30.
FAN DUCT ATTENUATION
- FAN HARMONIG * 5.0 -- DELTA FPNI. - 5.0
A 8 C n F
IN. ET HARMONIC - 0 5 10 20 30
INLET FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FIIND. FUNDn. FUND, FUND. FUNO. FUND.
1.00 ***** *  11,77 0.81
.,0 +****0 ****** **** 11.37 10.49
3.00 ****** ***** 4***** 13.99 10.19
4.00 *4*4** 4***4* ***i** 10.64 9.95
,,00 0***4 *4*4** *4**4 10.32 9.79
S -6.00 --------. 4 ***4* .. ,* **** . 10.07 --.- 9.60
7.00 *+*9*4 ** ,* 19.4R 9.9q 9.41
8.00 19.l 3 19.89 17.33 9.74 9.24
9.00 17.90 17.5R 15.43 9.58R Q.R
10.00 16.08 15.60 13.74 9.43 8.93
11,00 15.25 14.78 13.08 9.33 8.A9
12.00 14.48 14.03 12.48 9.24 A.55
13.00 13.76 13.35 11.94 9.15 8.81
14.,O0 13.10 12.73 11.45 0.06 8.77
15000 12.48 12.15 11,01 8.97 8.73
16.00 11.90 11.62 10.60 8.89 8.69
17,00 11.36 11.13 10.22 8.80 8.65
-100 -- - 10.85 .. 1068 -.......9 90 --------. 73 - 6.61
19.00 10.37 10. 26 9.65 8.b5 8.58
20,00 9.95 9.90 9.40 8.57 8.54
21.00 9.90 9.85 9.37 8.57 8.53
22.00 9.86 9.80 9.35 8.56 8.53
23.00 9.81 9.76 9.33 8.56 R.53
-24 0 0---- --- 9.76 -----. 71 - -9.30 -------- 8.85 ------ .5? -
25.00 9.71 9.66 9.28 8.55 8.52
26.00 9.66 9.61 9.26 8.54 8.51
27.00 9.61 9.56 9.23 8.53 8.51
28.00 9.56 9.51 9.21 8.53 8.50
29.00 9.51 9.46 9.19 8.52 8.50
-0 00-- -19.........-- - ---- 9 .--- . 52 -- -8.50
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DOFLTA EPNL * 5.0 FAN HARMONIC = 10.0
INLET HARMONIC 4A * Ot 8 f SO C - 10, 0 * 20, E * 301
T/O, WITH TONE,7.5 JET ATT, NO TURBO EPNL - 101.98, RUN-14A






N ---- -- ----------- - --- ECA
L , ECB
F . ECR
T 20. + ECB
E CA
A . E C
T -. . E CA
T ED CB
E 1S. + ED CB +
N o ED C 8
U * ED C BA
A o E C B
T - . E CA A
I 10. + F C BA
O , ED C BA
N EO C 8
* FD C A 8
SED C B






0. +....-.... . ... ..... ............... . ., ...... . .
0. 10. 20. 30.
FAN DUCT ATTENUATION
-FAN HARMONI C 10.0--- DEL TA FPNL - -5.0
A R C 0 E
INLET HARM1NIC O0 5 10 20 30
INLET FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FUIND. F UND. FUND. FUND. FUND. FUND.
1,00 **** ***** ****** 9.59 9.19
2,00 ****9* ****** ****** 9.43 9.01
3,00 ***** ***.** ****** 9,.8 P,924.00 ****** S***** 9.14 8.64
5.00 ***o** ****** ****o* 9.00 8.456... .00oo -- ****** *****. 
- 26.91 .- 3 - 8.33 -
7.00 23.50 27.36 18.40 8.66 8.22
P 00 18.10 18. 12 15.94 8.44 8.12
0.00 15.84 15.58 13.9n 8.31 8.01
10,00 13.R8 13.41 12.19 8.14 7.91
11.00 12.91 12.54 11.41 8,08 7,85
12.00 12.09 11.76 10.73 8.01 7.79
13.00 11.35 11.06 10.13 7.96 7.73
1 400 10.69 10. 43 9.75 7.90 7.67
15.00 10.09 9.91 9.43 7.94 7.61
16.00 9.72 9. 57 9.13 7.79 7.55
17.00 9.42 9. 25 8.84 7.73 7.50
18.00 ---- 9.13 ---- q.93 8.56 - 7.68 7.45
10,00 8.86 8.63 8.79 7.63 7.39
20.00 8.60 8.33 8. 03 7.57 7.34
21.00 8.55 8.30 8.00 7.57 7.34
22.00 8.49 8, 27 7.98 7.57 7.34
23.00 8.43 8.24 7.96 7.56 7.34
- -24.. 00 Be . -8.8 3 --- 8. 20 -------- 7.94 -- 7.56- - 7. 34 -
25.00 8.32 8.17 7.92 7.55 7.34
26*00 8.27 8.14 7.89 7*55 7.34
27,00 8.21 8.11 7.87 7.54 7.33
28.00 8.15 9. O0 7.85 7.54 .7.33
29.00 8.09 8.05 7.83 7.54 7.33
-- . ee .Be -4- -- 602- - -7. 1- .- -T.53 ------- 7 -.
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DELTA FPNL - 5.0 FAN HARMONIC * 20.0
INIET HARM'NIC IA - 0 8 = 5v C u 10, 0 a 20, E * 301
T/0 WITH TONE,F7. JET ATT, NO TURB, EPNL * 101.98i RUN-14A
..O. . 0 ,R .. .. ............. ... .. .................-.... ....... * * E






2%. 0 CR E
I D CBA E
N O CRA F
L 0 CBA E
F D CBA F
T 20. D CBA E
DoC BA E
A D C RA E
T .0 C RA F
T .0 C RA E
F 15. +D C RA E
N .0 9A E
U FO C RA
A ED C BA
T ED C RA
1 10. +ED C BA
0 .ED C A
N * ED C 8






. .. .... .. . . . .
0. 10. 20. 30.
FAN DUCT ATTENUATION
FAN HARMONIC * 20.0 - ElTA4 FPNL - 5.0
A B C n F
INLFT HARMINIC - 0 5 10 20 30
INLFT FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FUND. FIUND. F (UNr. FUND, FUND, FUND.
1.00 ****** * ** ****** 4,00 3.29
2,00 ***** **** ****** 3.65 2.863,nO **.* **3.12 2.47
4,00 ****** ****** ****** 2.99 2.11
5.00 ****** ****** ****** 2.69 1.77
6,00 -..--- ****** ****** 16.7? 2.27 - 1.47
7.00 17.0? 17.51 17.60 1.88 1.188n00 13.63 13.46 9Q53 1.51 0089
9.00 10.79 1n. 17 7.51 1.15 0.6(,
10.00 8.49 7. 76 5.77 0. 0 0.31
11.00 7.45 6.91 5.03 0.73 0.22
12.00 6.51 5,96 4.41 0.66 0.14
13.00 5.67 5.19 3.84 0.5S 0.06
14.00 - 4.92 4.57 3.32 0.51 ******
15.00 4.38 4.03 2.84 0.44 *****
16.00 3.86 3.52 0.37 *****
17.00 3.38 3.03 1.98 0.30 *****
-- 1-n.00 ----------- 2.93 ------- 257 1.60 . - 0.24 -- *****
19.00 2.51 2.14 1.25 0.17 ******
20.00 2.11 1.73 0.92 0.10 ******
21.00 2.03 1.69 0.89 0.10 ******
22.00 1.96 1.65 0.87 0.10 *****
23.00 1.88 1.61 0.84 0.10 ****
--- 24.00 ------- 11 ..---- 1.57 0. 8 2- .-10 - ******
25.00 1.73 1.53 0.79 0.10 ****
26.00 1.66 1.49 0.76 0.10 ******
27.00 1.58 1.45 0.74 0.10 ******
28.00 1.50 1.41 0.71 0.10 ******
29.00 1.42 1.37 0.68 0.10 *****
------- 4 - ------ . 34 - .33 -- --4 4 0.10 **-**
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DELTA FPNL .0 FAN HARMONIC = 30,0
INLET HARMONIC IA * O 9 * 5 C - 10, D * 20, E * 301
7/Ot WITH TONE7.5 JET ATT, NO TURB, EPNL - 101.98, RUN-14A
0. C.B .. . ...-.......--- 
-----............. . . .  ..
C BA E
.C BA E
25. +C BA E
I .C RA E
N - . -- A - EF
L .C B A E
F , a AE
T 20. +C B A F
* C A F
A . C BA E
.T . A. F
T C BA F
F IS. + C BA F
N CR E
U . C B F
A 0) C BA F
T .0 -- RA E
1 10. +0 C RA F
0 . 0 C BA E
N .E 0 C BA
*E D C B
E D C A 8
5. + ED - C B
F D
. F 0 C
FD CE C
0 * ........................................
0. 10. 20. 30.
FAN rlUCT ATTENUATION
-FAN HARMNIC- '30.0-- - DELTA FPNL - 5.0
A R C 0 F
INLET HARMnNIC 0 5 10 20 30
INLET FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FUlND. FUND. FUND, FUND. FUND. FUND.
1.00 ***5* ****** ****** 5.21 5.02
2.00 ****** **,** ***0**0 5,01 4.32
3.00 **** *** 4.45 3.644.00 ****** **,*** ****** 3,o2 3.01
5.00 ****** ***** 2.00 3.43 2.43
.- 6,00 - -- 21.46 ****** -- 1463 2,85 - 1.75
7.00 15.60 15.66 10.66 2.29 1.06
8.00 11.A4 11.43 8.R8 1.75 0.37
9,00 9.41 9.09 7.64 1.23 ******
10.00 8.17 7.73 6.51 0. 72 *****
11,00 7.60 7.20 6.04 0.45 ***
12.00 7.09 6.72 5.63 0.17 ******
13.00 6.64 6. 2 5.26 ***** *****
1400 6.23 .87 4,83 ****** *****
15,00 5.86 5.50 4.06 **** ******
16.00 5.53 5.16 3.32 ****** ,*****
17.00 5.22 4.60 2.63 ****** ****
.. 4 . A5 3. 83 97---- ****** ******
19.00 4.13 3,09 1.34 ****** ******
70.00 3.42 2.37 0.74 ***** ****
21.00 3.17 2.22 0.67 ****** ******
27.00 2.92 2.06 0.59 ****** ******
23.00 2.68 1.91 0.52 ****** *****
------- ----- 24.00- -------------. *44----- --- l-. 76 --- -O 44 ***** *****
25.00 2.19 1.60 037 ****** ******
26.00 1.95 1.45 0.29 ****** ******
27.00 .1.72 1.29 0Z2 ****** ******
28.00 1.4B 114 0.15 ***** ******
29.00 1.25 0.99 0.07 ****** ******
- 00 .. -..--- r - - -O,0 -. **** - ***
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DELTA EPNL . 10.0 FAN HARMONIC = 0.0
INLFT HARMONIC (A - 09 8 * 5, C * 10e D0 20, E * 301




?So + EI! * 
* E
--- N ......-- ..----....- 
- -- ..........--.-..... ........ -........
L * E
F E
T 20. + E
* E
A * E













o ..... **.......- .... ...-.......
0. 10. 20. 30.
FAN DUCT ATTENUATION
.FAN HARMO fC * 0.0 DFLTA EPNL - 10.0
A n C 0 F
INLFT HARMONIC * 0 5 10 20 30
INIFT FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FUNn. FUND. F I)N). FUND. FUND. FUND.
1.00 ****** ****** ****** *****
2.00 ****** ****** ****** ****** *****
.00 ****** **.** ****9 * *.** ***
.O ****** ***** ****** ****** *****
.,00 ****** ****** ****** *****, ******.00   ******
1,00 ****** *****h ****4 * ****** **
10.00 ****** ****. ***** +**** ******
11.00 ****.* ***.** *.*** ***..s ****ss12.00 ****** ****** ****** ***** **
13.00 ****** ***..* **.* **** .* * *
14.00 ****** ****** ****** **** ***95.00 ****** ****** ****** ****** ****e
15,00 ***s.* *...** *s..* ****** **
16.00 ****** ****** ****** +**** **
18.00 -- --- ****** - ****** ****** . * . ***
19.00 ****** ****** ***** ***** -a
20.00 *.* **** s***** *** **** *
21.00 ****** ***** ****** ******
21.00 *e**** ***. ****** 44***
23.00 *ss*** ****** **s*** ***.* .**
.- 00 ** . ****** ****** ****** ******
25.00 *s*** ***** **.** ****** ** *25.00 ****** ****** ****** ****** ******
26.00 ****** ***** ****** ****** **
27.00 ****** ***** **** ****** ***+ *8
29.00 ****** ****** ****** ****** *****
-30.09-0 **** 4**4* ***** ****** ***s*
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DELTA EPNL = 10.0 FAN HARMONIC * 5.0
INLET HARMONIC (A O 8 w 5, C - 10, 0 - 20, E - 301
T/OI WITH TONEt7.5 JET ATT, NO TURR9 EPNL - 101.989 RUN-14A
























0.. . . .. . .. . - E
FAN DUCIT ATTENUATION
---- FAN HARMfIG = 5.0 DELTA FPNL * 10.0
A B C 0 E
INLET HARMONIC 0 5 10 20 30
INLET FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FUND. F UND. FUND. FUND. FUND. FUNO.
1.00 ****** ****** ****** ***** ****
2.00 ..... * *4** ****** *ee*** 9*.
3.00 ****** ****** ****** ** *w2
4,o0 *****S ****** ****** ****** ******
5.00 ****** ***** ***t* *** ******
--- OO --- - ****** . * ** e ***** -**** 6,*
7.00 ****** *,,** ****** *****, **
8.n00 ****** *4*** **** * ***s**
Q.00 ****** ****** ****** ****s* a,...
10.00 ****** ****** ****** ***** a**
11.00 ****** *****. ****** ***** ***
12.00 ************ ** ***** ****** ***
13.00 ****** **..* ****** ****** *****
14-00 . -* ****** *s**.* ****** ****
15.00 ****** at.*** ****** ****a 4**
14.00 ****** ****** *4*4* ****** **
17.00 ****** *4**** ***** ****** **
--- 18.00- -. *****S..*444 ..- 4** . - 4***** . . *44 *4
19.00 ****** at,.., a**** **** ****a
22100 ****** **S*** ****** ****** *
23.00 .***** *4t*** ****** ****** e e
25.00 ****t ***** ***t* .**** , ..
26600 ***att ****t ta**** *** **ttt.
27.00 *t*** tat** ****. ann.* tan*.
28.00 at**** **ta ***t* tenss . ana
29.00 ***** ****l -S****t- - ** **44*4
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nFLTA EPNL = 10.0 FAN HARMONIC a 10.0
INLFT HARMONIC IA - Ot 6 5 C - 10, 0 * 20# E * 30)
T/O, WITH TONEtTe7 JET ATT, NO TUR8R EPNL = 101.98, RUJN-14A
30, +.co.-......****************+.. * . ED * .
-- .. .. .--- -- E D -- CB
F D C
o E 0 C
E D C
25. +F D C
I * E D C
------N -- - - E 0- C
L E D C
F . E 0 C
T 200. E 0 C
E D C
A E D C
-. .. .. o ..... ... .. ..... ....- 
- E '- 0
T * E 0




. T - ----- -- 
- -







00 ..... .0.. .- ..... +......,,,..,,o o
0. 10. 20, 30.
FAN nUCT ATTFNUATION
--- FAn 4R44NIG- * 10.0 DELTA FPNL * 10.0
A R C D F
INLET HARMONIC - 0 5 10 70 30
INL ET FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FlIND. FUND. FUND. FUNDO FIUNn. FUND.
1.00 ***** ****** ****** ******
2.00 ****** ***** ***** ****** ** *3.00 ****** ****** ****,* ****** 260
4,00 ****** **9*** ***-** ***.78 2*00*
5.00 ****** ****** ***** ***25 * .208
6.00 - ****** **** - ****** 14- 2****9
7.00 ****** ****** 25*0 2
9.00 ***** ***** ****** ****e s*
10300 ****** ****** ****** ****** 22.*, *** . ** ** . ** ... 7
11.00 ****** ****** ****** ****** 2287
12.00 ***** ****** *****oT 2o13.00 ****** ****** 30 26 8
14.00 ****** ****** ****** ****** 30.20
15.00 ****** ***,* ****** ****8 2.894
16.00 ****** ***** ****** *****+ 27.69
17.00 ****** ****** ***** 30.02 26.46
- 18.00 --------- - * ***** ***** - 2237 %.
19.on0 ****** ****** 2904 26.78 24.06
70.00 **.** ****** * 25.22 22.88
21.00 ****** ****** ****** 25.14 22.88
2?.00 ****** **S*** ****** 25.06 22.7
23.00 ***** ****** ****** 24.99 22.87
- 24.4)0 --- ---- ****** ----- *- . - ***** 24.90 2@ 22.87
25.00 ****** ****** * * 24.81 22.87
26.00 *****4 ****** 30.86 24.73 22.87
27.00 ****** ****** 30.36 24.65 22.87
28.00 **O*** ****** 29.88 24.57 22.87
29.00 ****** ****** 29.40 24.49 22.86
-- -246925- -4 'g s4 - e---- 24V41 22."
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DELTA EPNL = 10.0 FAN HARMONIC = 20.0
INLFT HARMONIC (A a O B 59 C * 10, 0 * 20, E - 30)
T/0, WITH TONF,7.5 JET ATT, NO TURB, EPNL a 101.98, RUN-14A
30. . .... .... .... ......... . .. +.. . C . .- ..... ..,
S-------- 
--------- FD C 8 A-
F 0 C B A
ED C B AE D C 8E D C B
25. F D C 8
I ED C B
SN ,--------- -- ---- E D C - -
L . ED C B
F . E C B
T 20. E D C R
ED C B
A . ED C
- -r - .ED C........... . . : 
T * ED C
S1. + ED C
N E D C
U E D C
A * E D C
I " - . .------- . E . .... --" - C
1 10. + E D C
S , E 0




0. 10. 20, 30.
FAN DUCT ATTFNUATION
- FAN HARMONIC , 20.0 DELTA EPNL * 10.0
A F C o E
INLET HARMONIC - 0 5 10 20 30
INIFT FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FUND. FUND. F UND. FUND. FUND. FUND,
1.00 ******  ****** **8 *** *4,*
2.00 ****** ****** ****** ****** e e4,
3.00 ****,* ****** ***** **.** ****R*
4.00 ****** R*,*$ ****** ***** *** **
5. 0 ****** ** * ****** 71- *** **
6.00 ***-** ****** ****$* ****** *****
7.00 ****** ****** ****** I0.78 ***. 1
l.00 ****** ****** ****** ***** 27.12
9.00 1***** ****** *****, ***88 9.66
10.00 ****** ****** ****,. 25.71- 18.76
11. 00 **** ****** ****** 71.92 18.45
12.00 ***** 
.****** ****** 10.78 19.15
13.00 ****** ****** 19.37 17.86
14.00 *** ** * * 18.98 17.58
15,00 ****** ****** 0***** 16.60 17.31
16.00 ***** ****** ****** 18,73 17.04
17.00 **** ****** ***** 1 7.i8 16.79
18.00- ****** ****** ****** - -1 7.54-- 16.54
19.00 ****** **27.44 17.20 16.30
20,00 ****** **** 19.12 16.87 16.06
21.00 ****** 2*, 16 19.04 16.88 16.06
22.00 " **** **** 18.95 16.R7 16.06
73.00 *** * * 18.87 16.87 16.06
--- 24.00----- *-- - 18.78 16.47 - ---16.06
25.00 *** * * 18.70 16.87 16.06
26.00 ****** ****** 18.62 16.87 16.05
27.00 ** 27.16 18.54 16.86 16.05
28.00 30.40 23.q98 18.45 16.86 16.05
29.00 24.32 21.33 18.37 16.86 16.05
------------- 36---. ------- 9- --- -19. 93- - & 2- - 1 86-- ----- 16,05
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DFLTA EPNL = 10.0 FAN HARMONIC = 30.0
INLET HARMONIC (A * Ot B 5 C = O1, D * 20, E - 301
T/lq WITH TONE,7.5 JET ATT, NO TURBI EPNL * 101.989 RUN-I4A
30... .. .. .... ......-*. - ED... + C -B. ..... .
ED C 8
* F~ C 8
FO C 8
EFD C RA
25. FD C 8 A +
I * ED C 8 A
- N..................-..... .. ED C --- . . ...
L * ED C B A
F * ED C B A
r 20. + ED C A
* FD C 8
A * ED C 8
..... - ED C
T * ED C
E 15. F 0 CN *E D C
U ED C
A *F D C
T . E 
.. C1 10. + E D
0 *E 0 C




o *E * ** ** * **-****-**..-....
0. 10. 70. 30.
FAN DUCT ATTENUATION
-PAN HARMONIG = 30.0- DELTA EPNL - 10.0r
A A C 0 EINLET HARMONIC * 0 9 10 20 30
INI FT FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
FUN.r)  F UlND, F UIND. FUND. FUND. FUNDo.
1.00 4**** *4*4* *****4 *4*4 **4
7.0O 4*0* * **** 4**** *4*4*4 *4*4*
3,00 ****** *** ****** **.*., 4*4444
4.00 *****4* ***** ***** 4*4* * ****
5.00 4***. ***** 4 **,* *44*** * * *6
-- 60 - *44** -****** -4**4 .I ** 5* 4*4*
7.00 *****4 * **** *4**** *4* 19.818.00 ****** *4**** ****** 25.96 18.65
9,00 ***** ****** ****** 19.56 17.64
10o00 ****** ****** ****** 18.58 16174
11.00 ****** ****** ****** 18.09 16.45
17.00 ***** ***** ****** 17.63 16.16
13.00 ****** ***** "***** 17.19 15.88
14.00 ***** ****** **** 16.78 15.61
15.100 ****** 4*44.* * * * 16.40 15.34
16,00 ****** *4** *4*1* 16.03 15.09
17.00 ****** 4*4** 92.** 19.69 14.8418,00 
-- -* **. ..- * ** -- 19.43-- -. 15.36 . 14.59
19.00 *1 9 * 9. 14 18.20 15.05 14.36
20.00 4*4* *4444 17.08 14.75 14.13
21.00 
-**** 19.95 17.03 14.74 14.13
22.00 **** 19.74 16.97 14.73 14.11
23.00 *4*** 19.53 16.92 14.72 14.13
- ?460--- -- 1 a If****-- -93 --- 16.87 - - 171 - ---l 41- 14.13
25.00 19.80 19.14 16.82 14.70 14.13
26.00 19.43 18.95 16.76 14.69 14.13
27.00 19.08 18.76 16.71 14.68 14.13
28.00 18.75 18,58 16.66 14.66 14.13
29.00 18.43 18.40 16.62 14.65 14.13
- - ----- -- 1.13 1 .23 ----- 16.7- 
- 14.64 - .12 -
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